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0
P R E FA C E
In geometric topology, the algebraic K- and L-groups of the group
ring Zpi1X of the fundamental group of some space X play a funda-
mental role as the domain of many obstructions. For example, the
s-cobordism theorem tells us that all h-cobordisms over a given man-
ifold M are trivial if and only if the Whitehead group of pi1M, a
quotient of K1(Zpi1(M)), vanishes.
Unfortunately, the K-and L-groups of group rings are extremely hard
to compute. The Farrell-Jones conjecture is a structured approach to
obtain information about these groups. In its simplest form for alge-
braic K-theory, it predicts that for torsion-free groups G, the so-called
assembly map is an isomorphism
H∗(BG,K−∞Z)→ K∗(ZG)
where K−∞Z is the K-theory spectrum of Z and H∗(−;K−∞Z) is
the associated homology theory. The left-hand side is quite accessi-
ble: Once one knows the group homology of G and some K-groups
of Z, one can attack it with the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence.
This simple form of the Farrell-Jones conjecture already fails when
G is finite, or infinite cyclic when one also considers group rings RG
over an arbitrary ring R due to nil group phenomena. We will now
explain the general form of the Farrell-Jones conjecture with coeffi-
cients in a ring, for which no counterexample is known. Associated
to R, there is a G-homology theory HG∗ (−,KR) such that
HG∗ (∗,KR) ∼= K∗(RG)
The simple version of the Farrell-Jones conjecture is now obtained by
plugging the map EG → pt into the homology theory to obtain the
assembly map
H∗(BG,KR) ∼= HG∗ (EG,KR)→ HG∗ (∗,K−∞R) = K∗(RG)
where K−∞R is the non-connective K-theory spectrum of the ring R.
We refer the reader to [LR05] for further information on G-homology
theories. Since the simple version fails for some groups, we have to
account for these failures in general. This is encoded into the conjec-
ture by considering not the space EG, which classifies free actions,
but the space EVCYCG which classifies G-actions with virtually cyclic
isotropy. So the Farrell-Jones assembly map is the map
HG∗ (EVCYCG,K
−∞R)→ HG∗ (∗,KR) ∼= K∗(RG)
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which is predicted to be an isomorphism. In some sense, one pushes
the problems with finite and infinite cyclic groups into the left-hand
side of the conjecture. The left-hand side is now more complicated,
but still accessible to Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence type meth-
ods, and it has the advantage that now the conjecture stands a chance
to be true. We refer the reader to [LR05] for an overview over the
Farrell-Jones conjecture.
In the world of C∗-algebras, the Baum-Connes conjecture is formally
very similar to the Farrell-Jones conjecture. It can be formulated as fol-
lows. Associated to a C∗-algebra A, there is an equivariant homology
theory HG∗ (−,KA) such that
HG∗ (∗,KA) = KTOP∗ (C∗rA)
where C∗rA is the reduced group C∗-algebra of G, a certain comple-
tion of the ring AG to a C∗-algebra, and KTOP denotes the topological
K-theory of a C∗-algebra. Then the Baum-Connes conjecture predicts
that the assembly map
HG∗ (EVCYCG,KA)→ HG∗ (∗,KA) = K∗(C∗rA)
is an isomorphism. Typically, the Baum-Connes conjecture is formu-
lated with the classifying space EFING of proper G-actions, but since
topological K-theory is better behaved than algebraic K-theory and
in particular has no nil group phenomena, this does not make a dif-
ference. For general information on the Baum-Connes conjecture, we
refer the reader to [LR05] or [Val02].
Both the Farrell-Jones and Baum-Connes conjecture are known for
large classes of groups. The proofs of the Baum-Connes conjecture
rely on equivariant KK-theory, see the original [Kas88] and, for ex-
ample, [Bla98] and [Hig90], and the Dirac-dual Dirac method, see for
example [GHT00]. Actual proofs of the conjecture are contained in
[HK01] for groups with the Haagerup property, in [MY02] for hyper-
bolic groups and in [Laf02] for certain groups which have property T .
In recent years, there has been a lot of progress on the Farrell-Jones
conjecture based on the geodesic flow techniques developed in [FJ86]
and [FJ87], starting with [BFJR04] and [BR05] for fundamental groups
of closed Riemannian manifolds with negative sectional curvature. In
[BLR08b] and [BLR08a], this is extended to hyperbolic groups, and in
[BL12a] and [BL12b] to groups acting cocompactly by isometries on
a CAT(0)-spaces, at least for lower K-theory. The result is extended
to all K-groups in [Weg12]. A somewhat different type of argument
is given in [BL] for certain groups, including for example crystallo-
graphic groups.
The strategy of the proofs of the Farrell-Jones and Baum-Connes con-
jectures are rather unrelated. The point of this work is to employ the
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strategy of one of the proofs of the Farrell-Jones conjecture, namely
the one in [BL], to obtain a proof of the Baum-Connes conjecture for
certain groups. This strategy has two main ingredients: Controlled
algebra and induction theorems.
The basic idea of controlled algebra is to capture “large-scale” invari-
ants of spaces endowed with some additional structure. For example,
given a locally compact metric space X and a ring R, we form the fol-
lowing category. Objects are sequences (Mx)x∈X of free R-modules
such that for each compact K ⊂ X, only finitely many Rk with k ∈ K
are nonzero. A morphism φ : M → N consists of morphisms of R-
modules φ(x,y) : Ry → Rx such that for each z ∈ X, only finitely many
φ(x,z) and φ(z,y) are nonzero; and furthermore we demand that φ
is controlled: there is a constant C > 0 such that φ(x,y) = 0 when-
ever d(x,y) > C. This yields an additive category and we can take its
algebraic K-theory. It turns out that this is well-behaved and yields
something like a “large-scale homology theory”. For example, this
construction can distinguish the large-scale geometry of Rn for dif-
ferent values of n.
The properties of the metric d which allow these kind of construc-
tions can be axiomatized, yielding the notion of a coarse space. Fur-
thermore, we can take a G-action on the space into account to obtain
an equivariant variant of the additive category. The first step in the
proofs of the Farrell-Jones conjecture essentially is to write down an
equivariant coarse space such that the algebraic K-groups whose con-
struction we just indicated vanish if and only if the Farrell-Jones con-
jecture is true.
Similarly, one can associate topological K-groups to a coarse space,
and the topological K-groups of the very same coarse space as in the
Farrell-Jones conjecture are the only obstruction for the Baum-Connes
conjecture to hold. Since the coarse space is quite explicit, this allows
us to perform explicit constructions to obtain information about K-
theory.
The other main ingredient, induction theory, is used to create more
room for certain constructions. Given a finite group G, consider its
complex representation ring K0(CG). For each subgroup H ⊂ G, we
obtain an induction map
indGH : K0(CH)→ K0(CG)
Given a collection Hi of subgroups of G, one can ask under which
conditions we obtain a surjection
⊕ indGHi : ⊕K0(CHi)→ K0(CG)
Some answers are provided by the Brauer and Artin induction theo-
rems. These will play a crucial role, allowing us to create more room
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to make some constructions work.
Instead of looking at the ordinary Baum-Connes map
HG∗ (EVCYCG,KA)→ HG∗ (∗,KA)
we can take any family F of subgroups of G and consider the Baum-
Connes map for the family F
AF : HG∗ (EFG,KA)→ HG∗ (∗,KA)
which yields a version of the Baum-Connes conjecture with respect
to the family F, namely that AF is an isomorphism.
Under the following condition on a group, we will verify the Baum-
Connes conjecture with respect to the family F. The idea of the con-
dition goes back to [FH78] and was later on considered in [Qui12]
and [BL] in the context of the Farrell-Jones conjecture. Recall that an
elementary group is a finite group which is a product of a p-group
for some prime p and a cyclic group.
Definition. Let G be a group with a word metric dG and F a family of
subgroups of G. We say that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect
to F if the following condition is satisfied:
There exists a natural number N such that for each n ∈ N there is a
surjective group homomorphism αn : G→ Fn with Fn finite such that
for each elementary subgroup C ⊂ Fn and H = α−1n (C) ⊂ G, there
is a simplicial complex EH of dimension at most N and a simplicial
H-action with isotropy in F, and an H-equivariant map fH : G → EH
such that for all g,h ∈ G with dG(g,h) 6 n, we have
d1EH(fH(g), fH(h)) 6
1
n
where d1EH is the l
1-metric on EH.
In the context of the Farrell-Jones conjecture, elementary groups have
to be replaced with hyperelementary groups, i.e. extensions of p-
groups and finite cyclic groups since the integral analogue of the
Brauer induction theorem requires hyperelementary, so this defini-
tion does not quite agree with the one in [BL]. However, the differ-
ence is rather small and we use the induction results as a blackbox
anyway, so we do not invent a new name for such groups.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem. If G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to F, then the Baum-
Connes conjecture with respect to F for G is true.
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To pass from the family version to the usual version of the Baum-
Connes conjecture, there is the transitivity principle, which roughly
states that if G satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture with respect to
a family F and all elements of F satisfy the ordinary Baum-Connes
conjecture, then alsoG satisfies the ordinary Baum-Connes conjecture.
The strategy employed in [BFL] to prove the Farrell-Jones conjecture
is essentially to prove that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect
to a family for which we already know the conjecture by induction.
To make up for the quite high level of abstraction, we have included
an account of some of the results of [BFL] in this thesis. Somewhat
unfortunately, the groups considered in [BFL] are amenable or the
proof strategy also requires the Farrell-Jones conjecture for groups for
which we do not know the Baum-Connes conjecture, and so we do
not obtain new results on the Baum-Connes conjecture, but different
proofs for already known results.
notation and conventions
Both algebraic and topological K-theory will play a role in this thesis.
When we write an undecorated K, we will always mean topological
K-theory, and use the notation Kalg when we have to refer to algebraic
K-theory.
We will also adopt a point of view which involves more category
theory than the usual more analytic approaches to the Baum-Connes
conjecture. We will usually not deal with C∗-algebras, but with C∗-
categories and their K-theory. Actually, most of our arguments are
not even about C∗-categories, but only about pre-C∗-categories: Cat-
egories with a norm which can be completed to a C∗-category. We
will almost never explicitly work with an arbitrary morphism of a
C∗-category; instead, all constructions take place in the uncompleted
setting, where one has a better grasp of the morphisms, and are then
completed to extend them to the whole C∗-category.
Throughout the thesis, A will denote a C∗-algebra with a G-action,
and we will consider the Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients
in A. This is in some sense a necessary evil: without coefficients, we
do not have the inheritance properties on which parts of [BFL] cru-
cially rely on, and we want to apply the theory in [BFL] to the Baum-
Connes conjecture. However, coefficients add an additional layer of
complication which distracts from the actual arguments. The reader
who is interested in the actual proof and not in technical annoyances
related to coefficients should concentrate on the case A = C with the
trivial G-action.
Aside from basic C∗-algebra theory, the only functional analysis we
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will use are some basics about Hilbert C∗-modules over C∗-algebras.
Hilbert modules are generalizations of Hilbert spaces from C to an
arbitrary C∗-algebra A. The reader not familiar with Hilbert mod-
ules can either consult [Lan95] for some background, or can ignore
coefficients and concentrate on A = C, replacing Hilbert modules
with Hilbert spaces and ignoring the word adjointable whenever it
appears.
organization
In the irst section, we give a short review of topological K-theory of
C∗-algebras, with a special emphasis on representing K-groups as ho-
motopy groups of a space. The sections 2, 3 and 4 set up the necessary
topological K-theory machinery for C∗-categories, which is not devel-
oped in the literature in a way which fulfills all of our needs. Section
5 is a review of the necessary representation theory. The actual proof
of the Baum-Connes conjecture, along the lines of the proof of the
Farrell-Jones conjecture in [BL], is contained in the sections 6, 7 and
8. Section 6 introduces the basic strategy, section 7 is devoted to the
transfer and section 8 to a stability result. Section 9 shows how to ob-
tain rational results on the Baum-Connes conjecture using the Artin
induction theorem. Section 10 is devoted to geometrically trivial ex-
amples which nevertheless yield interesting results. Finally, section
11 is a short account of some of the results of [BFL] to get our hands
at some concrete, nontrivial examples of Farrell-Hsiang groups.
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1
C∗ - A L G E B R A S A N D T H E I R K- T H E O RY
This section is a short review of topological K-theory of C∗-algebras.
The material is well-known and mostly well-documented in the lit-
erature, see for example [HR00], [WO93] or [RLL00]. We will follow
[HR00] since the exposition given there is more in the spirit of topo-
logy and algebraic K-theory and does not focus on explicit matrix
manipulations so much. We will also consider a space-level version of
topological K-theory, i.e. representing K-groups as homotopy groups
of a certain space, which is well-known but not well-covered in the
literature.
We assume a working knowledge of basic C∗-algebra theory as devel-
oped, for example, in [Rud91] or [Mur90]. In particular, we will make
use of the continuous function calculus for C∗-algebras.
Throughout this section, let A be a C∗-algebra. Representing A as
an algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H, we obtain a
∗-representation of the n × n-matrices Mn(A) over A on Hn. This
turns Mn(A) into a C∗-algebra as well. We do not demand that A has
a unit; if it has, we call A unital.
1.1 topological K-theory of C∗-algebras
Let A be a unital C∗-algebra. The cycles in the K-groups of A will be
given by projections and unitaries.
Definition 1.1.1. A projection in a C∗-algebra A is a self-adjoint el-
ement p with p2 = p. A projection over A is a projection in some
matrix algebra Mn(A). A unitary in A is an element u ∈ A such that
uu∗ = u∗u = 1.
Now we can immediately give the definition of the K-theory of A,
starting with K0.
Definition 1.1.2. Let A be a unital C∗-algebra. The group K0(A) is the
free abelian group with one generator [p] for each projection p over
A modulo the following relations:
(i) [p] + [q] = [p ⊕ q] where ⊕ denotes the direct block sum of
matrices.
(ii) If p,q ∈ Mn(A) are connected by a continuous path of projec-
tions in Mn(A), then [p] = [q].
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(iii) [0] = 0 for any 0-matrix.
Remark 1.1.3. Alternatively, one can define K0(A) as the Grothendieck
group of the monoid of conjugacy classes of projections under the
direct sum. It follows from 3.1.7 and 1.1.5 that this yields the same
group K0(A).
In the definition of K0(A),there are two other relations one could use
instead of [p] = [q] whenever p and q are connected by a path.
Definition 1.1.4. Let p,q ∈Mn(A) be two projections.
(i) We say that p and q are unitarily equivalent if there is a unitary
u ∈Mn(A) with upu∗ = q.
(ii) We say that p and q are Murray-von Neumann equivalent if
there is v ∈Mn(A) such that vv∗ = p and v∗v = q.
Proposition 1.1.5. Let p,q be as above.
(i) If p and q are connected by a path of projections inside Mn(A), they
are unitarily equivalent.
(ii) If p and q are unitarily equivalent, they are Murray-von Neumann
equivalent.
(iii) If p and q are Murray-von Neumann equivalent, p⊕ 0n and q⊕ 0n
are connected by a path of projections in M2n(A).
It follows that we could have used any of the three relations in our definition
of K0.
Proof. This is a standard fact; see for example [HR00, 4.1.11]. We may
assume that p,q ∈ A by renaming Mn(A) if necessary. To prove i),
it suffices to see that any two projections whose distance from one
another is less than 1 are unitarily equivalent; then one can cut the
path connecting p and q into finitely many pieces, each of which has
length < 1.
So assume ‖p− q‖ < 1. Let x = qp+ (1− q)(1− p). An easy calcula-
tion shows xp = qx and x− 1 = (2q− 1)(p− q). Since ‖p− q‖ < 1,
‖x− 1‖ < 1 as well and so x is invertible. Now define a unitary u as
u = x(x∗x)−
1
2 , compare 1.1.10. Since xp = qx, p commutes with x∗x
and hence also with all elements obtained from x∗x by functional cal-
culus, in particular with (x∗x)−
1
2 . It follows that up = xp(x∗x)−
1
2 =
qx(x∗x)−
1
2 = qu as desired.
If up = qu, setting v = pu∗ proves ii).
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Now let v be given with vv∗ = p and v∗v = q. Let x = (1− vv∗)v. We
compute
x∗x = v∗(1− p)(1− p)v = v∗(1− p)v = q− v∗pv
= q− v∗vv∗v = q− q2 = 0
and hence x = 0 and v = vv∗v. Now consider the matrix
u =
(
v 1− vv∗
v∗v− 1 v∗
)
A straightforward calculation, using v = vv∗v, yields that this is a
unitary matrix conjugating p ⊕ 0 to q ⊕ 0. Considering the path of
unitary matrices
u( ′t) =
(
cos(t)v 1− (1− sin(t))vv∗
(1− sin(t))v∗v− 1 cos(t)v∗
)
we see that v is connected by unitaries to(
0 1
−1 0
)
which, in turn, is connected by unitaries to the identity matrix - just
pick v = 1 in the above path. Concatenating these two paths, we
obtain a path u(t) connecting u and the identity. It follows that p⊕ 0
and q⊕ 0 are connected by the path
t 7→ u(t)(q⊕ 0)u(t)∗
This implies iii).
Proposition 1.1.6. The group K0(A) is canonically isomorphic to the alge-
braic K-group Kalg0 (A).
Proof. We defer the proof to 3.1.7, where it is a special case of iii).
We now turn to the definition of K1.
Definition 1.1.7. The group K1(A) for a unital C∗-algebra A is the
free abelian group with one generator [u] for each unitary u over A,
modulo the following relations:
(i) [u] + [v] = [u⊕ v] for all unitaries u, v.
(ii) Whenever u, v ∈Mn(A) are connected by a path of unitaries in
Mn(A), we have [u] = [v].
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(iii) [1n] = 0 for all n.
Proposition 1.1.8. If u, v ∈ Un(A), the following relations hold in K1(A):
[u⊕ v] = [v⊕ u] = [uv] = [vu]
In particular, [u∗] is inverse to [u] in K1(A).
Proof. This is a standard K-theory computation. We have(
u 0
0 v
)
=
(
uv 0
0 1
)(
v∗ 0
0 v
)
Now the path(
cos(t)v∗ sin(t)
− sin(t) cos(t)v
)
is a path of unitaries connecting(
v∗ 0
0 v
)
to (
0 1
−1 0
)
which in turn is connected by a path of unitaries to the identity -
for example, by using the above path with v = 1. Now the relation
[u⊕ v] = [uv⊕ 1] is obvious, and since [1] = 0, we obtain [u⊕ v] = [uv].
The other statements are direct consequences of this and [u⊕ v] =
[v⊕ u]
Both K0 and K1 are functorial for ∗-homomorphisms f : A → B since
for a projection p over A, f(p) is a projection over B and similarly for
unitaries. We leave it to the reader to check the details.
To compare algebraic and topological K1, we need another proposi-
tion.
Definition 1.1.9. If A is unital, let U(A) be the unitary group of A, i.e.
U(A) = {u ∈ A | uu∗ = u∗u = 1}
and let
GL(A) = {a ∈ A | a is invertible }
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If A is possibly nonunital, let A˜ be its unitalization and p : A˜→ C the
canonical map, compare 1.2.1. We set
U(A) = {u ∈ A˜ | uu∗ = u∗u = 1,p(u) = 1}
and
GL(A) = {a ∈ A˜ | a is invertible ,p(a) = 1}
Since for unital A, the map A˜ → A⊕C, (a, λ) 7→ (a+ λ · 1A, λ) is an
algebra isomorphism, both definitions give the same result for unital
algebras.
Proposition 1.1.10. Let A be a C∗ - algebra. Then U(A) is a deformation
retract of GL(A).
Proof. See [WO93, 4.2.3].
Proposition 1.1.11. If we replace unitary by invertible in the definition of
K1(A), the group K1(A) does not change.
Proof. This is a consequence of the fact 1.1.10 that Gln(A) is homo-
topy equivalent to Un(A).
On the level of K1, algebraic and topological K-theory differ, but we
still have he following:
Proposition 1.1.12. There is a natural, surjective map Kalg1 (A)→ K1(A).
Proof. We define Kalg1 (A) as in [Ros94, 3.1.6] as the free abelian group
generated by the invertibles over A, modulo the following relations:
(i) [a] + [b] = [ab]
(ii) If there is a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // An
i //
b

Am
p //
a

Ak //
c

0
0 // An
i // Am
p // Ak // 0
we have the relation [b] + [c] = [a].
By the above proposition 1.1.11, we can also view K1(A) as a quotient
of the free abelian group generated by the invertibles over A. So to
obtain a surjective map Kalg1 (A)→ K1(A), we only have to check that
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the two types of relations in Kalg1 are also satisfied in K1(A). For the
first, this is clear. For the second, note that we can write
a =
(
b x
0 c
)
after identifying Am with An+k as prescribed by the short exact se-
quence in the rows in the diagram. Letting x go to 0 along the linear
path, we obtain
[a] =
[(
b 0
0 c
)]
in K1(A) which implies [a] = [b] + [c].
1.2 non-unital algebras
We will also consider C∗-algebras without identity and their K-theory.
The definition is standard and uses a standard trick to extend a func-
tor a priori only defined for unital algebras to all algebras.
Definition 1.2.1. Let A be a C∗-algebra. We define its unitalization
A˜ to be the algebra A⊕ C with involution and addition defined as
prescribed by the direct sum decomposition and with multiplication
(a, λ) · (b,µ) = (ab+ λ · b+ µ · a, λ · µ)
The norm is given by
‖(a,µ)‖ = ‖a‖+ |µ|
It is easy to check that this is a unital C∗-algebra with unit (0, 1).
The algebra A embeds into A˜ via a 7→ (a, 0). Also A˜ comes with a
canonical ∗-homomorphism p : A˜→ C sending (a,µ) to µ. We define
Ki(A) = ker(p∗ : Ki(A˜)→ Ki(C))
The following proposition shows that we have defined nothing new
in case A already was unital.
Proposition 1.2.2. If A is unital, A˜ is isomorphic to the direct sum C∗-
algebra A⊕C. Consequently, the two possible definitions of Ki(A) agree.
Proof. The embedding A → A˜ is split by the map (a,µ) 7→ a+ µ · 1.
Note that the corresponding splitting A˜ ∼= A⊕C is not the splitting
used in the definition of A˜.
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One can also find a direct description of K1(A) for any algebra A: It
is the free abelian group with one generator for each unitary over the
unitalisation of A which maps to the identity matrix over C, i.e. each
element of Un(A), modulo the same relations we used in defininig
K1 for unital algebras. We leave it to the reader to check that this
definition is the same as the one above.
1.3 a space-level description of K-theory
Now we have defined topological K-theory on the group level; we
will however also need a space-level version of K-theory, i.e. a natural
functor from C∗-algebras to spaces or, later on, spectra representing
K-theory. Nothing in this section is new, but there seems to be no
place in the literature where the space-level version is investigated in
detail.
For definiteness, we will always work in the category of compactly
generated weak Hausdorff spaces; see [Str]. This does not really make
a difference since most spaces we consider are metric spaces anyway.
In particular, we will use [Str, 3.6] to commute certain colimits and
maps out of compact spaces with one another.
Let A be a C∗-algebra, possibly non-unital. Let A˜ be its unitalization
and p : A˜→ C the canonical map.
Definition 1.3.1. Recall that the unitary group of A is
U(A) = {u ∈ A˜ | u unitary ,p(u) = 1}
If A is already unital, U(A) is isomorphic to the usual unitary group
of A by sending an actual unitary u of A to u− 1A + 1C ∈ U(A). If A
is non-unital, we can (and often will) identify U(A) with
{x ∈ A | xx∗ + x+ x∗ = 0 = x∗x+ x+ x∗}
the identification being x 7→ x+ 1C.
For a natural number n, let p : Mn(A˜) → Mn(C) be the canonical
map. Define
Un(A) = {u ∈Mn(A˜) | u unitary,p(u) = 1n}
We have Un(A) = U(M˜n(A)). The reader should convince himself
that this is true, and that this is not a total triviality: After all, Mn(A˜)
and M˜n(A) are quite different.
Let sn : Un(A)→ Un+1(A) be the stabilization map sending a matrix
u to (
u 0
0 1
)
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Let U∞(A) be the colimit of the Ui(A) along these stabilization maps.
Note that U∞(A) is a topological group, being the colimit of topolog-
ical groups along group homomorphisms.
Proposition 1.3.2. There is a canonical isomorphism of groups
φ : pi0(U∞)→ K1(A)
Proof. Any point of U∞ is given by a unitary matrix u of some size n.
We define the map φ by sending u to [u]. This is indeed well-defined:
If u, v ∈ U∞ lie in the same path-component, each path connecting
them actually lies in some Uk(A) for some large k since the unit
interval is compact, and this implies [u] = [v] in K1(A). The map
φ is a group homomorphism by 1.1.8, and it is clearly surjective. If
u ∈ U∞ goes to 0 in K1(A), there must be an n such that u⊕ 1n is
connected to the identity matrix, which in turn means that u = 0 in
pi0(U∞).
We also record the following:
Proposition 1.3.3. Let A be a C∗-algebra. Then for each n, the inclusion
A→Mn(A)
a 7→
(
a 0
0 0
)
induces an isomorphism Ki(A) ∼= Ki(Mn(A))
Proof. This is straightforward; see for example [HR00, 4.2.4].
Proposition 1.3.4. Let J be an ideal inside the unital C∗-algebraA. Then for
each unitary u ∈ A, the ∗-homomorphismAdu : J→ J given by conjugation
with u induces the identity on Ki(J). Furthermore, the map induced on
U∞(J) is homotopic to the identity of U∞(J).
Proof. For the first claim, see [HR00, 4.6.1]. For the second claim, note
that this is clear as long as u is connected to 1 inside the unitaries
of A, since then Adu and Ad1 = Id are connected by a path of ∗-
homomorphisms. This situation can always be arranged by replacing
J by M2(J) and conjugation by u with conjugation by(
u 0
0 u∗
)
which is connected to 1 inside the unitaries of M2(A). Since the inclu-
sion J→M2(J) is a K-equivalence, the claim then easily follows.
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Proposition 1.3.5. Let J ⊂ A be an ideal in A. Then the map
U∞(A)→ U∞(A/J)
is a Serre fibration with fiber U∞(J).
Proof. Given a diagram
Dn

// U∞(A)

Dn × I // U∞(A/J)
we have to find a lift Dn × I→ U∞(A). Since Dn is compact, we may
view the top horizontal map as an element of U∞(Map(Dn,A)), and
the lower horizontal map as a map I → U∞(Map(Dn,A/J)). Since
also
Map(Dn, J)→Map(Dn,A)→Map(Dn,A/J)
is an ideal sequence of C∗-algebras, we see that it suffices to treat the
case n = 0. To see that Map(Dn,A) → Map(Dn,A/J) is indeed onto,
use 1.5.4 and that ∗-homomorphism have closed image. By maybe
passing from A to Mn(A) for some n, we may assume that the map
I→ U∞(A/J) actually takes values in U(A/J). Consider the diagram
pt

// U(A)

I
f // U(A/J)
We have a path f of unitaries in U(A/J) and a lift u of f(0) to a unitary
in A. By multiplying everything with u∗, we can assume that u = 1
and f is a path starting at 1. Now view f as an element of the identity
component U0(Map(I,A/J)) of U(Map(I,A/J). Since
Map(I,A)→Map(I,A/J)
is onto, we can apply [RLL00, 2.1.7] to see that also
U0(Map(I,A))→ U0(Map(I,A/J))
is onto. The reader should note that this completely fails when we
leave out the zero. Now any preimage of f yields the desired lift. The
fiber over 1 ∈ U∞(A/J) is clearly U∞(J).
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1.4 bott periodicity
We define for n > 1 the higher K-groups of A to be
Kn(A) = pin−1U∞(A)
The fundamental theorem of topological K-theory is the Bott period-
icity theorem.
Theorem 1.4.1. For each n > 0, there is a natural isomorphism
Kn(A) ∼= Kn+2(A)
On the space level, for each C∗-algebra A, there is a natural weak homotopy
equivalence bA : U∞(A)→ Ω2U∞(A).
Proof. This is a space-level version of the Bott periodicity theorem; see
for example [HR00, 4.7. 4.8] and [RLL00, 11.4].
Out of the Bott periodicity map, we can build an Ω-spectrum K(A) as
follows: In even dimensions, we have K(A)n = ΩU∞(A) and in odd
dimensions, we have K(A)n = U∞(A). The structure maps K(A)n →
ΩK(A)n+1 is the identity if n is even and the Bott map if n is odd. It
is straightforward to verify that this spectrum represents K-theory of
A in the sense that
pin(K(A)) = Kn(A)
for each n. This yields a functor
K : C∗ - alg→ SPECTRA
representing K-theory. For an ideal J ⊂ A, the fibration sequence of
spaces U∞(J)→ U∞(A)→ U∞(A/J) is carried to a levelwise fibration
of spectra K(J)→ K(A)→ K(A/J) since Ω preserves fibrations.
1.5 continuity of K-theory
We will consider colimits of C∗-algebras; while it is well-documented
that K-theory on the group level behaves well with respect to col-
imits, we need that K-theory also behaves well on the space level.
This section supplies the necessary tools. We begin with recalling the
group-level version of the continuity of K-theory.
Recall that for a directed system (Ai)i∈I of C∗-algebras, its colimit
in the category of C∗-algebras is the following algebra: First form
the algebraic colimit A ′. This algebra inherits an involution and a
pseudonorm, see [WO93, Appendix L]. We then divide out the ideal
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of elements of norm 0 and finally complete the resulting pre-C∗-
algebra to a C∗-algebra A which is the colimit of (Ai)i∈I. The only
case of interest for us is the case of a directed union, i.e. a directed
system (Ai)i∈I where all structure maps Ai → Aj are injective. In this
case, A ′ is just the union of all Ai, with the unique norm such that
each inclusion Ai → A ′ is isometric, which is well-defined since all
structure maps are automatically isometric. Then A is the completion
of A ′ under this norm. Note that due to the completion process, a
directed union in this case is not a set-theoretic directed union.
Proposition 1.5.1. Let (Ai)i∈I be a directed system of C∗-algebras. Then
the canonical map
colimKn(Ai)→ Kn colimAi
is an isomorphism for all n.
Proof. See [WO93, 6.2.9, 7.1.7].
To obtain a space-level version, we will restrict for the sake of simplic-
ity to the case of directed unions of C∗-algebras, i.e. directed systems
in which all structure maps are isometric inclusions.
For a directed system (Xi)i∈I of metric spaces and isometric inclu-
sions, we can put two potentially different topologies on the set-
theoretic union of the Xi: On the one hand, we can use the usual
colimit topology to obtain colimXi, and on the other hand, ∪Xi in-
herits a metric by defining d(x,y) = di(x,y) where i is such that
x,y ∈ Xi. This is well-defined since all structure maps are isometric.
We denote the space we obtain by colimmet Xi.
Proposition 1.5.2. Let (Ai)i∈I be a directed union of C∗-algebras. Then
the canonical maps
colimmetU(Ai)→ U(colimAi)
and
colimmetU∞(Ai)→ U∞(colimAi)
are weak homotopy equivalences. Furthermore, the canonical maps induce
isomorphisms
pin colimmet(U(Ai)) ∼= colimpin(U(Ai))
and
pin colimmet(U∞(Ai)) ∼= colimpin(U∞(Ai))
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Even stronger, for each compact Hausdorff space X, we have
[X, colimmet(U(Ai))] ∼= colim[X,U(Ai)]
and
[X, colimmet(U∞(Ai))] ∼= colim[X,U∞(Ai)]
The reader should note that this is not true on the level of maps,
i.e. for example there is no bijection between Map(Sn,U(colimAi)
and colim Map(Sn,U(Ai)) since U(colimAi) is strictly bigger than
colimU(Ai). Furthermore, we will consider colimits over indexing
posets where we cannot commute maps out of compact spaces and
colimits anyway, compare [Str].
We will prove the above result in a series of lemmas.
Definition 1.5.3. For a compact Hausdorff space X and a C∗-algebra
A, let C(X,A) be the C∗-algebra of continuous functions from X to A.
The norm is the sup-norm
‖f‖C(X,A) = sup
x∈X
‖f(x)‖A
Lemma 1.5.4. For f ∈ C(X) = C(X,C) and a ∈ A, let (f,a) : X → A
be the function sending x to f(x)a. Then the linear span of all (f,a) with
f ∈ C(X) and a ∈ A is dense in C(X,A).
Proof. Let g : X → A be an arbitrary continuous map. Let  > 0 be
given. Since X is compact, there is a finite open covering U1, . . . Un
of X such that ‖g(x) − g(y)‖ <  whenever x,y ∈ Ui. Let φi : X → C
be a subordinate partition of unity and pick points xi ∈ Ui. Then the
function φ =
n∑
i=1
g(xi)φi satisfies
‖g−φ‖ = sup
y∈X
∥∥∥∥∥g(y) −
n∑
i=1
g(xi)φi(y)
∥∥∥∥∥ =
= sup
y∈X
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
g(y)φi(y) −
n∑
i=1
g(xi)φi(y)
∥∥∥∥∥
6 
n∑
i=1
φi(y) = 
Since φ is in our span and  was arbitrary, we are done.
Remark 1.5.5. For the reader familiar with tensor products, this lemma
says that C(X,A) is a (and actually, the) completion of C(X)⊗A to a
C∗-algebra, where an elementary tensor f⊗ a corresponds to (f,a) ∈
C(X,A).
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Proposition 1.5.6. For each compact Hausdorff space X, the functor
C(X,−) : C∗ - alg→ C∗ - alg
preserves directed unions.
Proof. Let A = ∪Ai (recall the completion process). There are compat-
ible maps C(X,Ai)→ C(X,A) induced by the inclusions Ai → A, and
for i 6 j, the canonical map C(X,Ai) → C(X,Aj) is also an inclusion.
So we get an induced map
∪C(X,Ai)→ C(X,A)
which is an isometric inclusion: It is clearly isometric when restricted
to the set-theoretic union of the C(X,Ai), and this carries over to the
completions. For surjectivity, it is by 1.5.4 enough to see that all func-
tions of the form (f,a) are in the image. But a can be approximated
arbitrarily well by elements ai lying in some Aki , and clearly (f,ai) is
in the image. The claim now follows since the image of an isometric
inclusion of C∗-algebras is closed.
Proof of 1.5.2: Let us first discuss the case where all structure maps
Ai → Aj are unital, and hence also all inclusions Ai → A = colimAi.
We begin with the isomorphism
pin colimmet(U(Ai)) ∼= colimpin(U(Ai))
Let f : Sn → colimmet(U(Ai)) be a continuous map. We may con-
sider colimmet(U(Ai)) as a subspace of A = colimAi and hence f as
an element of C(Sn,A). By 1.5.6, we find an f ′ : Sn → Ai such that f ′
and f are arbitrarily close. If, say, ‖f ′ − f‖ < 110 , f ′ has to take values
inside the invertibles of A and then also in the invertibles of Ai, since
C∗-subalgebras are closed under taking inverses. Also f and f ′ are ho-
motopic as maps to Gl(A) by the linear homotopy t · f+(1− t) · f ′. By
1.1.10, we then find f ′′ : Sn → U(Ai) which is homotopic to f ′ as maps
to U(Ai). Together, it follows that f comes from colimpin(U(Ai)), i.e.
the canonical map colimpin(U(Ai)) → pin colimmet(U(Ai)) is onto.
The argument for injectivity is pretty much the same, using that also
Sn × I is compact. The argument for the map
pin colimmet(U∞(Ai)) ∼= colimpin(U∞(Ai))
is similar, using that for any C∗-algebra B, we have an isomorphism
pinU∞(B) = colimk pinUk(B) since sequential colimits of closed in-
clusions of metric spaces commute with maps out of compact sets,
see [Str]. The only property of the sphere we have used is Hausdorff
and compactness, so the same proof applies to all compact Hausdorff
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spaces X.
Now let us consider
colimmetU(Ai)→ U(colimAi)
Let f : Sn → U(colimAi) be given. Again viewing f as a map to A,
we find by 1.5.6 f ′ : Sn → Ai arbitrarily close to f. Again f ′ takes
values in GL(Ai) and is homotopic to f inside GL(A). By 1.1.10, we
can homotope f ′ to f ′′ : Sn → U(Ai). This proves surjectivity of
pin colimU(Ai) → pinU(colimAi). Injectivity is again the same argu-
ment with Sn × I instead of Sn. The map
colimmetU∞(Ai)→ U∞(colimAi)
is treated similarly.
If the inclusionsAi → Aj are possibly non-unital, one can unitalize all
involved algebras and use nearly the same argument, using the non-
unital part of 1.1.10. The only difficulty is that f ′ may not take values
in GL(A) = {a ∈ A˜ | a invertible,p(a) = 1} directly since p(f ′(x)) ∈ C
may not be 1. This, however, is easily repaired by multiplying f ′ with
(p ◦ f ′)−1.
1.6 G-C∗-algebras
For definiteness, we include the following definition.
Definition 1.6.1. Let G be a (discrete) group. A G-C∗-algebra A s
a C∗-algebra A together with a left action of G on A through ∗-
homomorphisms.
Example 1.6.2. If X is a G-space, the C∗-algebra C(X) inherits a G-
action.
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2
C O N T R O L L E D T O P O L O G Y A N D C∗ - C AT E G O R I E S
This section introduces the basic definitions of controlled algebra,
with an emphasis on C∗-categories. Throughout this section, let G
be a discrete group and X a G-space.
2.1 C∗-categories
We begin with the definition of a C∗-category. The main source is
[Mit02], but note that unlike there, we will usually consider unital
and additive C∗-categories.
Definition 2.1.1. Let C be an additive category.
(i) The category C is a C-category if all morphism sets are not only
abelian groups, but complex vector spaces, with composition
being complex bilinear.
(ii) Let C be a C-category. An involution on C consists of a map
(−)∗ : Hom(A,B)→ Hom(B,A) for each two objects A and B of
C such that f∗∗ = f, (αf+ βg)∗ = α¯f∗ + β¯g∗ and (fg)∗ = g∗f∗
whenever f and g are composable.
(iii) The C-category C is a normed category if each morphism space
carries a norm such that composition is submultiplicative, i.e.
we have ‖f ◦ g‖ 6 ‖f‖ ‖g‖ for all composable morphisms f,g. It
is a normed category with involution if it also carries an invo-
lution which is isometric, i.e. satisfies ‖f‖ = ‖f∗‖ for all mor-
phisms f.
(iv) A normed C-category with involution is a pre-C∗-category if
it satisfies the C∗-identity ‖f∗ ◦ f‖ = ‖f‖2 for each f : A → B
and when, additionally, f∗f is a positive element of the pre-C∗-
algebra End(A). It is a C∗-category if in addition each morphism
space is complete with respect to the norm.
(v) A C∗-functor F : C → D between two C∗-categories is an ad-
ditive functor which is compatible with the involutions in the
sense that F(φ)∗ = F(φ∗). Such a functor is automatically contin-
uous with norm at most one, i.e. it satisfies ‖F(φ)‖ 6 ‖φ‖: The
norm of F(φ) : A → B is by the C∗-identity determined by the
norm of F(φ∗φ) : A → A. Since F induces a ∗-homomorphism
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from the C∗-algebra End(A) to End(F(A)) and ∗-homomorphisms
of C∗-algebras are automatically continuous with norm at most
one, we have
‖F(φ)‖2 = ‖F(φ)∗ ◦ F(φ)‖ 6 ‖φ∗φ‖ = ‖φ‖2
as desired.
Remark 2.1.2. The positivity condition in (iv) is really necessary, as the
example in [Mit02][2.10] shows.
Remark 2.1.3. Morally, we have to demand some compatibility be-
tween the norms and the direct sum. Fortunately, C∗-algebras are
nice enough that we do not need such a condition: The norm on a
C∗-category is uniquely determined by the norms on the endomor-
phism algebras because of the C∗-identity, and on the endomorphism
algebras, basic C∗-algebra theory tells us the norm is uniquely de-
termined by the algebra structure and the involution. In particular,
an equivalence of categories with involution between C∗-categories is
automatically isometric.
Example 2.1.4. A concrete C∗-category is a norm-closed and involution-
closed subcategory of the C∗-category of all Hilbert spaces and boun-
ded operators between them. By [Mit02, 6.12], every C∗-category is
isomorphic to a concrete one.
Example 2.1.5. Let A be a C∗-algebra. Then we can view A as a C∗-
category with one object which has A as its endomorphism ring.
This category is not additive, so we pass to its additive completion
A⊕ which is equivalent to the category of finitely generated free A-
modules. Explicitly, for a (possibly non-additive) C∗-category C, de-
fine its additive completion A⊕ to be the category with objects finite
sequences (A1,A2, . . . An), and a morphism from (A1,A2, . . . An) to
(B1, . . . ,Bk) is a matrix of morphisms Ai → Bj, 1 6 i 6 n, 1 6 j 6 m.
Composition is matrix multiplication. The category C⊕ is additive,
the direct sum of two objects just being the concatenation of the
underlying sequences. It also inherits an involution which is given
by conjugate-transposing matrices. Finally, by the preceding example,
we can represent C on the category of Hilbert spaces; this represen-
tation can be extended to C⊕ in the evident way. In this fashion, C⊕
inherits a C∗-norm. Since there is at most one norm making C⊕ into
a C∗-category, this norm is independent of all choices.
2.2 C∗-categories and idempotent completion
Recall the following definition:
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Definition 2.2.1. For an additive category C, the idempotent comple-
tion Idem(C) is the category with objects (A,p) with A an object of
C and p : A → A an idempotent. A morphism from (A,p) to (B,q) is
a morphism f : A → B such that qfp = f. Composition is inherited
from C: the composite of f : (A,p) → (B,q) and g : (B,q) → (C, e) is
gf which is possible since egfp = gf.
We would like the idempotent completion of a C∗-category to be a
C∗-category again; however, using the above definition of idempotent
completion, there is a problem: For a morphism f : (A,p)→ (B,q), f∗
is only a morphism (B,q∗) → (A,p∗) and not a morphism (B,q) →
(A,p) as required; or in other words, though the idempotent comple-
tion inherits an involution, this involution is no longer the identity on
objects. The following very useful fact about C∗-algebras allows us to
circumvent this problem:
Proposition 2.2.2. Let e be an idempotent over a unital C∗-algebraA. Then
the projective module Ane defined by e can also be defined by a projection
(i.e. a selfadjoint idempotent) p. By considering an idempotent e : X → X
in a C∗-category C as an element of the C∗-algebra End(X), we get an
analogous statement for C and objects of Idem(C).
Proof. Replacing A by matrices over A if necessary, we may assume
that e is an actual element of A. Consider the element h = 1 +
(e− e∗)(e∗ − e). Since (e− e∗)(e∗ − e) is positive, h is invertible, see
[Mur90, Section 2.2]. It is also easy to check that eh = ee∗e = he and
e∗h = e∗ee∗ = he∗. Now set p = ee∗h−1. Since e and e∗ commute
with h−1 and e∗ee∗h−1 = e∗, p is a projection. Clearly ep = p, and it
is easily checked that pe = e. Hence p and e define isomorphic pro-
jective modules; e : (A, e) → (A,p) inducing the isomorphism with
inverse p.
This leads to the following definition.
Definition 2.2.3. For a C∗-category C, the idempotent completion
Idem∗(C) is the category with objects (A,p) with A an object of C
and p : A → A a projection. A morphism from (A,p) to (B,q) is a
morphism f : A → B such that qfp = f. Composition is inherited
from C: the composite of f : (A,p) → (B,q) and g : (B,q) → (C, e) is
gf which is possible since egfp = gf.
By applying the above proposition, we see that this idempotent com-
pletion is equivalent to the usual idempotent completion:
Proposition 2.2.4. For a C∗-category C, the inclusion functor Idem∗(C)→
Idem(C) is an equivalence of categories.
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From now on, we will drop the ∗ and just write Idem(C) for the
latter definition. This definition allows us to make Idem(C) into a
C∗-category. To define the involution, given a morphism f : (A,p) →
(B,q), i.e. a morphism f : A → B such that qfp = f, the morphism
f∗ of C satisfies pf∗q = f∗ since p and q are selfadjoint, and is hence
a morphism (B,q) → (A,p) as desired. The morphisms from (A,p)
to (B,q) form a subspace of Hom(A,B) which is closed since it is the
subspace determined by the relation pfq = f. Hence Hom((A,p), (B,q))
inherits a norm in which it is complete. The C∗-identity is inherited
from C. It remains to check that for any morphism f : (A,p)→ (B,q),
f∗f : (A,p)→ (A,p) is positive. But this can be checked by inspecting
the spectrum of f∗f which is not changed by passing from End(A) to
the smaller C∗-algebra End((A,p), (A,p)), see [Mur90, 2.1.11], and by
definition of a C∗-category, f∗f is positive in End(A). Hence Idem(C)
is again a C∗-category which is equivalent to the usual Idem(C) as
additive categories.
2.3 controlled topology and C∗-categories
Given a metric space, we can study its large-scale geometry with the
help of the sets
Er = {(x,y) ∈ X×X | d(x,y) < r}
The properties of these sets are the motivation for the following defi-
nition; compare [BFJR04, 2.3].
Definition 2.3.1. A coarse structure (E,F) on the G-space X consists
of a family E of subsets of X×X and a family F of subsets of X such
that the following holds:
(i) For E,E ′ ∈ E, there is an E ′′ in E such that
E ◦E ′ = {(x, z) ∈ X×X | ∃y ∈ X : (x,y) ∈ E, (y, z) ∈ E ′} ⊂ E ′′
(ii) For E,E ′ ∈ E, there is an E ′′ such that E∪ E ′ ⊂ E ′′.
(iii) The diagonal of X×X is in E.
(iv) For F, F ′ ∈ F there is an F ′′ ∈ F such that F∪ F ′ ⊂ F ′′.
(v) For E ∈ E, also the flip E∗ = {(y, x) | (x,y) ∈ E} is in E.
(vi) For E ∈ E and g ∈ G, we have E = gE = {(gx,gy) | (x,y) ∈ E},
and for F ∈ F, we have F = gF = {gx | x ∈ F}.
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Often, F will be the power set of X and will be omitted from the no-
tation. We say that (X,E,F) is a coarse G-space.
AG-equivariant coarse map f : (X,E,F)→ (Y,E ′,F ′) is aG-equivariant
map f : X→ Y such that:
(i) For each compact K ⊂ Y and each F ∈ F, the set f−1(K) ∩ F is
relatively compact in X.
(ii) For each E ∈ E, there is E ′ ∈ E ′ such that (f× f)(E) ⊂ E ′.
(iii) For each F ∈ F, there is F ′ ∈ F ′ such that f(F) ⊂ F ′.
The definition is precisely such that the claim in ix) of the below
definition 2.3.2 below is true.
Definition 2.3.2. Let A be a G-C∗-algebra. Let V be the additive cat-
egory with objects An,n > 0, equipped with the standard A-valued
inner product
〈(a1,a2, · · ·an), (b1,b2, · · ·bn)〉 =
n∑
i=1
aib
∗
i
and with morphisms the right A-linear maps. The category V has
a left G-action by letting g ∈ G act as identity on objects and by
applying g pointwise to the entries of a matrix in Hom(An,Am).
(i) The category C(X) is the category with objects given by se-
quences (Mx)x∈X withMx ∈ V such that {x |Mx 6= 0} is discrete
in X. A morphism φ :M→ N is given by maps φx,y :My → Nx
in V such that for all x ∈ X, the sets {s ∈ X | φs,x 6= 0} and
{s ∈ X | φx,s 6= 0} are finite. Note that it is not a typo that
φx,y is a map from My to Nx. Composition is given by matrix
multiplication: For two morphisms φ,ψ, we set
(φ ◦ψ)x,y =
∑
s∈X
φx,s ◦ψs,y
which is a finite sum. This definition is modeled on the usual
matrix multiplication; this is the reason we are working with
right modules. C(X) is an additive category with direct sum
M ⊕N defined by (M ⊕N)x = Mx ⊕Nx. The direct sum is
strictly associative, and it is commutative in the sense that M⊕
N = N⊕M as objects of C(X) - the various maps implementing
the universal property are of course different.
(ii) The category C(X) also comes with an involution ∗ which is the
identity on objects and acts as the usual adjoint on morphisms,
i.e. (φ∗)x,y is given by (φy,x)∗. This is a strict involution.
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(iii) For an object M of C(X), the total object T(M) of M is the
pre-Hilbert-A-module
⊕
x∈XMx, where the sum is orthogonal.
We consider T(M) as a right A-module. For each morphism
φ : M→ N, we obtain a morphism of right A-modules
T(φ) : T(M)→ T(N)
In this way, we can view T as a functor from C(X) to the cat-
egory of pre-Hilbert-A-modules and (possibly unbounded) A-
linear maps between them, at least after choosing an order for
the summands in the sum for each involved space X. We will
mainly ignore this point, since a different order of the basis el-
ements does not affect whether an operator T(M) → T(N) is
bounded or not. The functor T preserves involutions when the
category of pre-Hilbert A-modules of the form ⊕A and possibly
unbounded operators is equipped with the involution given by
conjugate-transposing matrices.
(iv) C(X) comes with a right G-action given by (M · g)x = Mgx on
objects and (φ · g)x,y = g−1(φgx,gy) on morphisms, where the
g−1 makes up for the fact that G acts from the left on V, not
from the right. Let CG(X) ⊂ C(X) be the fixed category under
this action. Note that the G-action on A only enters into the
morphisms.
(v) Let Cb(X) respectively CGb (X) be the subcategories of C(X) re-
spectively CG(X) with the same objects, but with morphisms
φ : M → N only those for which T(φ) : T(M) → T(N) is a
bounded, adjointable A-linear operator in the sense of Hilbert
A-modules. Then Cb(X) and CGb (X) become normed categories
with involution, with the norm of a morphism φ given by the
operator norm of T(φ). We can view T as a functor from Cb(X)
respectively CGb (X) to the category of pre-Hilbert-A-modules
and bounded, adjointable operators and hence, by completion,
to the category of Hilbert-A-modules and bounded, adjointable
operators. The latter category also has an involution given by
the adjoint, and T is strictly compatible with the involutions.
(vi) For an object M of C(X) or CG(X), we define
suppM = {x ∈ X |Mx 6= 0} ⊂ X
For a morphism φ in C(X) or CG(X), we define
supp(φ) = {(x,y) ∈ X×X | φy,x 6= 0} ⊂ X×X
Given a coarse structure (E,F), we define categories
C(X;E,F),CG(X;E,F),Cb(X;E,F),CGb (X;E,F)
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as those subcategories of C(X),CG(X),Cb(X),CGb (X) with objects
those objects M for which there is an F ∈ F with supp(M) ⊂
F and morphisms those φ for which there is an E ∈ E with
supp(φ) ⊂ E. The axioms of a coarse structure are made such
that these categories are actually closed under composition of
morphisms, closed under the involution and additive.
(vii) The functor T represents Cb(X;E,F) and CGb (X;E,F) as cate-
gories of Hilbert modules and bounded adjointable operators;
by completion, we hence obtain C∗-categories C∗(X;E,F) respec-
tively CG∗ (X;E,F). Explicitly, CG∗ (X;E,F) is defined as follows:
objects are the same as the objects of CGb (X;E,F). For each two
objects N,M of CGb (X;E,F), HomCGb (X;E,F)(N,M) is a normed
space, and the involution is an isometric map
HomCGb (X;E,F)(N,M)→ HomCGb (X;E,F)(M,N)
We define
HomCG∗ (X;E,F)(N,M)
to be the completion of HomCGb (X;E,F)(N,M) to a Banach space.
Since the involution is continuous, we obtain an involution
HomC∗(GX;E,F)(N,M)→ HomC∗(X;E,F)(M,N)
by extending the involution of CGb (X;E,F) to the completions,
Since for a third object L, the composition map
HomCGb (X;E,F)(N,M)×HomCGb (X;E,F)(M,L)→ HomCGb (X;E,F)(N,L)
is continuous, we can complete the composition map to obtain
a map
HomCG∗ (X;E,F)(N,M)×HomCG∗ (X;E,F)(M,L)→ HomCG∗ (X;E,F)(N,L)
which defines the composition in CG∗ (X;E,F). The C∗-identity is
inherited from CGb (X;E,F), so C
G∗ (X;E,F) is a C∗-category.
(viii) To simplify notation, we adopt the following conventions. If M
is an object of any of our categories, we let mx be the rank of
Mx as an A-module. Furthermore, Mx = Amx has a canonical
basis, which we will denote by e(x,1), e(x,2), · · · e(x,mx) as long
as M is clear from the context. We will usually be sloppy and
write something like {e(x,n) | x ∈ X,n ∈ N} for the collection of
all such vectors occuring in M; of course, e(x,n) does not really
make sense when n > mx.
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(ix) A coarse G-invariant map f : X→ Y induces functors
f∗ : CG(X;E,F)→ CG(Y;E,F)
f∗ : CGb (X;E,F)→ CGb (Y;E,F)
f∗ : CG∗ (X;E,F)→ CG∗ (Y;E,F)
via f∗(M)y = ⊕x∈f−1yMy. The conditions on a coarse map guar-
antee that this sum is finite and that the resulting object over Y
is locally finite. Since this does not change the total object T(M)
and the total maps of morphisms, we indeed get a functor on
CGb . For simplicity, we choose to ignore the problem of how to
order the summands, which becomes a problem once one wants
(f ◦ g)∗ = f∗ ◦ g∗ for two coarse maps f,g. This can be fixed as
indicated in [BFJR04, 2.4].
Example 2.3.3. (i) Let (X,d) be a metric space with G acting on X
by isometries. Then we define the metric coarse structure Ed on
X by declaring E ⊂ X× X to be controlled if and only if E is
symmetric and G-invariant and there is R > 0 such that for all
(x,y) ∈ E, d(x,y) < R.
(ii) If X is any G-space, we define the G-compact object support
condition FGc by declaring that F ⊂ X is in F if and only if F is
relative G-compact, i.e. the closure of F is G-compact.
(iii) Given two coarse structures (E,F) and (E ′,F ′), we define their
intersection (E ∩ E ′,F ∩ F ′) to be the coarse structure obtained
by taking any E ∈ E, E ′ ∈ E ′ and forming the intersection E∩E ′
which is an element of E∩ E ′, and similarly for F ∩F ′. Sloppily
speaking, this means that we enforce both control conditions;
for example, in the category CG(X;E ∩ E ′,F ∩ F ′), a morphism
is allowed if and only if it is both E- and E ′-controlled.
(iv) If f : X → Y is any G-equivariant map and (Y;E,F) is a coarse
structure, we obtain a pullback coarse structure (X; f−1(E), f−1(F)),
where for each E ∈ E, we form (f× f)−1(E) ⊂ X× X and let
f−1(E) be the collection of subsets of X×X obtained in this way,
and f−1(F) consists of the sets f−1(F) for F ∈ F.
For a G-algebra A, we define the twisted group ring AoG to have
elements finite formal sums∑
g∈G
agg
with ag ∈ A and the evident addition. Multiplication is defined such
that
g · a = σg(a)g
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for g ∈ G,a ∈ A and extended distributively, where σg : A → A
denotes the action of g on A. It is easy to check that a right AoG-
moduleM is the same as a right A-module with a right G-action such
that for m ∈M,g ∈ G,a ∈ A we have
(v · g) · a = (v · σg(a)) · g
A map of right modules is the same as a G-equivariant A-module
map. There is a dual statement for left modules.
Let l2(G,A) be the Hilbert module with basis G. Then A acts from
the left on l2(G,A) via a · h = σh−1(a)h for h ∈ G. Also, G acts on
l2(G,A) from the left by left multiplication. The reduced group C∗-
algebra Aor G is the completion of the resulting representation of
AoG on the bounded, adjointable operators on l2(G,A).
Proposition 2.3.4. For each object M of CG(X;E,F), CGb (X;E,F) respec-
tively CG∗ (X;E,F), T(M) is a right AoG-module and for each morphism
f : M→ N in CG(X;E,F) CGb (X;E,F) respectively CG∗ (X;E,F),
T(f) : T(M)→ T(N) is an AoG-module map.
Furthermore, if the G-action on X is free, T(M) is a free AoG-module. If
X = G with no control conditions, the category CGb (X;E,F) is equivalent to
the category of free right AoG - modules and the category CG∗ (X;E,F) is
equivalent to the category of free right Aor G - modules.
Proof. To decrease the confusion potential, let us first discuss the case
A = C with the trivial G-action. Let M be an object of CG(X;E,F).
Then T(M) is a complex vector space. To define a G-action on T(M),
we use the G-action on the underlying space X. Let for x ∈ X
e(x,1), . . . , e(x,mx) be the standard basis of Mx = C
mx . Varying over
all x, the vectors e(x,i) by definition form a basis for T(M). The G-
action is now defined by setting
e(x,n) · g = e(g−1x,n)
which is possible sinceMx andMg−1x have the same dimension. This
gives T(M) the structure of a right CG-module. Note that, at least in
the case of non-commutative coefficients, our definitions force us to
use right modules: Composition of morphisms in CG∗ (X) is modeled
on the usual matrix multiplication, and multiplying with a matrix
from the left is a right module homomorphism. Consequently, T(φ)
for φ a morphism in CG∗ (X) is naturally a right module homomor-
phism, so to make it into a CG-module map, G has to act from the
right.
Now let f : M → N be a morphism in CG(X;E,F). By definition, T(f)
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is complex linear. We have to check that T(f) is G-equivariant. It suf-
fices to check this on the basis vectors e(x,n) where we compute
T(f)(ex,n · g) = T(f)(eg−1x,,n)
=
∑
y∈X
fy,g−1x(eg−1x,n)
=
∑
y∈X
fg−1y,g−1x(eg−1x,n)
= (
∑
y∈X
fy,x(ex,n)) · g
= T(f)(ex,n) · g
where we changed indexing from y to g−1y after line 2 and used that
fg−1y,g−1x and fy,x are the same matrices by G-invariance of f.
If X is a free G-space and M is only nonzero over a single G-orbit,
then clearly T(M) is a free CG-module. If M is an arbitrary object, de-
compose it as a direct sum of objects, each of which is only nonzero
over a single G-orbit. Since the functor T is compatible with direct
sums, T(M) is a free CG-module.
Finally, assume X = G without any control conditions. Then the cate-
gory CG∗ (G) has one object for each natural number n, namely the one
whose dimension is n at each point - this dimension is constant by
G-invariance. Hence CG∗ (G) is equivalent to the category of free mod-
ules over the endomorphism ring of the object M whose dimension
is one at each point, so we are done once we see that
EndCG∗ (G)(M) = C
r
∗(G)
By definition, EndCG∗ (G)(M) is the completion of EndCGb (G)(M). We
will identify EndCGb (G)(M) with CG and the norm on EndCGb (G)(M)
with the usual norm used in defining the reduced C∗-algebra.
Let φ :M →M be a morphism in CGb (G), where M is still the object
with the dimension of Mg equal to one for all g. Let eg be the stan-
dard generator (i.e. the 1) of Mg = C. The morphism φ is uniquely
determined by
φ(e1) =
∑
g∈G
ageg
since we have by definition
φ(eh) =
∑
g∈G
φhg,hehg
and by G-invariance of φ, we have ag = φg,1 = φ(hg,h).
When identifying φ with∑
g∈G
agg
−1 ∈ CG
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composition in the endomorphisms and multiplication in CG agree.
To see this, note we only have to consider φg, ψh with φ(e1) = eg−1
and ψ(e1) = eh−1 for some g,h ∈ G since any morphism is a complex
linear combination of these and both the composition in the category
and multiplication in the group ring are bilinear. Note that φg(eh) =
ehg−1 and not eg−1h; this forces the occurence of g−1 instead of g. We
hence have
(ψh ◦φg)(e1) = ψh(eg−1) = eg−1h−1
Since ψh corresponds to h and φg to g in the group ring, it follows
that the compositions agree.
Any coefficients ag are allowed here, i.e. we actually have CGb (G) =
CG(G): Again, each φ is a linear combination of the maps φg with
φg(e1) = eg−1 , and φg : T(M) → T(M) is bounded. In fact, T(M) is
the pre-Hilbert space with basis G and T(φg) is right multiplication
by g−1.
Hence EndCGb (G)(M) = EndCG(G) is canonically identified with the
group ring, and the norm it inherits is precisely the norm we obtain
from letting G act on l2(G) by left multiplication once one identifies
the completion of T(M) with l2(G) via eg 7→ g−1. Completing, we
hence obtain
EndCG∗ (G)(M) = C
r
∗(G)
as desired.
Now we turn to the case of arbitrary coefficients. The principle is the
same, but the presence of the G-action on A complicates the formulas.
Clearly, T(M) is a right A-module. To avoid confusion, we will write
σg : A → A for the action of g ∈ G on A. Since the action will be on
the right, we will view A as a right G−C∗-algebra by letting g act as
σg−1 . We define a right G-action on T(M) =
⊕
x∈XA
mx by
(
∑
x∈X,n∈N
ax,nex,n) · g =
∑
x∈X,n∈N
(σg−1(ax,n))eg−1x,n
which is well-defined since Mg = M implies mx = mgx for all x.
For v =
∑
x∈X,n∈N
ax,nex,n and a ∈ A, we have to check (va) · g =
(v · g)σg−1(a) to obtain a right AoG-module. We compute
((
∑
x∈X,n∈N
ax,nex,n)a) · g = (
∑
x∈X,n∈N
ax,naex,n) · g
=
∑
x∈X,n∈N
σg−1(ax,n)σg−1(a)eg−1x,n
= (v · g)σg−1(a)
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If f : M → N is a morphism in CG(X;E,F), T(f) is a right A-module
homomorphism. We have to check T(f)(v · g) = T(f)(v) · g. We com-
pute for one of the canonical basis vectors ex,n
T(f)(ex,n · g) = T(f)(eg−1x,n)
=
∑
y∈X
fy,g−1x(eg−1x,n)
=
∑
y∈X
fg−1y,g−1x(eg−1x,n)
=
∑
y∈X
σg−1(fy,x)(eg−1x,n)
= T(f)(ex,n) · g
From the second to the third line, we just changed the indexing from
y to g−1y.
Furthermore, if T(f)(v · g) = T(f)(v) · g and T(f)(w · g) = T(f)(w) · g,
then T(f)((v+w) · g) = T(f)(v+w) · g. It remains to check that for
a ∈ A, if T(f)(v · g) = T(f)(v) · g, then also T(f)(va · g) = T(f)(va) · g;
then by linearity and since we have checked T(f)(v · g) = T(f)(v) · g
on a basis, we can conclude it is true for all v. We compute, using
va · g = v · g · σg−1(a), T(f)(v · g) = T(f)(v) · g and the A-linearity of
T(f)
T(f)(va · g) = T(f)(v · g · σg−1(a))
= T(f)(v · g) · σg−1(a)
= T(f)(v) · g · σg−1(a)
= T(f)(v) · a · g
= T(f)(va) · g
The same is true for CGb (X;E,F). By continuity, also all morphisms of
CG∗ (X;E,F) induce right AoG-module homomorphisms.
If the G-action on X is free, we can write M =
⊕
s∈G\XMs, where
Ms is a module supported only over the orbit s. Note that Ms is de-
termined by a single number n. By decomposing Ms further as in
n = 1+ 1+ · · ·+ 1, we can assume we are in the situation X = G with
M the object withMg = A for all g. Then it is easy to check that T(M)
is a free AoG-module.
Now let X = G and consider CGb (X;E,F). Let M be the object which
has Mg = A for all g ∈ G. Since G has only one G-orbit, each object
of CGb (X;E,F) is a direct sum of copies of M, so it suffices to see that
End(M) = AoG as rings.
Let φ : M → M. Since φ is G-invariant, it is determined by the com-
ponents φe,g. We send φ to
∑
φe,gg ∈ A o G. This is a bijection;
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we have to check that it is compatible with composition. For this,
let φ,ψ : M → M be given. By decomposing φ and ψ, we may as-
sume that only φe,g and ψe,h are nonzero. Then the only potentially
nonzero component of φ ◦ψ into e is the one from gh, and we have
(φ ◦ψ)e,gh = φe,g ◦ψg,gh = φe,g(g ·ψe,h)
Hence φ ◦ψ is sent to φe,g(g ·ψe,h)gh ∈ AoG, which happens to be
the same as the product of φe,gg and ψe,hh in AoG.
For the final claim about CG∗ (G;E,F), we regard M as an object of the
category CG∗ (G;E,F). It again suffices to see that End(M) = Aor G.
Both are completions of Ao G, so it suffices to see that the norms
are the same. Consider T(M) =
⊕
g∈GA, which we regard as a free
A-module with basis G. The ring AoG now acts on T(M) from the
left since AoG lies in the endomorphisms of M. For g ∈ G, consider
the endomorphism φ :M→M with φe,g = 1 and φe,h = 0 for h 6= g.
Now T(φ) : T(M) → T(M) is the map sending a basis element h to
hg−1, since φhg−1,h is the only component of φ leaving h. We hence
obtain a representation ρ of G on T(M). For a ∈ A, consider the en-
domorphism ψ of M with ψe,e = a and ψe,h = 0 for h 6= e. Then
T(φ) : T(M)→ T(M) is the map sending a basis element g to σg(a)g
since the only nonzero component of ψ leaving g is φg,g which is
σg(a).
Now identify the completion of T(M) with l2(G,A) by the map send-
ing g to g−1. The representation of G on l2(G,A) obtained from the
representation ρ constructed above is given by left multiplication. The
representation of A on T(M) constructed above identifies with the
representation
g 7→ σg−1(a)g
Hence the obtained representation of AoG is precisely the one used
in the definition of the reduced group C∗-algebra.
Remark 2.3.5. As long as the G-action on A is nontrivial, the category
CG∗ (X;E,F,A) is not an (right) A-linear category: The only way to
make it so in general would be to define f · a as having components
(f · a)(x,y) = f(x,y) · a, which fails to be G-invariant. However, in all
of our examples, X will be of the form G × Y, i.e. all orbits of the
G-action have a canonical starting point, namely (e,y). Then we can
define
(f · a)(g,y),(h,z) = f(g,y),(h,z) · g(a)
which is G-invariant. Then we have that T(f · a) = T(f) · a, where the
latter multiplication is right multiplication by a as given by the AoG-
module structure on the target of T(f). This is different from obvious
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right action of A. After all, regarding A as a subring of Ao G via
a 7→ a · e, AoG is an A-bimodule. The identification (as, say, abelian
groups) AoG ∼= ⊕GA is an isomorphism of left A-modules, but not
of right A-modules since we have g · a = σga · g in AoG and not
ga = ag.
Example 2.3.6. This example illustrates an easy-to-miss subtlety in the
definition of CG(X) respectively CG∗ (X). We use the ring C as coeffi-
cients for this example and to keep matters simple assume that G is
trivial. Pick a coarse space X. Let φ :M→M be a morphism in C(X)
such that T(φ) : T(M)→ T(M) is an isomorphism of C-modules.
Then it does in general not follow that φ is an isomorphism in C(X)
or C∗(X), and it may happen that φ is an isomorphism in C∗(X), but
not in C(X). In other words, control does not carry over to inverses of
morphisms. For a concrete example, let X =N with its metric control
structure. Let M be the object of C(X) with Mx = C for all x. We write
M = M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M3 ⊕ · · · where M1 is the part of M supported on
1, M2 is the part supported on 2 and 3, M3 is the part supported on
4, 5 and 6 etc., such that the support of Mi consists of i subsequent
natural numbers. Pick a sequence an ∈ C. Let e1, · · · , en, · · · be the
canonical orthonormal basis of M with ej supported over the j-th
number in the support of M. Then the map φi :Mi →Mi given by
ej 7→
ej + aiej+1 if j < i
ej else
is 1-controlled. Hence the direct sum of the various φi fits together to
a map
φ :M→M
which is 1-controlled. The matrix form of φi is
1 ai 0 0 · · ·
0 1 ai 0 · · ·
0 0 1 ai · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
 = Id+aiN
where
N =

0 1 0 0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 0 1 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

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is nilpotent. However, the inverse of φi :Mi →Mi is i-controlled but
not (i− 1)-controlled: The inverse of the above matrix is
i−1∑
k=0
(−a)kNk,
which has an entry in the top-right corner. Since i can be arbitrarily
large, the inverse of φ is not controlled and φ is not an isomorphism
in C(X).
If ‖ai‖ < 1 for all i, it is straightforward to see that each T(φi) is
bounded by 2, and hence so is T(φ) as an orthonormal sum of the
T(φi). If ai converges to zero sufficiently fast, the potential inverse
for φ is still not controlled, but can be approximated by controlled
morphisms since the components of the inverse of the above matrix
become very small towards the top right corner if ai is small, and
hence φ is invertible in C∗(X).
2.4 quotient categories
This section collects some language concerning coarse spaces and
their associated categories. The terminology is mainly from [BFJR04].
Let (X,E,F) be a coarse G-space and Y ⊂ X a G-invariant subspace.
For any E ∈ E, we define the E-thickening of Y to be
YE = {x ∈ X | there is y ∈ Y such that (y, x) ∈ E}
This is again G-invariant: If (y, x) is in E, then so is (gy,gx) by our
assumptions on E. In terms of the controlled category CG(X;E,F),
one should think of YE as the subset of X you can reach from an
object supported in Y by an E-controlled morphism. In particular, if
an object M over X is isomorphic to an object N supported over Y
via an E-controlled morphism, M must be supported over YE. Even
more precisely, if the support of N is contained in F ∈ F, then the
support of M is contained in (F ∩ Y)E. Since also the support of M
is contained in some F ′ ∈ F, we find that supp(M) ⊂ (F ∩ Y)E ∩ F ′.
Since F ′′ = F∪ F ′ is also in F, we conclude supp(M) ⊂ (F ′′ ∩ Y)E ∩ F ′′.
So for an object M of CG(X) to be isomorphic to one supported over
Y, it is necessary that supp(M) ⊂ (F ∩ Y)E ∩ F for some F ∈ F, E ∈ E.
This leads us to define a new class of object support conditions as
F(Y) = {(F∩ Y)E ∩ F | F ∈ F,E ∈ E}
Now we can form the categories CGb (X;E,F(A)) and C
G∗ (X;E,F(Y)).
One has the inclusion functors
CGb (Y; i
−1E, i−1F)→ CGb (X;E,F(Y))
CG∗ (Y; i
−1E, i−1F)→ CG∗ (X;E,F(Y))
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and the definitions are nearly made such that these two functors are
equivalences. However, this is not true in general, as the following
example shows:
Example 2.4.1. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space and Y =
{0}. Let E be the metric control condition and F be the power set
of X, i.e. there is no control at all for the support of objects. Pick
a discrete, infinite subset of the unit disk in X and let M be some
object of CGb (X;E,F(Y)) supported on this set. This object cannot be
equivalent to an object supported only on Y.
The following definition is tailor-made to circumvent this problem.
Definition 2.4.2. [BFJR04, 4.1] Let (X,E,F) be a coarse G-space. We
say that X is G-proper if for each G-compact K ⊂ X, each E ∈ E and
each F ∈ F, we find a G-compact K ′ such that (F∩K)E ∩ F ⊂ K ′.
Proposition 2.4.3. If the coarse structure on X is G-proper, the G-action
on X is free and Y ⊂ X is closed and G-invariant, the inclusion functors
CGb (Y; i
−1E, i−1F)→ CGb (X;E,F(Y))
CG∗ (Y; i
−1E, i−1F)→ CG∗ (X;E,F(Y))
are equivalences of categories.
Proof. We only consider the first functor; the claim for the second just
follows by completion since the first functor is isometric.
The only thing to check is essential surjectivity; full and faithful fol-
low immediately from the definitions: The allowed morphisms are
the same on both sides. So let M be an object of CGb (X;E,F(Y)). By
definition of F(Y), there is F ∈ F and E ∈ E such that supp(M) ⊂
(F ∩ Y)E ∩ F. Hence we find for x ∈ supp(M) an f(x) ∈ F ∩ Y such
that (x, f(x)) ∈ E. This yields a (probably uncontinuous) map f :
supp(M) → F ∩ Y which we can choose to be G-equivariant, and
f∗(M) is controlled by F. We only have to check that f∗(M) is lo-
cally finite; thenM ∼= f∗(M) along an E-controlled isomorphism since
(x, f(x)) ∈ E for all x and f∗(M) is a legit object of CGb (Y; i−1E, i−1F).
If K ⊂ Y is G-compact, then we find by G-properness a G-compact K ′
such that (F ⊂ K)E ∩ F ⊂ K ′. Hence, if f(x) ∈ K, we must have x ∈ K ′.
Since M is locally finite, it follows that M ′ is locally finite.
Definition 2.4.4. Let X be a G-proper coarse space and Y ⊂ X a G-
invariant subspace. Consider the inclusion of categories
CG∗ (X;E,F(Y))→ CG∗ (X;E,F)
We define the quotient category
CG∗ (X;E,F)
>Y
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of this inclusion as follows. Its objects are the objects of CG∗ (X;E,F).
We say that a morphism of CG∗ (X;E,F) is completely continuous if
it factors through an object of CG∗ (X;E,F(Y)). The completely contin-
uous morphisms form an ideal, in the sense that if f is completely
continous, then so are f ◦ g and g ◦ f for any g. We say that f :M→ N
is approximately completely continuous if it is in the norm closure of
the completely continuous maps inside Hom(M,N). Note that also
the approximately completely continuous maps form an ideal in the
above sense. Finally, we define the morphisms of CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y to
be the morphisms of CG∗ (X;E,F), modulo the approximately continu-
ous maps. The composition of morphisms in CG∗ (X;E,F) descends
to the quotients because of the ideal property. The resulting cate-
gory CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y inherits a C∗-norm under which it is again a C∗-
category, namely
‖f‖CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y = inf ‖f− g‖CG∗ (X;E,F)
where the infimum is taken over all approximately completely con-
tinuous maps g with the same source and target as f.
Remark 2.4.5. The reader familiar with algebraic K-theory should note
that this is not a Karoubi quotient as defined in [CP97]. Indeed, the
relationship of CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y and the Karoubi quotient CGb (X;E,F)
>Y
is as follows. The category CGb (X;E,F)
>Y inherits a pseudonorm from
CGb (X;E,F), defined for a morphism f :M→ N as
‖f‖Y = infg ‖f− g‖
where the infimum is taken over all g : M → N which go to zero
in CGb (X;E,F)
>Y . It is easy to see that CGb (X;E,F)
>Y with this norm
satisfies all conditions of a normed category except that ‖f‖ can be
0 even if f is nonzero, i.e. it is a pseudonormed category. Indeed,
the approximately completely continuous maps which are not com-
pletely continuous do not go to 0 in CGb (X;E,F)
>Y , but by their very
definition have norm 0. We can make a normed category out of a
pseudo-normed category by dividing out all morphisms of norm 0.
The resulting category is a normed category which we can complete
to obtain a complete normed category. The result of this procedure is
precisely CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y . In particular, CGb (X;E,F)
>Y is not a subcate-
gory of CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y .
The reader should compare this situation to the corresponding situa-
tion in normed spaces: Given two normed spaces B ⊂ A, the quotient
A/B only inherits a pseudonorm, unless B is closed in A. Dividing
out the elements of norm 0 and then completing the resulting normed
space to a Banach space A/B gives the same result as completing A
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and B and then considering A¯/B¯. The above is the categorical ana-
logue of this.
Put another way, A and B give rise to the following diagram:
B
  // _

A // // A/B

B∩A   // _

A // // _

A/(B∩A) _

B∩A   // A // // A/B
and similarly, we have a diagram of categories and functors, with
D = CG∗ (X;E,F(Y))∩ CGb (X;E,F):
CGb (X;E,F(Y))
  //
 _

CGb (X;E,F) // // C
G
b (X;E,F)
>Y

CG∗ (X;E,F(Y))∩ CGb (X;E,F) 
 //
 _

CGb (X;E,F) // // _

CGb (X;E,F)/D _

CG∗ (X;E,F(Y))
  // CG∗ (X;E,F) // // CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y
where in the last column, we first divide out elements of norm 0 and
then complete the resulting category.
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3
K- T H E O RY O F C O N T R O L L E D C∗ - C AT E G O R I E S
In this section, we will give two definitions of the topological K-theory
of controlled C∗-categories, one by directly defining groups K0 and
K1 and one by associating a C∗-algebra and hence a space respectively
spectrum to the category. We will check that these two definitions
yield the same groups and play out the definitions against each other
to prove various properties of K-theory. For example, it is not at all ob-
vious from the C∗-algebra definition that equivalent categories have
the same K-theory, but it is quite obvious that the directly defined
K-groups are isomorphic, which allows us to conclude that the two
C∗-algebras are K-equivalent through the backdoor. Since we need a
spectrum-level definition of K-theory, using only the group approach
would not suffice.
3.1 K-theory of C∗-categories
In this section, we define the abelian groups K0 and K1 associated to
a C∗-category C. Here it will not be necessary to assume that C is of
the form CG∗ (X;E,F). The definitions are similar to those in [Kar08,
II.3] for Banach categories.
Definition 3.1.1. Let C be a small C∗-category. A projection in C is a
self-adjoint idempotent p : A → A for some object A of C. The group
K0(C) is the free abelian group generated by the projections p : A→ A
in C, modulo the following relations:
(i) For two projections p : A → A and q : B → B, we form the
projection p⊕ q : A⊕ B → A⊕ B and force the relation p⊕ q =
p+ q.
(ii) For any object A and the zero projection 0A : A → A, we force
0A = 0.
(iii) If p,q : A → A are two projections joined by a path of projec-
tions inside End(A), we have the relation p = q.
A unitary in C is an endomorphism u : A → A such that uu∗ = 1 =
u∗u. The group K1(C) is the free abelian group generated by the uni-
tary endomorphisms u : A→ A in C, modulo the following relations:
(i) For unitaries u, v : A → A which can be joined by a path of
unitaries inside End(A), we have u = v.
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(ii) 1A = 0 for any object A
(iii) For u : A → A and v : B → B, u⊕ v : A⊕ B → A⊕ B is unitary
and we force the relation u⊕ v = u+ v.
Remark 3.1.2. By definition, only endomorphisms can be unitaries. A
map u : A → B satisfying uu∗ = IdB and u∗u = IdA will be called
unitary isomorphism.
Instead of the relation of being connected by a path, we could have
used unitary equivalence or Murray-von Neumann equivalence in
our definition of K0:
Definition 3.1.3. Let p : A→ A and q : B→ B be two projections in C.
(i) p and q are unitarily equivalent if there is a unitary morphism
u : A→ B such that upu∗ = q.
(ii) p and q are Murray-von Neumann equivalent if there is a mor-
phism v : A→ B such that v∗v = p and vv∗ = q
Proposition 3.1.4. Let p and q be as above.
(i) If p⊕ 0B and 0A ⊕ q are connected by a path of projections, they are
unitarily equivalent.
(ii) If p and q are unitarily equivalent, they are Murray-von Neumann
equivalent.
(iii) If p and q are Murray-von Neumann equivalent, p⊕ 0B ⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B
and 0A ⊕ q ⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B are unitarily equivalent via a unitary con-
nected to 1 : A ⊕ B → A ⊕ B with a path of unitaries, and hence
p⊕ 0B ⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B and 0A ⊕ q⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B are connected by a path of
projections.
It follows that we could have used any of the three relations as (iii) of our
definition of K0.
Proof. The proofs are the obvious adaptions of the corresponding
facts for C∗-algebras, see for example [HR00, 4.1.10]or 1.1.5.
For the first part, to simplify notation, we write p for p⊕ 0B and q for
0A ⊕ q and work in the C∗-algebra D = End(A⊕ B). By subdividing
the path into smaller paths, we may assume ‖p− q‖ < 1. Now set
x = qp+ (1− q)(1− p). We have xp = qx and
x− 1 = (2q− 1)(p− q)
Since ‖p− q‖ < 1 and ‖2q− 1‖ 6 1, we have ‖x− 1‖ < 1 and hence x
is invertible. Set u = x(x∗x)−
1
2 . It is then easy to check that up = qu
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since x∗x and hence (x∗x)−
1
2 commute with p.
For the second claim, just set v = qu for u : A→ Bwith p = u∗qu. For
the third claim, let v : A→ B be a Murray-von Neumann equivalence
between p and q. We may as well consider v as a morphism
v : A⊕B→ A⊕B
where it implements a Murray- von Neumann equivalence between
p⊕ 0B and 0A ⊕ q.
Consider the matrix(
v 1− vv∗
v∗v− 1 v∗
)
as an endomorphism of A⊕B⊕A⊕B. A straightforward calculation
using the fact that v∗v and vv∗ are projections shows that this matrix
is a unitary automorphism u of A⊕B⊕A⊕B with
u(p⊕ 0B ⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B)u∗ = 0A ⊕ q⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B
The path
t→
(
cos(pi2 t)v 1− (1− sin(
pi
2 t))vv
∗
(1− sin(pi2 t))v
∗v− 1 cos(pi2 t)v
∗
)
connects the matrix to(
0 1
−1 0
)
through unitaries. Specializing the path to v = 1, we see that this
matrix is connected to the identity as claimed. Hence p⊕0B⊕0A⊕0B
and 0A ⊕ q⊕ 0A ⊕ 0B are connected by a path of projections.
The reader may be worried that we are not passing to isomorphism
classes of unitaries or projections; the following proposition shows
that this is not necessary.
Proposition 3.1.5. Let C be a C∗-category and A,B objects of C. Let
φ : A→ B
be a unitary isomorphism, i.e. φ ◦φ∗ = IdB and φ∗ ◦φ = IdA, and
u : A → A a unitary. Let v = φuφ∗ : B → B. Then u = v in K1(C). The
same holds for projections and K0(C).
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Proof. Since −v = v∗ in K1(C), it suffices to see that
u⊕ v∗ : A⊕B→ A⊕B
is zero in K1(C). But under conjugation with the isomorphism
1⊕φ : A⊕A→ A⊕B
this map corresponds to u⊕ u∗ : A⊕A→ A⊕A, which is connected
to the identity of A⊕A via a path of unitaries. This path yields under
conjugation with 1⊕ φ a path of unitaries from u⊕ v∗ to IdA⊕B as
desired. The same argument applies to the K0-case.
Remark 3.1.6. Let φ : A→ B be an isomorphism in a C∗-category. Then
also φ∗ is an isomorphism and φ∗φ : A → A is an automorphism of
A. Via the continuous calculus and since φ∗φ is by definition of a
C∗-category an positive element of End(A), we can form
(φ∗φ)−
1
2 : A→ A
Then φ(φ∗φ)−
1
2 : A → B is a unitary isomorphism. So isomorphic
objects in C∗-categories are in fact unitarily isomorphic.
Proposition 3.1.7. Let C be a C∗-category.
(i) If A is a C∗-algebra, then the K-theory of the C∗-category A⊕ is the
same as the K-theory of A.
(ii) The groups Ki(C) depend functorially on C, i.e. C∗-functors induce
maps on Ki(C).
(iii) The group K0(C) is isomorphic to K
alg
0 (Idem(C)).
(iv) In the definition of K1(C), we may replace unitary by invertible. Then
we obtain a quotient map Kalg1 (C)→ K1(C).
(v) Naturally isomorphic C∗-functors induce the same maps on K-groups.
Proof. Item (i) follows by definition. (ii) is also easy: If F : C → D is a
C∗-functor, we define K0(F) : K0(C) → K0(D) by sending a projection
p in C to the projection F(p) in D. Since F is additive, continuous and
sends zero morphisms to zero morphisms, the relations defining K0
are respected. The same argument applies to K1.
For (iii), we define Kalg0 (Idem(C)) as in [Ros94, 3.1.6] as the free abelian
group on the isomorphism classes of objects of Idem(C) modulo the
relation (A,p) + (B,q) = (A⊕ B,p⊕ q). The definition in [Ros94] is
more general, covering exact categories, but this is what it boils down
to in the split exact context. We have already seen in 2.2.2 that any
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object in Idem(C) is isomorphic to an object (A,p) with p a projection,
i.e. p = p∗ in addition to p2 = p.
Now let (A,p) and (B,q) be two isomorphic objects of Idem(C) with
p and q self-adjoint. The difficult step is to see that p⊕ 0 and 0⊕ q
are unitarily equivalent projections in End(A⊕B). Once we have this,
the relations defining K0 and K
alg
0 are the same, so the groups are the
same.
So let f : (A,p) → (B,q) be an isomorphism with inverse g : (B,q) →
(A,p). This means that
fp = qf gf = p
gq = pg fg = q
The trick is now to consider(
1− p pg
qf 1− q
)
: A⊕B→ A⊕B
compare [Ros94, 1.2.1]. Using the above relations, one checks that(
1− p pg
qf 1− q
)
·
(
1− p pg
qf 1− q
)
=
(
1 0
0 1
)
and (
1− p pg
qf 1− q
)
·
(
p 0
0 0
)
·
(
1− p pg
qf 1− q
)
=
(
0 0
0 q
)
To simplify notation, we write p for p⊕ 0 and q for 0⊕ q. We have
now found
a =
(
1− p pg
qf 1− q
)
such that apa−1 = q, but a is not yet a unitary. Since a and hence
a∗a is invertible, we can form (a∗a)−
1
2 via the continuous function
calculus and we define u = a(a∗a)−
1
2 . We compute
uu∗ = a(a∗a)−
1
2 (a∗a)−
1
2a∗ = a(a∗a)−1a∗ = 1
and similarly u∗u = 1. So u is a unitary. Furthermore, p commutes
with a∗a since
pa∗a = a∗qa = a∗ap
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and hence p also commutes with (a∗a)−
1
2 . It follows that
upu∗ = a(a∗a)−
1
2p(a∗a)−
1
2a∗ = a(a∗a)−
1
2a(a∗a)−
1
2pa∗ =
= a(a∗a)−
1
2 (a∗a)−
1
2a∗q = q
Part (iv) follows directly from 1.1.10 and the same proof as in 1.1.12.
For the last statement, note that also induced maps on K1 are the
quotient maps of the induced maps on Kalg1 . Naturally isomorphic
functors induce the same map on Kalg1 and hence also on the quotient
groups K1. Note that the claim really requires a proof since we do not
assume that the natural isomorphism is unitary. The claim for K0 is
immediate from (iii).
Alternatively, let η : F → G be a natural isomorphism of C∗-functors.
We argue that then F and G are unitarily isomorphic, i.e. there is a
natural transformation τ : F→ G such that τ∗XτX = Id and τXτ∗X = Id
for all objects X. As in 3.1.6, we set
τX = ηX(η
∗
XηX)
− 12
We have to check that τ is natural. First note that η∗ defines a natural
transformation from G to F: We have for f : X→ Y
F(f)η∗X = (ηXF(f
∗))∗
= (G(f)∗ηY)∗
= η∗YG(f)
It follows that η∗η : F→ F is a self-adjoint natural self-transformation
of F. Then clearly every polynomial in η∗η is also a natural self-
transformation of F, and since for each object X (η∗XηX)
− 12 is a norm-
limit of polynomials in η∗XηX, it follows that (η
∗
XηX)
− 12 is natural as
well. Then also τ is natural as a composition of natural transforma-
tions.
Remark 3.1.8. Let us issue one warning. Given a coarse G-space X, con-
sider the following (wrong) argument for the wrong statement that
the map Kalg1 (C
G
b (X))→ K1(CG∗ (X)) is always surjective:
Start with an invertible morphism φ :M→M in CG∗ (X) representing
an element of K1(CG∗ (X)). Since the morphisms of CGb (X) are dense
inside the morphisms of CG∗ (X), we find φ ′ : M → M in CGb (X) arbi-
trarily close to φ, say such that ‖φ−φ ′‖ < 110 . Then φ ′ is invertible
and represents the same K1-class as φ. Now φ ′ represents an element
of Kalg1 (C
G
b (X)) which is a preimage for φ.
The argument fails because φ ′, while being a morphism in CGb (X)
and invertible in CG∗ (X), may not be invertible in CGb (X), see 2.3.6 for
a counterexample.
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Proposition 3.1.9. Any element of K0(C) can be represented in the form
p− q for two projections p,q. Any element of K1(C) can be represented by
a single unitary u.
Proof. Let x =
∑
pi −
∑
qi be an arbitary element of the free abelian
group generated by the projections, with pi and qi projections. Then
set p = ⊕pi and q = ⊕qi. The relations in K0(C) then give x = p− q.
The same argument applies to K1, so we can write any element of
K1(C) as u− v for unitaries u and v. If u : A → A and v : B → B, we
may replace u by u⊕ 1B : A⊕ B→ A⊕ B and v by 1A ⊕ v : A⊕ B→
A⊕B, hence we can assume that u and v are unitary endomorphisms
of the same object. Now a standard argument yields −v = v∗ and
u− v = u+ v∗ = u⊕ v∗, proving the claim; compare 1.1.8.
We also record the following for reference:
Proposition 3.1.10. If pi : A → A and qi : B → B are projections for
i = 0, 1, then p0−q0 = p1−q1 in K0(C) if and only if there is an object C
such that p0 ⊕ q1 ⊕ 0C and p1 ⊕ q0 ⊕ 0C are homotopic in the projections
of A⊕B⊕C. Similarly, if u : A→ A and v : B→ B are two unitaries, then
u = v in K0(C) if and only if there is a third object C such that u⊕ 1B⊕ 1C
and 1A ⊕ v⊕ 1C are homotopic in the unitaries of A⊕B⊕C.
Proof. We discuss the K1-case. We can also define K1(C) as the free
abelian group generated by the homotopy classes of unitaries, mod-
ulo the relations IdD = 0 for each object D and u⊕ v = u+ v for all
unitaries u, v, which also makes sense on the homotopy level. If u, v
are as in the proposition, we may pass to 1⊕ v,u⊕ 1 : A⊕B→ A⊕B
and hence can assume that u, v are endomorphisms of the same ob-
ject A. Now u = v in K1 if and only if we find finitely many unitaries
ui, vi and finitely many objects Aj, Bk such that
u+
∑
i∈I
vi ⊕ ui +
∑
j∈J
IdAj = v+
∑
i∈I
ui +
∑
i∈I
vi +
∑
k∈K
IdBk
as formal sums of homotopy classes of unitaries. In particular, this
means that the Bk are only a reordering of the Aj. But now, also the
homotopy classes of
u⊕
⊕
i∈I
(vi ⊕ ui)⊕
⊕
j∈J
IdAj
and
v⊕
⊕
i∈I
ui ⊕
⊕
i∈I
vi ⊕
⊕
k∈K
IdBk
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have to agree once we view them as unitaries of the same object
after reordering the sums. So u = v if and only if there is a uni-
tary w : C ′ → C ′ such that u⊕w and v⊕w are homotopic, where
w =
⊕
i∈I
ui ⊕
⊕
i∈I
vi ⊕
⊕
k∈K
IdBk . Finally, this implies that u⊕w⊕w∗
and v ⊕w ⊕w∗ are homotopic, and since w ⊕w ′ is in turn homo-
topic to the identity of C = C ′ ⊕C ′, we see that u⊕ IdC and v⊕ IdC
are homotopic. The converse direction is obvious.
Proposition 3.1.11. Let C be a C∗-category, and let Ci ⊂ C be a directed
system of full subcategories such that C = ∪Ci. Then the canonical map
colimi KnCi → Kn(C)
is an isomorphism for n = 0, 1.
Proof. This is straightforward.
3.2 biexact functors and topological K-theory
Let C be a C∗-category and E an exact category in the sense of Quillen,
see for example [Ros94, 3.1.1].
Definition 3.2.1. A bilinear functor F : E× C→ C is called C∗-biexact
if for each A ∈ E, F(A,−) : C → C is a C∗-functor and for each exact
sequence A → B → C in E and each object M of C, the sequence
0→ F(A,M)→ F(B,M)→ F(C,M)→ 0 is split exact.
Proposition 3.2.2. A C∗-biexact functor F : E× C→ C induces a Kalg0 (E)-
module structure on Ki(C), i = 0, 1, where an element [A] − [B] ∈ Kalg0 (E)
acts on Ki(C) as F(A,−)∗ − F(B,−)∗ : Ki(C)→ Ki(C).
Proof. Note that we need the C∗-functor condition to even make sense
of F(A,−)∗ − F(B,−)∗. What we have to check is that this definition
is well-defined, i.e. that if [A] − [B] = [A ′] − [B ′] in Kalg0 (E), we have
F(A,−)∗ − F(B,−)∗ = F(A ′,−)∗ − F(B ′,−)∗. However, this equation
is true for the functors induced in the algebraic K-theory of C, and
even of Idem(C), and since the topological K-theory is a quotient of
the algebraic K-theory (and induced maps are the induced quotient
maps), the claim follows.
We will usually abuse notation and call a C∗-biexact functor just biex-
act.
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3.3 a C∗-algebra representing K-theory of controlled
C∗-categories
Fix a G-C∗-algebra A. Let C = CG∗ (X;E,F) be the C∗-category associ-
ated to the coarse G-space (X,E,F). We associate a C∗-algebra to C
whose K-groups are the K-groups of C. Everything we say will also
apply to quotient categories CG∗ (X;E,F,A)>Y ; we will not explicitly
carry them through the notation. The construction is a more category-
friendly and less functional-analytic variant of the Roe algebra; see
[HR00, Chapter 6] and [HPR97], in particular the remarks after 6.3.
We will indicate at the end of this chapter that our constructions and
the ones in [HR00] are more closely related than one may think on
the first glance.
In the following, when we say that two objects are equal, we really
mean equal, not isomorphic.
Definition 3.3.1. Define a partial order on the set of objects of C as
follows: If M, N are two objects, then for each x ∈ X look at Mx and
Nx. These are determined by their dimensions mx and nx, and we
say M 6 N if for all x, mx 6 nx. Let P be the poset obtained in this
way, which we regard as a category in the usual way. Define a functor
T : P → C∗ - alg
as follows: SendM ∈ C to End(M). IfM 6 N, we embed End(M) into
End(N) as follows: There is a (in fact unique) way to writeM = N⊕L
with Lx = Anx−mx . Then embed End(M) to End(M⊕L) via f 7→ f⊕ 0.
This is clearly compatible with compositions, i.e. if M 6 N 6 L, then
the two maps End(M)→ End(L) agree. Now define the C∗-algebra
T(X;E,F) = T(C) = colimP T
By abuse of notation, we will often leave out (E,F) and just write
T(X) if no confusion is possible. Similarly, define a functor
U : P → TOP
by sending M ∈ C to the topological space U(M) of unitary endomor-
phisms of M. If M 6 N, we embed U(M) into U(N) as above, where
we view End(M) and End(N) as being non-unital since the induced
map between them is not unital. Now define
U(C) = colimmetP U
From a philosophical point of view, this definition has serious flaws.
For example, we obtain maps U(M) → U(N⊕M) which will almost
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never be the obvious map u → 1⊕ u, which is annoying. However,
the actual map U(M)→ U(N⊕M) differs from the obvious one only
by conjugation by an automorphism of N⊕M, so everything works
out fine on the K-theory level, as we will now see. Let us first record
the following:
Proposition 3.3.2. The induced map U(C)→ U(T(C)) is a weak homotopy
equivalence.
Proof. This follows from 1.5.2.
Proposition 3.3.3. There is a canonical isomorphism
f : Ki(T(C))→ Ki(C)
Proof. The algebra T(C) is a filtered colimit of C∗-algebras. Since K-
theory of C∗-algebras commutes with filtered colimits, it suffices to
see that Ki(C) is isomorphic to colimP Ki(End(M)).
For each M, we have a canonical map Ki(End(M)) → Ki(C) com-
ing from the obvious C∗-functor End(M)⊕ → C. This map sends
a projection p : M⊕k → M⊕k to the projection p itself, where we
now consider M⊕k as an object of C, and similarly for unitaries. For
M 6 N = M ⊕ L, the map Ki(End(M)) → Ki(End(N)) is compat-
ible with the two maps to Ki(C): If p : M⊕k → M⊕k is a projec-
tion, p is sent (up to conjugation with the canonical isomorphism
M⊕k ⊕ L⊕k ∼= N⊕k, which does not affect matters in K-theory) to
p⊕ 0L⊕k in End(M⊕k ⊕ L⊕k) and then to p⊕ 0L⊕k = p in K0(C), and
similarly for unitaries. So we obtain a map colimP Ki(End(M)) →
Ki(C). This map is clearly surjective: a projection p : M→M certainly
comes from K0(End(M)), and similarly for unitaries. It remains to see
injectivity.
To see this, note that colimP Ki(End(M)) is also a quotient of the free
abelian group generated by the projections respectively unitaries in
C. So it is enough to see that the relations in Ki(C) are also true in
colimP Ki(End(M)). But this is now nearly obvious, except for the
relation p ⊕ q = p + q respectively u ⊕ v = u + v. However, if for
example u : A → A, v : B → B, then u⊕ v ∈ End(A⊕ B) and the
relations in K1(End(A⊕ B)) give u⊕ v = u + v in the colimit. The
same argument applies to K0. This finishes the proof.
3.4 representing T(X) as a concrete C∗-algebra
Let (X;E,F) be a coarse space. We consider the Hilbert A-module
H = l2(X×N,A) with basis X×N. The total object of each object M
of CG∗ (X;E,F) can be viewed as a Hilbert submodule of H: For each x,
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if Mx is n-dimensional, we take the vectors (x, 1), . . . (x,n) and T(M)
is the Hilbert submodule of H spanned by all these vectors. Note that
this submodule is complemented. A morphism f :M → N gives rise
to an operator on H by first projecting onto T(M), then using T(f)
to map to T(N) and then include T(N) into H. This gives rise to a
bounded, adjointable operator on H since the projection onto T(M)
and the inclusion of T(N) into H are adjointable.
Proposition 3.4.1. The algebra T(X;E,F) is the completion of the bounded,
adjointable operators on H which come from a morphism f ∈ CG∗ (X;E,F).
Hence we can view T(X;E,F) as a subalgebra of the bounded, adjointable
operators on H.
Proof. For an object M, let E(M) ⊂ B(H) be the image of End(M)
in B(H). Letting M vary over the objects of CG∗ (X;E,F), we obtain a
directed system of C∗-subalgebras of B(H) which is easily seen to be
the same directed system we used to define T(X;E,F).
Potentially, the bounded, adjointable operators coming from mor-
phisms in CG∗ (X) might be bigger than this algebra since we have
so far only handled endomorphisms, not arbitrary morphisms. How-
ever, we can view any morphism as an endomorphism in the follow-
ing way: Begin with a morphism f : M → N. Define an object M ′
as
M ′x =
0 if mx > nx
Anx−mx else
and similarly N ′ as
N ′x =
0 if nx > mx
Amx−nx else
These are vaild objects of CG∗ (X) since their support is contained in
the support of N⊕M. We have
M⊕M ′ = N⊕N ′
and can view f as an endomorphism of this object via(
f 0
0 0
)
:M⊕M ′ → N⊕N ′
The images of f and of(
f 0
0 0
)
in B(H) are the same, so we see that the morphism f is already cov-
ered in the endomorphisms.
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3.5 functoriality and lack thereof
Unfortunately, T(C) = T(CG∗ (X;E,F)) does not depend functorially
on the coarse space X. For example, let X = S0 and Y = pt without
any control conditions and with G the trivial group. The map X→ Y
induces a C∗-functor F : C(X) → C(Y). But let M be the object over X
with Mx = A for both points of X and N the object with Nx = A2.
Then the square
End(M) //

End(N)

End(F(M)) // End(F(N))
does not commute: The upper composition corresponds to embed-
ding T(M) = A2 into T(F(N)) = A4 as the first and third summand,
whereas the lower composition corresponds to embedding it as the
first and second summand. Consequently, we cannot hope for an in-
duced map on the colimits. There seems to be no way around this
problem; but using some tricks, we can at least turn CG∗ (X;E,F) into
a functor from coarse spaces to the homotopy category of spaces or
spectra. Let us first notice that everything is fine as long as we only
consider injective maps.
Proposition 3.5.1. Let (X;E,F) and (Y;E ′,F ′) be two coarse G-spaces
and f : X → Y a coarse injective G-map. Then we get a functorial C∗-
homomorphism T(f) : T(X) → T(Y), i.e. if g : Y → Z is another injection,
we have T(g ◦ f) = T(g) ◦ T(f).
Proof. For each object M of CG∗ (X), we obtain a C∗-homomorphism
End(M)→ End(F(M)). For M 6 N, we have to check commutativity
of the square
End(M) //

End(N)

End(F(M)) // End(F(N))
to obtain an induced map on the colimits. But this is immediate to
check since f is injective.
Now let f : X → Y be an arbitrary coarse map with X and Y free G-
spaces. We will employ a trick to make f injective up to equivalence
of categories.
Definition 3.5.2. Let f : X → Y be a coarse G-map. We define a new
coarse structure on X× Y with its diagonal G-action as follows:
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- For morphisms, we pull back the morphism support E of Y back
to X× Y.
- For the object support, we also pull back the object support F
of Y and also insist on finiteness in X-direction: F ⊂ X× Y is
controlled if and only if it is the pullback of a controlled subset
of Y and for each y ∈ Y, there are only finitely many x ∈ X with
(x,y) ∈ F. Note that for any object M over X and any y ∈ Y,
the conditions on a coarse map force that supp(M) ∩ f−1(y) is
finite, so that pushing M forward along x 7→ (x, f(x)) yields a
vaild object over X× Y.
We denote the category CG∗ (X× Y) with the above control conditions
as CG∗ (Y)X since the X is only a dummy variable we need to create
enough space. Let fX : X → X× Y be the map sending x to (x, f(x)).
This is again a coarse G-map and, since it is injective, we obtain an
induced map (fX)∗ : T(X)→ T(X× Y), which by abuse of notation we
will often write as f∗ again.
Proposition 3.5.3. Let g : Y → X be any G-equivariant map of sets, which
exists since X and Y are free G-spaces. Then the map g× Id : Y → X× Y
is coarse and induces an equivalence of categories F : CG∗ (Y) → CG∗ (X× Y).
Also the induced C∗-homomorphism
i : T(Y)→ T(X× Y)
is a K-equivalence and in particular induces a weak homotopy equivalence
of K-theory spectra. The homotopy class of this map does not depend on the
choice of g. By inverting K(i), we hence obtain a well-defined homotopy class
K(f) : K(T(X))
K(fX)→ K(T(X× Y)) K(i)
−1
→ K(T(Y))
Proof. It is easy to check that g× id is compatible with the control
conditions. Let M be an object in CG∗ (X× Y). Let M ′ be the object in
CG∗ (X× Y) with
M ′(x,y) =
0 if x 6= g(y)⊕
x ′∈X:M(x ′ ,y) 6=0M(x ′,y) else
The object M ′ is clearly in the image of the functor
F : CG∗ (Y)→ CG∗ (X× Y)
Since there are no morphism control conditions in the X-direction of
X× Y, it is easy to write down an isomorphism from M to M ′, so F is
essentially surjective. That F is full and faithful is immediate. Hence
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F induces an isomorphism on the K-groups of the categories CG∗ (Y)
and CG∗ (X× Y). Since these K-groups are also the K-groups of T(Y)
respectively T(X× Y), the map i : T(Y)→ T(X× Y) is a K-equivalence.
It remains to see that the homotopy class of K(i) does not depend
on the choice of g. Let g ′ be another choice. For each y ∈ Y, pick
a self-bijection φy : X → X sending g(y) to g ′(y) and consider the
bijection
F : X× Y → X× Y
(x,y) 7→ (φy(x),y)
F induces a unitary operator V from the Hilbert module with basis
X× Y ×N to itself by acting on the basis as (x,y,n) 7→ (F(x,y),n).
Considering T(X× Y) as a subalgebra of B(H(X× Y ×N)), it is easy
to check that V is a multiplier of T(X× Y), i.e. for each operator S ∈
T(X× Y), also VS and SV are in T(X× Y): By 3.4.1, it suffices to check
that for any morphism f : M → N in CG∗ (X× Y), which we can view
as a bounded, adjointable operator on l2(X× Y×N,A) as in 3.4.1, Vf
and fV - again viewed as bounded operators on l2(X× Y ×N,A) -
also come from morphisms in the category. However Vf comes from
f ′ : M→ F∗N
which is obtained by composing f with the isomorphism N ∼= F∗(N)
identifying N(x,y) with F∗(N)F(x,y), and similarly for fV . Since there
are no control conditions in the X-direction and F preserves the fibers
in X-direction, the isomorphism N ∼= F∗(N) is indeed controlled.
Furthermore, i and i ′ precisely differ by conjugation with V . Since
conjugation with V induces the identity in K-theory up to homotopy,
K(i) and K(i ′) are homotopic.
So we now have defined a potential functor K from coarse G-spaces to
the homotopy category spectra on objects and morphisms and have
shown this depends on no choices. It remains to see that K is compat-
ible with compositions.
Proposition 3.5.4. Let f : X → Y and g : Y → Z be two coarse G-maps,
with X and Y free G-spaces. Then K(g) ◦ K(f) = K(g ◦ f) in the homotopy
category of spectra.
Proof. For a map s : A→ B, we write sA : A→ A×B or
sA : A → B × A, depending on context, for the map sending a to
(a, s(a)) respectively (s(a),a). Fix G-equivariant maps (probably non-
continuous) h : Y → X and k : Z→ Y. Consider the following diagram
of C∗-algebras and ∗-homomorphisms:
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T(X)
(g◦f)X //
fX

K(g◦f)
##
K(f)
//
T(X×Z)
fX×id '

id×kZ'

T(Z)
(h◦k)Z
'oo
kZ
'

T(X× Y ×Z)
T(X× Y)
id×gY
77
T(Y ×Z)
hY×id
'
gg
T(Y)
hY
'
aa
gY
==
K(g)
PP
Some explanations are in order. We always use the last variable of the
various products to build the actual coarse structures, and the remain-
ing factors are dummies. For example, T(X× Y × Z) is T(CG∗ (Z)X×Y)
with notation as in 3.5.2. All solid maps in the diagram are induced by
the maps of spaces as indicated. The left-hand dashed arrow is such
that the left-hand part of the diagram commutes and the right-hand
dashed arrow is such that the right-hand part commutes. All arrows
labeled with a ' are K-equivalences. The dotted arrows only exist in
the homotopy category of spaces or spectra after taking K-theory of
the involved C∗-algebras. They are defined such that the triangles
T(X× Y)
T(X)
44
K(f)
// T(Y)
∼=
OO
T(Y ×Z)
T(Y)
44
K(g)
// T(Z)
∼=
OO
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T(X×Z)
T(X)
44
K(g◦f)
// T(Z)
∼=
OO
commute in the homotopy category after taking K-theory. The claim
is that the triangle consisting of the three dotted arrows is commuta-
tive in the homotopy category.
The two dashed arrows are different on-the-nose, but induce homo-
topic maps on K-theory. This argument is similar to the multiplier
argument in the proof of 3.5.3. There is a bijection
F : X× Y ×Z→ X× Y ×Z
such that
F ◦ (fX × id) = id×kZ
and such that F preserves the Z-component, i.e. we have F(x,y, z) =
(x ′,y ′, z) for all x,y, z. The map F induces a unitary operator on
l2(X× Y × Z,A) which again is a multiplier of T(X× Y × Z), and the
two maps T(X× Z) → T(X× Y × Z) differ by conjugation with this
unitary. So when we consider things in the homotopy category after
taking K-theory, we can replace the two dashed arrows with a single
arrow which makes the whole diagram commutative. Now a diagram
chase and using that many maps are actually isomorphisms immedi-
ately implies that the triangle consisting of the three dotted arrows is
commutative.
3.6 properties of K-theory
This section collects some properties of topological K-theory of con-
trolled categories. We will assume that all involved coarse G-spaces
are free G-spaces.
Proposition 3.6.1. Let X be a proper coarse G-space and Y ⊂ X a G-
invariant subspace. Then:
(i) The inclusion CGb (X;E,F(Y)) → CGb (X;E,F) is a Karoubi filtration.
Hence there is a fibration sequence
K−∞CGb (Y; i−1E, i−1F)→ K−∞CGb (X;E,F)→ K−∞CGb (X;E,F)>Y
where K−∞ denotes the non-connective algebraic K-theory spectrum
and we used 2.4.3 to replace CGb (X;E,F(Y)) by C
G
b (Y; i
−1E, i−1F).
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(ii) There is a fibration sequence
KCG∗ (Y; i
−1E, i−1F)→ KCG∗ (X;E,F)→ KCG∗ (X;E,F)>Y
Proof. The first part is standard; see [CP97]. For the second part, con-
sider the projection CG∗ (X;E,F) → CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y and let J be the ker-
nel of this projection, i.e. the category without identities with the
same objects as CG∗ (X;E,F), but with only those morphisms which
map to zero in CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y . In the language of 2.4.4, J consists pre-
cisely of the approximately continuous morphisms. Even though J is
not really a category - not all objects have identites-, nothing keeps
us from defining the C∗-algebra T(J) as in the usual case as
T(J) = colimP EndJ(M)
where now EndJ(M) is a potentially non-unital algebra.
We will prove the following facts:
(i) The induced inclusion T(CG∗ (Y; i−1E, i−1F)) → T(J) induces an
isomorphism in K-theory.
(ii) The sequence J→ T(CG∗ (X;E,F))→ T(CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y) is an ideal
sequence and hence induces a fiber sequence in K-theory.
Together, the two facts imply the claim.
Let us start with (i). We will actually give two different proofs of this.
For the first one, let E ∈ E be arbitrary. We define a new object support
condition F(E) on X as follows: A subset F ⊂ X is in F(E) if and only
if there is F ′ ∈ F such that F = (F ′ ∩ Y)E. We define furthermore the
C∗-algebras
T(E) = T(CG∗ (X;E,F(E)))
for each E ∈ E. The categories CG∗ (X;E,F(E)) form a directed system
of categories in the E-variable, and for E ⊂ E ′ the inclusion
CG∗ (X;E,F(E))→ CG∗ (X;E,F(E ′))
is an equivalence of categories: Indeed, any object in any of our cate-
gories is by definition isomorphic to an object supported only over Y
since X was assumed to be G-proper. Now we claim that
T(J) = colimE T(E)
which is directed by the definition of a coarse structure. Since all the
structure maps on the right-hand side are K-equivalences, the claim
follows from this.
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For each E, the category CG∗ (X;E,F(E)) is a subcategory of J. This
gives rise to compatible inclusion maps
T(E)→ T(J)
and hence to an injection
colimE T(E)→ T(J)
By definition of J, each morphism in J can be approximated arbi-
trarliy closely by morphisms in some CG∗ (X;E,F(E)): Each morphism
factoring through CG∗ (Y;E,F) lies in some CG∗ (X;E,F(E)). This implies
surjectivity of the map colimE T(E)→ T(J) and hence
T(CG∗ (Y; i
−1E, i−1F))→ T(J)
is a K-equivalence.
Unfortunately, we would like to obtain the statement of the proposi-
tion in a slightly more general setting in the proof of 8.1.1, where the
proof above does not apply. So we give a second proof of (i) which
will also apply in the more general setting. This proof will apply
whenever we are in a situation where we have a Karoubi filtration
before completing to C∗-categories.
We will make heavy use of the space-level continuity of K-theory 1.5.2.
Pick a map f : Sn → U(T(J)). By 1.5.2, we find a map homotopic to
f which factors through some U(EndJ(M)) where M is an object of J.
For simplicity, let us call this map f again, i.e. f : Sn → U(EndJ(M)).
Recall that the object M is actually an object of CG∗ (X;E,F). For each
F ∈ F(Y), we write M = MF ⊕MX−F where MF is supported only
over F and MX−F is only supported over X− F. This yields a (non-
unital) inclusion map EndJ(MF) → EndJ(M). By definition of the
quotient construction, EndJ(M) has to be the completion of the as-
cending union of the EndJ(MF): The morphisms coming from some
End(MF) are precisely those factoring over Y (thanks toG-properness,
compare 2.4.3), and these morphisms are dense in EndJ(M) by def-
inition. Now apply 1.5.2 again to conclude that f is actually homo-
topic to a map Sn → U(MF) for some F. But MF is an object of
CG∗ (X;E,F(Y)) which is equivalent to CG∗ (Y; i−1E, i−1F). This implies
surjectivity of
T(CG∗ (Y; i
−1E, i−1F))→ T(J)
on the K-theory level. Injectivity is the same argument, using that also
Sn × I is compact.
For ii), we need some more notation. Let T alg(J) be the colimit of
EndJ(M) in the category of (non-unital) algebras, and similarly we
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define T alg(CG∗ (X;E,F)) and T alg(CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y). Since algebraic col-
imits are exact, we have a short exact sequence of algebras
T alg(J)→ T alg(CG∗ (X;E,F))→ T alg(CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y)
We have to argue this carries over to the completions to C∗-algebras.
Certainly, after completing the composition of the two maps is still 0.
Also, the left-hand map is an isometric inclusion, which also carries
over to the completions. What we have to see is that the quotient pre-
C∗-norm T alg(CG∗ (X;E,F)>Y) inherits is the same as the one it inherits
by the colimit structure. Let f : M → M be an endomorphism of an
object of CG∗ (X;E,F). Its norm in the quotient is
‖f‖Y = inf
g:M→M∈J
‖f− g‖
Considering f as an element of T alg(CG∗ (X;E,F)), its quotient norm is
‖f‖Y = inf
g∈T algJ
‖f− g‖
The second norm is clearly at most as large as the first one. However,
we can decompose f− g in the second norm as the direct orthogonal
sum of two operators: one whose support is precisely the support of
M, and one whose support is the rest. The second operator makes
the norm larger, and the first operator is already covered in the first
norm. This proves the claim.
The following proposition concerns potential Eilenberg Swindles on
controlled categories.
Proposition 3.6.2. Let (X,E,F) be a coarse G-space. Let s : X → X be a
G-equivariant map such that:
(i) For every compact K ⊂ X, every F ∈ F and every n > 0 the set
(sn)−1(K)∩ F is compact and eventually empty.
(ii) For every E ∈ E and F ∈ F, there is an E ′ ∈ E with⋃
n>1
(s× s)n(E∩ F× F) ⊂ E ′.
(iii) For every F ∈ F there exists an F ′ ∈ F with ⋃n>1 sn(F) ⊂ F ′.
(iv) For every F ∈ F the set {(x, s(x)) | x ∈ ⋃n>1 sn(F)} is contained in
some E ∈ E.
Then the topological K-theory of CG∗ (X;E,F) is trivial.
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Proof. The proof is the same as the one in [BFJR04, 4.4], with some
continuity arguments added in. For each n > 1, consider the map
sn : X→ X and the induced C∗-functor sn : CG∗ (X;E,F)→ CG∗ (X;E,F).
Now consider S =
⊕
n>1 sn : C
G∗ (X;E,F) → CG∗ (X;E,F). As long as
this makes sense, i.e. respects the control conditions and does not
create non-locally finite objects, there are no worries about continuity
since if f :M→ N is bounded, sn(f) also has norm ‖f‖ and an infinite
direct sum of bounded operators with uniformly bounded norm is
bounded. The conditions i)-iv) guarantee that S respects the control
conditions and that Id⊕S ∼= S. The condition i) guarantees that S(M)
is locally finite for each object M, ii) guarantees that S(f) is controlled
for each controlled f, iii) checks that S(M) is a controlled object and
finally iv) guarantees that τ = s∗ : Id⊕S ∼= S is controlled.
To obtain homological properties of topological K-theory of controlled
categories, we need a kind of Mayer-Vietoris principle. For this end,
we make the following definition.
Definition 3.6.3. Let (X,E,F) be a G-proper coarse space and A,B ⊂
X be two G-invariant subsets with A ∪ B = X. We say that the triple
(X,A,B) is coarsely excisive if the following condition holds:
For each E ∈ E and F ∈ F there are E ′ ∈ E and F ′ ∈ F such that
(A∩ F)E ∩ (B∩ F)E ∩ F ⊂ (A∩B∩ F ′)E ′ ∩ F ′.
Remark 3.6.4. Let M be an object of CG∗ (X;E,F). Then supp(M) ⊂
(A ∩ F)E ∩ (B ∩ F)E ∩ F says that M is close to both A and B, and
supp(M) ⊂ (A∩B∩ F ′)E ′ ∩ F ′ says that M is close to A∩B.
Proposition 3.6.5. Let (X,E,F) be a G-proper coarse space and A,B ⊂ X
be twoG-invariant subsets withA∪B = X. If the triple (X,A,B) is coarsely
excisive, the following diagram induces a homotopy pull-back square in K-
theory
CG∗ (A∩B, i−1E, i−1F)

// CG∗ (A, i
−1
A E, i
−1
A F)

CG∗ (B, i
−1
B E, i
−1
B F)
// CG∗ (X,E,F)
where i : A∩B→ X, iA : A→ X and iB : B→ X are the inclusions.
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Proof. Note that by G-properness of the coarse structure, we may as
well work with the square
CG∗ (X,E,F(A∩B))

// CG∗ (X,E,F(A))

CG∗ (X,E,F(B)) // CG∗ (X,E,F)
The idea of the proof is the same as the one used in [BFJR04, 4.3]:
Check that the induced C∗-functor on the quotients
F : CG∗ (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B → CG∗ (X,E,F)>B
is an equivalence of categories and then use that both rows in the
resulting diagram induce fiber sequences in K-theory.
The execution is a bit more subtle since our quotient process is more
complicated. We will follow the usual strategy: Prove a suitable state-
ment for the CGb -categories and complete it. First consider the uncom-
pleted categories
CGb (X,E,F(A∩B))→ CGb (X,E,F(A))→ CGb (X,E,F(A))>A∩B
where the right-hand category is the Karoubi quotient of the left-hand
inclusion functor. The problem is now that CG∗ (X,E,F(A))>A∩B is not
a completion of CGb (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B: Indeed, a morphism of
CGb (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B
which is a norm-limit of morphisms factoring through CGb (X,E,F(A∩
B)) is 0 in
CG∗ (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B
but not necessarily in CGb (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B, compare 2.4.5.
As in 2.4.5, we can define a pseudonorm on CGb (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B, and
similarly we can put a pseudonorm on the other quotient category
CGb (X;E,F)
>B. It follows from the discussion in 2.4.5 that it suffices
to see that the induced functor
Fb : C
G
b (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B → CGb (X;E,F)>B
is an isometric equivalence of pre-normed categories. Then the "com-
pletion" (which really consists of first dividing out morphisms of
norm 0 and then completing) of Fb to a C∗-functor is also an equiva-
lence of categories as desired.
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So let us set out to prove this. First we prove that Fb is essentially
surjective. Let M be an object of CGb (X,E,F)
>B. Let M ′ be the object
of CGb (X,E,F)
>B with
M ′x =
Mx if x /∈ B
0 else
Since we disregard things happening over B, M ′ and M are isomor-
phic in CGb (X,E,F)
>B. But M ′ clearly is in the image of Fb.
That Fb is full is a direct consequence of the definitions.
Let f : M→ N be a morphism in CGb (X,E,F(A))>A∩B. We can assume
that both M and N are not supported over A∩B. Let M ′ be the direct
summand of M consisting of those Mx on which f does not vanish,
and let N ′ be the direct summand of N consisting of those Nx which
f actually hits. If Fb(f) = 0, Fb(f) has to factor over an object K sup-
ported only over B, say via g : M → K and h : K → N. Let g be
E-controlled, h E ′-controlled and N ′ F-controlled, with E,E ′ ∈ E and
F ∈ F. It follows that
supp(N ′) ⊂ supp(M ′)E ∩ supp(K)E ′ ∩ F
⊂ (A∩ supp(M ′))E∪E ′ ∩ (B∩ supp(K))E∪E ′ ∩ F
By the coarse excisiveness of the triple (X,A,B), we conclude that
there is an E ′′ ∈ E and F ′′ ∈ F with
supp(N ′) ⊂ (A∩B∩ F ′′)E ′′ ∩ F ′′
But this implies N ′ = 0 in CGb (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B and hence f = 0 in
CGb (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B.
It remains to see that Fb is indeed isometric. Let f :M→ N be a mor-
phism of CGb (X,E,F(A)), representing a morphism of C
G
b (X,E,F(A))
>A∩B.
We may assume that M and N are supported over A \ B. Its norm as
a morphism in the quotient category is
‖f‖A∩B = inf{‖f− g‖ | g :M→ N completely continuous }
where g is a morphism of CGb (X,E,F(A)). Considering f as a mor-
phism of CGb (X;E,F), the norm of the morphism represented by f in
CGb (X;E,F)
>B is
‖f‖B = inf{‖f− g‖ | g :M→ N completely continuous }
where now g is a morphism of CGb (X;E,F). It follows that we are done
once we can prove that each completely continuous map g : M → N
in CGb (X;E,F) is the image of a completely continuous map under
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the inclusion functor CGb (X;E,F(A)) → CGb (X;E,F). Since M and N
are supported over A \ B, each morphism g : M → N is in the im-
age of the inclusion functor: g : M → N just is a valid morphism in
CG∗ (X;E,F). If g where not completely continuous as a morphism of
CGb (X;E,F(A)), the class of g in the quotient would be nonzero and
its image in CGb (X;E,F)
>B would be zero since g is completely contin-
uous as a morphism of CGb (X;E,F). This contradicts the faithfulness
of Fb.
3.7 comparison with the roe algebra
In this section, we outline a relationship between our constructions
and the Roe algebra as defined in, for example, [HR00]. For simplicity,
we only give the argument for the case of a metric space with its
metric control and without group actions.
Definition 3.7.1. Let X be a proper metric space. Let
ρ : C0(X)→ B(H)
be a representation of C0(X) on a separable Hilbert space H.
(i) We say that ρ is nondegenerate if ρ(C0(X))(H) is dense in H.
(ii) We say that ρ is ample if in addition, no nonzero f ∈ C0(X) acts
as a compact operator on H.
Example 3.7.2. Let S ⊂ X be a countable dense subset and let H =
l2(S×N). Then C0(X) acts on H via
ρS(f)(s,n) = f(s) · (s,n)
This is nondegenerate, since each (s,n) is in the image of some ρ(f):
just pick f such that f(s) 6= 0. It is also ample, because if f(s) 6= 0 for
some s, the image of unit ball in l2(s×N) ⊂ l2(S×N) is the ball of
radius f(s) in l2({s}×N) which is certainly not compact.
Definition 3.7.3. Let ρ be an ample representation of C0(X) on H.
(i) An operator T : H→ H is locally compact if for all f, the opera-
tors ρ(f)T and Tρ(f) are compact.
(ii) The support of an operator T : H→ H is the complement of the
set of all (x,y) ∈ X×X such that there are open neighborhoods
U of x and V of y such that ρ(f)Tρ(g) = 0 for all g ∈ C0(V),
f ∈ C0(U).
(iii) We say that T is controlled if the support of T is a controlled
subset of X×X with respect to the metric control condition.
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(iv) Let the Roe-algebra CRoe∗ (X, ρ) of X be the C∗-algebra generated
by the controlled, locally compact operators.
Proposition 3.7.4. Let C∗(X) be the controlled C∗-category associated to
X with its metric coarse structure. Let S ⊂ X be dense and countable and
ρS the associated representation of C0(X). Then there is a canonical algebra
homomorphism
CRoe∗ (X, ρS)→ T(C∗(X))
inducing an isomorphism on K-theory.
Proof. In the proof, we omit ρS from the notation. Let C∗(X,S) be the
full subcategory of C∗(X) spanned by the objects whose support is
in S. The inclusion C∗(X,S) → C∗(X) is an equivalence of categories:
If M is any object of C∗(X), we can pick for each x ∈ supp(M) an
s ∈ S with, say, d(s, x) < 1 and push Mx away from x to s. Since there
are only finitely many x with distance < 1 from s such that Mx 6= 0,
this indeed yields an object of C∗(X,S) which is clearly isomorphic to
M. In other words, (S,d) and (X,d) yield coarsely equivalent coarse
structures.
Since the inclusion C∗(X,S)→ C∗(X) is induced by the injective space
map S→ X, we obtain an induced map
T(C∗(X,S))→ T(C∗(X))
which induces an isomorphism on K-theory since the functor C∗(X,S)→
C∗(X) does. We will be done once we can prove
T(C∗(X,S)) = CRoe∗ (X)
where we think of T(C∗(X,S)) as an algebra of operators on l2(S×N).
Let f :M→M be an endomorphism of an object M of C∗(X,S). Then
the bounded operator f : l2(S,N)→ l2(S,N) is controlled and locally
finite-dimensional, i.e. for all φ ∈ C0(X) with compact support we
have that φf and fφ are finite-dimensional operators. Since the norm-
limit of a locally finite-dimensional operator is locally compact, it
follows that
T(C∗(X,S)) ⊂ CRoe∗ (X)
The other direction is more involved. Note that also bounded Borel
functions act on H in the obvious way. Decompose X into a disjoint,
countable union of Borel-measurable, relatively compact subsets Mi.
Let T be a locally compact operator and let 1 >  > 0 be given.
Denote by H(Mi) the sub-Hilbertspace of H spanned by the vectors
(s,n) with s ∈Mi. Let χMi be the characteristic function of Mi. Then
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χMi : HS → HS is the orthogonal projection onto H(Mi). Consider
the operator
χMiT : H = ⊕H(Mi)→ H(Mi)
This operator is compact since Mi is relative compact and we have
T = ⊕χMiT .
Note that H(Mi) has Mi ∩ S as an orthogonal basis. Enumerate the
countably many elements of (S∩Mi)×N in a way such that for x ∈ X
and n < n ′, (x,n) occurs before (x,n ′) and let Sk : H(Mi)→ H(Mi)
be the projection onto the first k basis vectors with respect to this
enumeration.
For each i, pick ki such that Ski : HMi → HMi) satisfies
‖χMiT − SkiχMiT‖2 < i
This can be arranged since χMiT : H(Mi) → H(Mi) is compact
and the usual argument proving that compact operators on a Hilbert
space can be approximated by finite-dimensional ones proceeds pre-
cisely by using projection operators Sk as above.
Set S = ⊕Ski : HS → HS. Clearly, S is locally finite-dimensional, and
we have
‖T − ST‖ = ‖⊕(χMiT − SkiχMiT)‖
6
√∑
‖χMiT − SkiχMiT‖2 6
√

1− 
which goes to zero as  goes to zero. Now ST may not be locally
finite-dimensional, but it is at least left locally finite-dimensional in
the sense that ρ(f)ST is finite-dimensional for each f ∈ C0(X). If T was
right finite-dimensional to start with, then ST is finite-dimensional.
We now apply the same arguments to the other sides to find an op-
erator S ′ = ⊕Sni such that STS ′ approximates ST arbitrarily close.
Finally, STS ′ comes from a morphism in C∗(X): Let M be the object of
C∗(X) with the dimension of Mx the dimension of the image of S ′ in-
tersected with l2({x}×N) and N the object with the dimension of Nx
the dimension of the image of S intersected with l2({x}×N). Then
STS ′ is more or less a morphism from M to N: Pick a basis vector
e(x,m) of M. Then write STS ′((x,m)) as∑
ai(xi,mi)
and set
f(e(x,m)) =
∑
aie(xi,mi)
By definition of N, e(xi,mi) is a basis vector of N as long as ai 6= 0.
This finishes the argument.
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3.8 a functor to spectra
For some of our purposes, a functor to the homotopy category of
spectra is not enough - we need an honest functor to spectra. Using
infinite loop space techniques, we can lift our functor from coarse G-
spaces to the homotopy category of spectra to an actual functor to
spectra:
Proposition 3.8.1. There is a functor
K : C∗ - cat→ SPECTRA
lifting the K-theory functor from coarse spaces to Ho(SPECTRA) we have
constructed.
Proof. The argument is the same as the one in [HPR97, 6.4] or [HP04,
Section 2.2]. The partition of unity-argument alluded to in [HP04, 2.3]
is really an application of 1.5.2.
Luckily, it is enough for our purposes that such a functor exists; we
will always use the up to homotopy-version, tacitly assuming that
there is an actual functor to spectra in the background.
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4
A N E Q U I VA R I A N T H O M O L O G Y T H E O RY
In this section, we define the equivariant homology theory which
occurs in the definition of the Baum-Connes map. Furthermore, we
use controlled topology to give a very explicit description for this
homology theory. This yields an explicit coarse space X whose K-
theory is the homotopy fiber of the Baum-Connes map, i.e. such that
the Baum-Connes conjecture holds if and only if
KCG∗ (X) = 0
which we will later on use in the proof of the Baum-Connes conjecture
for Farrell-Hsiang groups.
4.1 G-homology theories
Definition 4.1.1. AG-homology theory hG(−) is a functor fromG -CW-
complexes to SPECTRA such that
(i) hG is homotopy invariant: If f : X→ Y is a G-equivariant homo-
topy equivalence, the induced map hG(f) is an equivalence of
spectra.
(ii) hG turns homotopy pushout squares of G -CW-complexes into
homotopy pullback squares, i.e. satisfies Mayer-Vietoris.
(iii) For a G -CW-complex X, let {Xi | i ∈ I} be the ordered set of
G-finite subcomplexes of X. Then the natural map
hocolimi hG(Xi)→ hG(X)
is an equivalence of spectra.
We denote pi∗(hG(X)) by HG∗ (X).
4.2 a review of the davis-lück construction
Let G be a group.
Definition 4.2.1. The orbit category Or(G) of G is the category with
objects the transitive G-spaces G/H and morphisms the G-maps.
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The orbit category is a convenient way to keep track of the group G.
For example, any G-space X gives rise to a contravariant functor from
Or(G) to TOP by sending G/H to XH = mapG(G/H,X).
Recall that a non-equivariant homology theory is described by a spec-
trum, at least as long as one restricts attention to CW-complexes.
For G-homology theories, we get a similar description using Or(G)-
spectra:
Definition 4.2.2. An Or(G)-spectrum is a covariant functor from Or(G)
to the category of spectra.
Theorem 4.2.3. Associated to each Or(G)-spectrum E, there is aG-homology
theory HG(−;E) such that
HG∗ (G/H;E) ∼= pi∗(E(G/H))
Proof. Given a G-space X, we form the associated contravariant G-
space mapG(−,X) : Or(G) → TOP as above. Now form the coend of
this contravariant functor and the covariant functor E over the smash
product of a space and a spectrum. In [DL98], this is called the bal-
anced tensor product of E and mapG(−,X). The result is a spectrum
hG(X;E) = E∧G mapG(−,X), and we set
HG∗ (X;E) = pi∗(E∧G mapG(−,X))
We refer the reader to [DL98] for further details.
4.3 groupoids and Or(G)-spectra
Fix a C∗-algebra A (with trivial G-action for now). As in [DL98, 2.2],
we will associate an Or(G)-spectrum
AGr : Or(G)→ SPECTRA
to A. The first step is a functor
Gr : Or(G)→ GROUPOIDSinj
where GROUPOIDSinj is the category of groupoids and faithful func-
tors. On objects, Gr sends a transitive G-set S to the groupoid Gr(S)
whose objects are the points of S. The morphisms in the groupoid
Gr(S) are given as
homGr(S)(s, t) = {g ∈ G | gs = t}
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and composition is group multiplication. This construction is often
called the transport groupoid. Composing the functor Gr with the
functor
A∗r : GROUPOIDS
inj → SPECTRA
we will now define yields an Or(G)-spectrum.
Let S be a groupoid. Let AS be the category with the same objects as
S, but with morphism sets homAS(s, t) the free left A-module with
basis homS(s, t). Composition is extended bilinearly from the compo-
sition in S. The category AS carries an involution which is given by
(
∑
aifi)
∗ =
∑
a∗i f
−1
i for fi morphisms in S. We define a norm on
homAS(s, t) as follows. Pick an object z such that t maps to z; it does
not matter which one since all objects mapping to z are isomorphic
in the groupoid anyway. We get a map
is,t;z : homAS(s, t)→ B(l2(homS(t, z),A), l2(homS(s, z),A))
by precomposition, where we consider the Hilbert modules in the
target as right modules so that composition from the left is A-linear.
Note that this definition is not precisely the same as the one in [DL98],
where composition from the right is used to define the above map.
The map is,t;z indeed lands in the bounded, adjointable operators:
For each morphism f : s → t in S, composition with f sends the or-
thogonal basis homS(t, z) of the left-hand Hilbert module bijectively
to the orthogonal basis homS(s, z) of the right-hand one and hence
is,t;z(f) is indeed bounded. The claim follows since any element of
homAS(s, t) is an A-linear combination of such morphisms. We then
equip homAS(s, t) with the restriction of the operator norm of the
right-hand C∗-algebra.
It is easy to check that this representation is compatible with the in-
volution, i.e. it does not matter whether one represents homAS(s, t)
as bounded operators first and then takes the adjoint, ending up in
B(l2(homS(s, z),A), l2(homS(t, z),A))
or uses the involution on the category AS first to go to hom(t, s) and
then represent this as bounded operators on
B(l2(homS(s, z),A), l2(homS(t, z),A))
To check this, it suffices by linearity to consider a morphism f : s→ t
in S, where the claim is clear. So the involution is isometric and sat-
isfies the C∗-identity. It is also straightforward to check that compo-
sition is submultiplicative, since again it does not matter whether
one composes first and then represents or represents first and then
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composes the arising bounded operators. So AS is a pre-C∗-category
(without direct sums). We then form the additive completion and
norm complete the resulting additive pre-C∗-category to obtain a
C∗-category A∗rS. Finally, we take its topological K-theory to land in
SPECTRA. This defines the functor A∗r : GROUPOIDS → SPECTRA
on objects.
For morphisms, let F : S → T be a faithful functor. It is clear how F
induces a functor from AS to AT , even when F is not faithful. We
have to check that AF : AS → AT is isometric; then it extends to the
completions. So let f =
∑
aifi : s → s ′ be a morphism in AS, where
the fi are morphisms of S. The involved norms do not change when
we compose with some morphisms s ′ → s from S, so we may as-
sume s = s ′. Then we may regard H = EndS(s) as a subgroup of
G = EndT (F(s)) since F is faithful. Then we have
l2(homT (F(s), F(s))) =
⊕
G/H
l2(homS(s, s))
where the sum is orthogonal. The operator
F(f) : l2(homT (F(s), F(s)))→ l2(homT (F(s), F(s)))
respects this direct sum decomposition since all the fi actually lie in
H = EndS(s, s). It follows that f and F(f) have the same norms.
Example 4.3.1. Let G be a group which we consider as a groupoid with
one object. Then it follows straightforwardly from the definitions that
the C∗-category A∗rG is equivalent to the category of finitely gener-
ated free A∗rG-modules.
Now we can define the Baum-Connes map.
Definition 4.3.2. Let AGr be the Or(G)-spectrum we have just defined.
Let F be a family of subgroups of G and let EFG denote the corre-
sponding classifying space. The Baum-Connes assembly map of G
with respect to F with coefficients in A is the map
HG∗ (EFG;A
G
r )→ HG∗ (∗,AGr )
induced by the projection of EFG to the point ∗.
Note that this definition does not yet cover the case of a nontrivial
G-action on A, which we also want to account for. We will discuss
below the necessary modifications needed to cover this case as well.
The functor A∗r yields a compatible way to write down Or(G)-spectra
for any group G. This is made precise in [LR05, 6.1], where it is shown
that the homology theories we obtain from A∗r for different groups G
fit together to a so-called equivariant homology theory as defined
in [LR05]. We are mainly interested in the transitivity properties of
assembly maps this additional structure implies:
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Theorem 4.3.3 (Transitivity principle). Fix a C∗-algebra A with trivial
G-action. Let G be a group and F ⊂ G be two families of subgroups of
G. If the Baum-Connes conjecture for G with coefficients in A with respect
to G is true and for each H ∈ G, the Baum-Connes conjecture for H with
coefficients in A with respect to the family H ∩ F is true, then the Baum-
Connes conjecture for G with coefficients in A with respect to F is true.
Proof. See [LR05, 2.9].
Unfortunately, this result does not cover coefficients, and the above
construction cannot take into account a G-action on A for a given,
fixed group G. In [BEL08], the problem of non-trivial G-action on the
coefficients is treated as follows.
Fix a group G. Let A be a G-C∗-algebra. Instead of looking at functors
GROUPOIDSinj → SPECTRA we look at functors from groupoids
over G to spectra, where the category of groupoids over G is the
category with objects pairs (S, F) where S is a groupoid and F : S→ G
is a functor, regarding G as a groupoid with one object. A morphism
from (S, F) to (S ′, F ′) is a faithful functor T : S → S ′ such that F ′T =
F : S → G. We denote this category as GROUPOIDSinj ↓ G. The most
canonical objects are group homomorphism from a group H to G,
and group homomorphisms into G are a good setup if we want to
handle coefficients since we can now regard a G -C∗-algebra A also
as an H -C∗-algebra by restriction along the given homomorphism
and compare the two arising assembly maps.
If a functor
E : GROUPOIDSinj ↓ G→ SPECTRA
is given, we obtain for each group H equipped with a group homo-
morphism f : H → G an Or(H)-spectrum as follows. First consider
for a transitive H-set S the groupoid Gr(S) as above. This groupoid
comes with a functor to G which on morphisms is given by sending a
morphism h, which is really an element of H, to f(h). So Gr actually
takes values in groupoids over G and hence can be composed with E
to yield an Or(H)-spectrum
AGr : Or(H)→ SPECTRA
The advantage of this approach is that one can now prove the transi-
tivity principle for all coefficients, see [BEL08, 3.3].
It remains to construct a suitable functor
E : GROUPOIDSinj ↓ G→ SPECTRA
Its construction is deferred to an unpublished paper in the proof of
[BEL08, 7.1], so we give the details of the construction of a functor
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GROUPOIDSinj ↓ G → SPECTRA. Of course, when G is trivial, we
would like to recover the definitions we made above.
Let (S, F : S→ G) be a groupoid over G and A a G-C∗-algebra. We de-
fine a category AoG S as follows. Its objects are those of S. As above,
the morphism set homAoGS(s, t) is the free A-module generated by
homS(s, t). The functor F only enters into the composition law and
the involution. Composition will be Z-bilinear, but only A-linear in
one of the two variables. To avoid confusion, we write σg : A → A
for the action of g ∈ G on A. If e : s → t and f : t → z are mor-
phisms in S and a,b ∈ A, we define the composition of ae and bf to
be (bσF(f)(a))(f ◦ e) and extend Z-bilinearly. It is straightforward to
verify that this composition law is associative. As above, we define a
norm on homAoGS(s, t) by picking an object z which is the target of
some map from t, consider the map
is,t;z : homAoGS(s, t)→ B(l2(homS(t, z),A), l2(homS(s, z),A))
given by composition and equip homAoGS(s, t) with the operator
norm of the right-hand side. The involution is defined by
(
∑
aifi)
∗ =
∑
σF(fi)−1(ai)
∗f−1i
for morphisms fi in S. It is checked as above that this gives AoG S
the structure of a (non-additive) pre-C∗-category. By completing with
respect to the norm , we obtain a (non-additive) C∗-category Aor S
and consider its additive completion (Aor S)⊕. Taking its K-theory
finally yields a spectrum. If G : (S, F) → (S ′, F ′) is a morphism in
GROUPOIDSinj ↓ G, it is checked as above that G induces a C∗-
functor Aor S→ Aor S ′. This finishes the construction.
Example 4.3.4. We consider G as a groupoid over itself via the identity
map. Then the category Aor G we just constructed is equivalent to
the C∗-category of finitely generated free modules over the algebra
Aor G. We ignore the conflict of notation since we will never again
use the notation Aor G for the first category.
Now we can define the Baum-Connes assembly map with coefficients
in A and with respect to the family of subgroups F as above to be the
map
HG∗ (EFG;A
G
r )→ HG∗ (∗,AGr )
induced by projection onto a point. The classical Baum-Connes conjec-
ture is the case F = FIN. Since the classical Baum-Connes conjecture
is true for virtually cyclic groups, we see using the transitivity prin-
ciple that the classical Baum-Connes conjecture is equivalent to the
Baum-Connes conjecture for the family VCYC. We will always use the
family VCYC instead of FIN.
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4.4 equivariant homology theories from controlled topol-
ogy
Fix a group G and a G-C∗-algebra A. Let X be a G-space. We will
define a coarse structure on the G-space G× X× [1,∞). We begin by
defining a morphism support condition EGcc on X× [1,∞) which we
will pull back to G×X× [1,∞) eventually. The definition is the same
as [BFJR04, 2.7].
Definition 4.4.1. Let E ⊂ (X× [1,∞))2. We say that E is continuously
controlled if the following holds:
(i) For any x ∈ X and any Gx-invariant neighborhood U of (x,∞)
in X× [1,∞], there is a smaller Gx-invariant neighborhood V ⊂
U of (x,∞) such that
(Uc × V)∩ E = ∅
where Uc is the complement of U in X× [1,∞].
(ii) There is R > 0 such that whenever ((x, t), (y, t ′)) ∈ E, we have
d(t, t ′) < R.
(iii) E is symmetric and G-invariant.
Definition 4.4.2. Let X be a G-space. Pick a word metric dG on G. We
define a coarse structure (EX,FX) on G×X× [1,∞). Let
p : G×X× [1,∞)→ X× [1,∞)
q : G×X× [1,∞)→ G×X
s : G×X× [1,∞)→ G
be the projections. We let
(E,F) = (p−1EGcc ∩ s−1EdG ,q−1FG - compact)
We define the categories DGb (X) and D
G∗ (X) as
DGb (X) = C
G
b (G×X× [1,∞),EX,FX)
and similarly for DG∗ .
Definition 4.4.3. Consider the inclusion i : G × X ⊂ G × X × [1,∞).
We define DG∗ (X)∞ to be the quotient of the inclusion
CG∗ (X×G× [1,∞),EX(X×G× {1}),FX(X×G× {1})→ DG∗ (X)
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and similarly, we define DGb (X)
∞. Even though (EX,FX) may not be
proper, it is proper in the [1,∞)-direction, i.e. there is an equivalence
of categories
CG∗ (X×G× {1}, i−1EX, i−1FX)

CG∗ (X×G× [1,∞),EX(X×G× {1}),FX(X×G× {1})
Proposition 4.4.4. For each X, the category CG∗ (X×G× [1,∞),EX,F(X×
G)) is equivalent to the category of finitely generated free Aor G-modules,
and each map X→ Y induces an equivalence CG∗ (X×G× [1,∞),EX,F(X×
G))→ CG∗ (Y ×G× [1,∞),EX,F(Y ×G)).
Proof. The allowed morphisms are the same in the two categories.
Since any object is isomorphic to one only supported over X×G× {1}
respectively Y × G× {1}, we can concentrate on such objects. By G-
equivariance, such an object is determined by its restriction to X×
e × {1}, where it is finitely supported thanks to the G-compactness
condition. Now pick a point x ∈ X and move all summands of the ob-
ject over X× e× {1} to (x, e, 1), which are only finitely many thanks to
the G-compactness condition. Extending this G-equivariantly yields
a new object isomorphic to the old one which is supported over the
orbit of (x, e, 1). The claims are now easy to check.
Proposition 4.4.5. A G-equivariant map f : X→ Y induces a functor
DG∗ (X)→ DG∗ (Y)
and similarly for DGb .
Proof. This is not a triviality and is proven in [BFJR04, 3.3]. The reader
should note that this fails if we do not pass from X to G×X.
Theorem 4.4.6. The functor sending the G-CW-complex X to the topologi-
cal K-theory spectrum of DG∗ (X)∞ is an equivariant homology theory. Simi-
larly, also sending X to the algebraic K-theory of DGb (X)
∞ is an equivariant
homology theory.
We prove this in several steps, concentrating on the statement for
DG∗ (X)∞; the statement about DGb (X)∞ is proven in the same way.
First note that by 4.4.4, in the fiber sequence
KCG∗ (X×G× [1,∞),EX,F(X×G))→ KDG∗ (X)→ KDG∗ (X)∞
the left-hand term is constant. It follows that the right-hand term
is homotopy invariant and satisfies Mayer-Vietoris if and only if the
middle term does, and we will argue in the middle term. The quotient
construction is only necessary to obtain the disjoint union axiom.
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Proposition 4.4.7. For an arbitrary G-CW-complex X, the natural map
hocolimC⊂X KDG∗ (XC)→ KDG∗ (X)
is an equivalence, where C runs over all G-compact subsets of X.
Proof. Because of the G-compact object control condition in the defi-
nition of DG∗ , it is easy to see that DG∗ (X) = ∪DG∗ (Xc). This time, no
completion is required: The union is basically a union of objects. Since
K-theory of C∗-categories commutes with filtered unions by 3.1.11,
the claim follows.
It hence suffices to prove the axioms of a homology theory for G-
compact G-CW-complexes. We will from now on assume that all in-
volved G-CW-complexes are G-compact.
Proposition 4.4.8. The functor sending X to DG∗ (X) is homotopy invariant.
Proof. The proof is nearly the same as the one in [BFJR04, 5.6] or the
one in [Ull, 7.1]. We only have to be careful about the metric control
condition in the G-direction which does not appear in [BFJR04].
Let X be a G-CW-complex. We have to see that DG∗ (X× I) → DG∗ (X)
is an equivalence. Let Xi = X× [i, 1] and Zi = X× [i,∞) for i = 0, 1.
We obtain coarse spaces Xcci = (G× Xi × [1,∞),EXi ,FXi) and Zcci =
(G×Zi× [1,∞),EZi ,FZi). Let Zcc ′i be the coarse space obtained from
Zcci by relaxing the object support condition FZi = p
−1(FGc(G×Zi))
to G-compact support only in G× X-direction, i.e. not in the [i,∞)-
direction. Now consider the triple of coarse spaces (Zcc
′
0 ,Z
cc ′
1 ,X
cc
0 ).
We want to check that this triple is coarsely excisive, i.e. satisfies the
coarse Mayer-Vietoris principle 3.6.5. Using [BFJR04, 5.3], this is not
hard to verify.
Hence we get a homotopy pullback square
K(CG∗ (Xcc1 ))

// K(CG∗ (Xcc0 ))

K(CG∗ (Zcc
′
1 ))
// K(Zcc
′
0 )
We will argue in the next lemma that both lower categories admit an
Eilenberg Swindle. It follows that the upper map is an equivalence of
spectra, which was our goal.
Lemma 4.4.9. For i = 0, 1, the map
s : [i,∞)×G×X× [1,∞)→ [i,∞)×X×G× [1,∞)
(a, x,g, r) 7→ (a+ 1
r
, x,g, r)
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induces an Eilenberg swindle on CG∗ (Zcc
′
i )
Proof. See [Ull, 7.12].
Proposition 4.4.10. The functor sending X toDG∗ (X) satisfies Mayer-Vietoris.
Proof. Let X← Y → Z be a diagram of G-CW-complexes. Assume Y is
nonemtpy; the case Y = ∅ is a special case of the disjoint union axiom
and will be proven below. By homotopy invariance of DG∗ (−), we can
replace Y → X and Y → Z by the inclusions of Y into the respective
mapping cylinders A = MX and B = MZ, such that A ∩ B = Y. We
now verify the conditions of the coarse Mayer-Vietoris principle 3.6.5:
For each E ∈ EX, F ∈ FX, there is E ′ ∈ EX, F ′ ∈ FX such that
(G×A× [1,∞)∩ F)E ∩ (G×B× [1,∞)∩ F)E ∩ F ⊂
⊂ (G×A∩B× [1,∞)∩ F ′)E ′ ∩ F ′
Since nothing really happens in the G-direction, the metric control of
E ′ in this direction can be taken to be the same as the control of Ewith
respect to dG. The difficult part is the continuous control condition. If
p : G× X× [1,∞) → X× [1,∞) is the projection, U ⊂ X× [1,∞) and
E ′′ ∈ Ecc(X) are given, it is easy to verify that
p−1(U)p
−1(E ′′) = p−1(UE
′′
)
(this is a general statement and has really nothing to do with con-
tinuous control). It follows that it (nearly) suffices to see the Mayer-
Vietoris condition for A× [1,∞), B× [1,∞) and A ∩ B× [1,∞) with
respect to the continuous control condition. This is verified in [BFJR04,
5.3]. Finally, if E is k-controlled in the G-direction, let F ′ ⊂ G× X be
the set consisting of all (h, x) such that there is g ∈ G with dG(g,h) 6
k and (g, x) ∈ F. It is easy to check that F ′ is G-compact and that this
F ′ does the job.
Proposition 4.4.11. Let X be a G-compact G-CW-complex. Let f be any
morphism in DGb (X)
∞. Then f has a representative F in DGb (X) with the
additional property that whenever x,y lie in different components of X,
Fx,y = 0.
Proof. Pick any representative F of f, with F E-controlled. Fix a point
x ∈ X. The component Cx containing x is certainly invariant under
the stabiliser of X. We can apply the defining property of the con-
tinuous control condition to U = Cx × [1,∞] to find a Gx-invariant
neighborhood V of (x,∞) such that f cannot connect points from in-
side G× V to points outside of G×U. By definition of the product
topology, we can assume V after maybe throwing away some parts to
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be of the form S× [t,∞] where S is a neighborhoof of x in Cx and
t ∈ R, and t may depend on x. It follows that after time t, F does
not connect (g, x, t ′) to any point outside of G×Cx × [1,∞) as long
as t ′ > t. Since we throw away all information in [1, t] when passing
to f, we may as well assume that F does not connect points from in-
side G×Cx× [1,∞) to any point outside of G×Cx× [1,∞) at all. By
G-invariance, this is also true for all points in the orbit of G. Finally,
since the source object of F is locally finite and X is G-compact, there
are only finitely many G-orbits on which F can have components, so
a finite repitition of the above argument yields the claim.
Proposition 4.4.12. If X = Y
∐
Z as G-CW-complexes, then
KDG∗ (X)
∞ ∼= KDG∗ (Y)∞ ∨KDG∗ (Z)∞
Proof. Applying the above proposition, we see that
DGb (X)
∞ = DGb (Y)∞ ×DGb (Z)∞
as pre-normed categories. By completion, it follows
DG∗ (X)
∞ = DG∗ (Y)∞ ×DG∗ (Z)∞
The claim then easily follows.
4.5 identifying the coefficients
To identify the G-homology theory we have constructed, we need to
study the associated Or(G)-spectrum, i.e. the functor
G/H 7→ KDG∗ (G/H)∞
Then we can employ [DL98, Section 6] which shows that the homol-
ogy theory is uniquely determined by the Or(G)-spectrum. Recall
that there is a fiber sequence
KCG∗ (G×G/H, i−1(EG/H), i−1(FG/H))→ KDG∗ (G/H)→ KDG∗ (G/H)∞
The only control condition playing a role in the left-hand spectrum is
the G-compact object support condition, i.e.
KCG∗ (G×G/H, i−1(EG/H), i−1(FG/H)) = KCG∗ (G×G/H,FGc)
By 4.4.11, we may add the additional control condition to the left
and middle categories that a morphism is not allowed to connect
different components of G/H without changing the quotient. So let
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E∆ be the morphism support condition on G/H which only contains
the diagonal. We obtain a homotopy fiber sequence
KCG∗ (G×G/H,p−1(E∆),FGc)

KCG∗ (G×G/H× [1,∞);EG/H ∩ p−1E∆,FG/H)

KDG∗ (G/H)∞
Since G/H is discrete, the continuous control condition in the mid-
dle category is no additional restriction once one has accounted for
metric control in the [1,∞)-direction. Hence the map G × G/H ×
[1,∞) → G× G/H× [1,∞), (g,g ′H, t) 7→ (g,g ′H, t + 1) induces an
Eilenberg swindle on the middle term of the above homotopy fiber
sequence. As in the proof of 3.6.1, up to equivalence we may replace
KCG∗ (G×G/H,p−1(E∆),FGc) by the K-theory of the non-unital cate-
gory J which is the kernel of
CG∗ (G×G/H× [1,∞);EG/H ∩ p−1E∆,FG/H)→ DG∗ (G/H)∞
Then the homotopy fiber sequence becomes an actual fibration of
spectra, coming from the short exact sequence of C∗-algebras
T(J)→ T(G×G/H)→ T(G×G/H)/J
Regarding all three spectra as depending functorially on G/H, we
hence obtain a pointwise fiber sequence of Or(G)-spectra
KJG∗ (G×−,p−1(E∆),FGc)

KCG∗ (G×−× [1,∞);E− ∩ p−1E∆,F−)

KDG∗ (−)∞
where ”−“ denotes functoriality in Or(G). The middle Or(G)-spectrum
is contractible, and since we have a pointwise fibration, the boundary
map of the fiber sequence gives an identification of Or(G)-spectra
ΩKJG∗ (G×−,p−1(E∆),FGc) ∼= KDG∗ (−)∞
and we have an equivalence of Or(G)-spectra
KJG∗ (G×−,p−1(E∆),FGc) ∼= KCG∗ (G×−,p−1(E∆),FGc)
Altogether, it follows:
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Proposition 4.5.1. The homology theory DG∗ (X) is, up to a dimension shift
of 1, equivalent to the homology theory given by the Or(G)-spectrum
G/H 7→ KCG∗ (G×G/H,p−1(E∆),FGc)
It remains to identify the Or(G)-spectrum on the right-hand side with
the Or(G)-spectrum AGr constructed before.
Proposition 4.5.2. The Or(G)-spectrum given by
G/H 7→ KCG∗ (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc;A)
is naturally weakly equivalent to the functor AGr constructed after 4.3.3.
Proof. Both functors are actually functors from Or(G) to C∗-categories
composed with topological K-theory. So it suffices to see that the func-
tors from Or(G) to C∗-categories are equivalent.
We first argue that the uncompleted versions CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc)
and (AoG G/H)⊕ are equivalent (in fact, even isomorphic). For s ∈
G/H, let As be the object of CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc) which is only
supported over the G-orbit of (e, s), where it is A. Because of the
G-compact object support condition, each object of the category
CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc)
is a direct sum of copies of As for varying s in a canonical way. So it
suffices to see that the full subcategory of CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc)
spanned by the As is equivalent to AoG G/H. Both categories have
precisely one object for each s ∈ G/H, and the desired equivalence
sends As to the object s of AoGG/H. Now pick a morphism f : As →
At. By G-invariance, f is determined by its components entering (e, t).
Because of the morphism support condition E∆, the only potential
sources for these components are the (g,gs) for g ∈ G with gs = t.
Now ∑
g∈G;gs=t
f(e,t),(g,gs)
is a valid morphism ofAoGG/H. Since we may choose the f(e,t),(g,gs)
arbitrary, this gives a bijection between the Hom-sets Hom(As,At) in
CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc) and Hom(s, t) in AoG G/H. We have to
check compatibility with compositions. Since composition is bilinear,
it suffices to consider f : As → At which has only a single nonzero
component f(e,t),(g,gs) entering (e, t) and d : At → Ar with only
one nonzero component d(e,r),(h,ht). The composition of f and d in
CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc) also has only one nonzero component en-
tering (e, r), namely the one from (hg,hgs). This component is
d(e,r),(h,ht) · (h · f(e,t),(g,gs))
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This morphism is sent to d(e,r),(h,ht) · (h · f(e,t),(g,gs))hg, which is the
same as the composition of d(e,r),(h,ht)h and f(e,t),(g,gs)g in A oG
G/H.
It is straightforward to check that this equivalence of categories is nat-
ural in the Or(G)-variable G/H. It remains to see that the norms on
CGb (G× G/H;p−1E∆,FGc) and AoG G/H agree under this isomor-
phism. Fix s, t ∈ G/H and consider the map
is,t : homAoGG/H(s, t)→ B(l2(homG/H(t, z),A), l2(homG/H(s, z),A))
which defines the norm on homAoGG/H(s, t). To compute the norm
on the category CGb (G×G/H;p−1E∆,FGc), we obtain an orthogonal
splitting
T(As) = ⊕(g,gs)A ∼= ⊕p∈G/H ⊕g∈homG/H(s,p) A(g,p)
and similarly for T(At). For each morphism f : As → At in CGb (G×
G/H;p−1E∆,FGc), T(f) respects this splitting, i.e. T(f) is an orthogo-
nal direct sum over G/H of maps
⊕g∈homG/H(s,p)A(g,p) → ⊕g∈homG/H(t,p)A(g,p)
where p ∈ G/H is fixed. The norm of each of these maps is the norm
of f in AoG G/H by definition, and since the sum is orthogonal, also
the norm of T(f) is the norm of f in A oG G/H. This finishes the
proof.
Altogether, we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 4.5.3. The Baum-Connes conjecture for the group G with co-
efficients in A with respect to the family F is true if and only if
K∗DG∗ (EF) = 0
Proof. Consider the following diagram of categories
CG∗ (G× EF)

// DG∗ (EF)

// DG∗ (EF)∞

CG∗ (G) // DG∗ (pt) // DG∗ (pt)∞
induced by the projection EF → pt. The Baum-Connes map is the
map in K-theory induced by the right-hand vertical map. The left-
hand vertical map induces an isomorphism in K-theory since both
categories are equivalent to finitely generated free Aor G-modules,
and both rows give rise to long exact sequences of K-groups. Hence
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the Baum-Connes map is an isomorphism if and only if the middle
vertical map is an isomorphism in K-theory. The category
DG∗ (pt) = C
G
∗ (G× pt× [1,∞))
allows an Eilenberg swindle (g, t) 7→ (g, t+ 1) and hence has trivial
K-theory. So the middle vertical map is an isomorphism in K-theory
if and only if K∗DG∗ (EF) = 0.
Later on, we will need more flexible notation, so we also make the
following definition:
Definition 4.5.4. We denote DG∗ (EF) as OG∗ (EF,G,dG).
The reason for this is that we later on want to vary the metric space
(G,dG) and want a uniform notation for this.
4.6 inheritance properties
We have the following inheritance properties for the Baum-Connes
conjecture.
Theorem 4.6.1. Consider a short exact sequence of groups
0→ G→ Γ → H→ 0
Suppose that H satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients and
that for each virtually cyclic subgroup V of H, its preimage in Γ satisfies the
Baum-Connes conjecture. Then Γ satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture with
coefficients.
Proof. This is [OO01, 3.3]. The assumptions there are even somewhat
weaker, replacing virtually cyclic subgroups of Hwith finite ones.
Theorem 4.6.2. The Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients passes to
subgroups, i.e. if H ⊂ G and G satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture with
coefficients, so does H.
Proof. See [CE01, 2.5].
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5
S WA N G R O U P A C T I O N S
In this section, we collect the necessary tools from the representation
theory of finite groups and give a classical application to algebraic
K-theory, which is the original motivation for the constructions we
will consider later on.
5.1 swan groups and induction
LetG be a group. We will consider the categories of finite-dimensional
complex respectively integral representations of G, together with the
involution which associates to a representation ρ : G → Aut(V) the
dual representation ρ∗ : G → Aut(V∗) given by ρ∗(g) = ρ(g−1)∗.
However, to make our constructions work, we need a stricter version
of these categories. Additionally, for technical reasons which will be
apparent later on we only want to consider unitary complex repre-
sentations of G. This leads to the following definition.
Definition 5.1.1. Fix a group G. Let mod(C,G) be the category with
objects pairs (Cn, ρ) where ρ : G → U(n) is a unitary representation
of G. A morphism from (Cn, ρ) to (Ck, τ) is a linear map f : Cn → Ck
such that f(ρ(g)v) = τ(g)(f(v)) for all g ∈ G and v ∈ Cn. This is an ex-
act category where we call a sequence exact if its underlying sequence
of C-modules is exact. Since we imposed the unitary condition, this
category is in fact split exact, i.e. each exact sequence
0→ (Cn, ρ)→ (Ck, τ) f→ (Cm,η)→ 0
splits: The orthogonal complement of the kernel of f is G-invariant
and isomorphic to (Cm,η).
The category mod(C,G) also carries an involution, which is the iden-
tity on objects since ρ is unitary and so ρ(g−1)∗ = ρ(g), and is given
on a morphism f : (Cn, ρ) → (Ck, τ) by sending the matrix A repre-
senting f to its conjugate transpose A∗ to obtain
f∗ : (Ck, τ)→ (Cn, ρ)
Finally, we define the unitary Swan group Swu(G) of G as
Swu(G) = K0(mod(C,G))
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Definition 5.1.2. Let mod(Z,G) be the category with objects pairs
(Zn, ρ) where ρ : G → Gln(Z) is a representation of G. Morphisms
are defined as above. This is an exact category where we call a se-
quence exact if its underlying sequence of Z-modules is exact. Note
that this category is not split exact. The involution on mod(Z,G) is
given by (Zn, ρ)∗ = (Zn, ρ∗) where ρ∗(g) = (ρ(g−1))∗, where the
last ∗ means transposing the n×n-matrix ρ(g). Finally, we define the
(integral) Swan group Sw(G) of G to be K0(mod(Z,G)).
Note that for a unitary representation, (ρ(g−1))∗ = ρ(g). This is the
reason we can arrange the involution to be the identity on objects in
the unitary case. We will concentrate on the complex case.
Let H ⊂ G be a finite-index subgroup. Then there are functors
resGH : mod(C,G) → mod(C,H)
and
indGH : mod(C,H) → mod(C,G)
defined as follows. Let i : H → G be the inclusion. The functor resGH
just sends a G-representation (Cn, ρ) to the H-representation
resGH(C
n, ρ) = (Cn, ρ ◦ i)
and acts as identity on the underlying morphisms of vector spaces.
The induction functor is more complicated to define since we have to
write it down explicitly in our fixed coordinates; compare [BL, 2.C]
for the following definition.
Pick representatives g1, . . . ,gm for G/H. Let (Cn, ρ) ∈ mod(C,H) be
a complex representation of H. Its image under indGH is the object
(Cmn,η), where η(g) ∈ U(mn) is the matrix whose entry at (kn+
i,k ′n + i ′) is 0 as long as ggk ′H 6= gkH, and is ρ(g−1k ggk ′)i,i ′ if
gg ′kH = gkH. On morphisms, ind
G
H f is just ⊕G/Hf.
When G is finite, Swu(G) is just the complex representation ring of
G. The following classical result is an important ingredient for our
strategy. Recall that a finite group G is called p-elementary if it is the
product of a cyclic group C and a p-group P, and elementary if it is
p-elementary for some prime p.
Theorem 5.1.3. The Brauer Induction Theorem: Let G be a finite group.
Let H be the family of elementary subgroups of G. Then the map⊕
H∈H
indGH :
⊕
H∈H
Swu(H)→ Swu(G)
is onto. In particular, we find TH ∈ Swu(H) such that
1Swu(G) =
∑
H∈H
indGH TH
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For a proof, see [Ser77, Theorem 10.19]. We will also make use of the
following, exchanging a simpler family of subgroups for a weaker
statement.
Theorem 5.1.4. Let G be a finite group of order n. Let CYC be the family of
cyclic subgroups. Then the map⊕
C∈CYC
indGC :
⊕
C∈CYC
Swu(C)→ Swu(G)
has finite cokernel of exponent at most n, i.e. the cokernel is annihilated by
multiplication with n. In particular, we find TC ∈ Sw(C) such that
n · 1Swu(G) =
∑
C∈CYC
indGC TC
This is a stronger version of the Artin induction theorem. For a proof,
see [Ser77, Proposition 9.27].
5.2 action of the swan group on the algebraic K-theory
of complex group rings
For completeness’ sake, we include this classical material which is the
original motivation for our later constructions.
Given a C-algebra A, a right AG-module M and an element
T = (Cn, ρ) of mod(C,G), we can form the tensor product over C
T ⊗M = T ⊗CM
and equip it with the diagonal G-action, where we also view T as a
right G-module via vg = ρ(g−1)(v). We will denote this module as
T ⊗∆M, to emphasize that the G-action is diagonal.
Proposition 5.2.1. If M is a finitely generated projective AG-module, then
T ⊗∆M is also a finitely generated projective AG-module. Hence we get a
biexact pairing
mod(C,G)×P(AG)→ P(AG)
and hence an induced Swu(G)-module action on the algebraic K-theory of
AG. The same holds for a complex algebra with G-action A and the twisted
group ring AoG.
Proof. The reader should note that the unitary condition we imposed
on our representations is not necessary here. It is easy to check that
T ⊗∆− is an additive functor. Hence it suffices to check that T ⊗∆AG
is projective as an AG-module. Let T ⊗rAG denote the tensor product
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with G only acting on AG. There is an AG-module isomorphism T ⊗∆
AG → T ⊗r AG sending t⊗ g to tg−1 ⊗ g and extending A-linearly,
with inverse sending t⊗ g to tg⊗ g. Hence T ⊗∆ AG is free since
T ⊗r AG ∼=
dimT⊕
1
AG
clearly is.
The only potential difficulty in checking biexactness is that for a short
exact sequence 0→ R→ S→ T → 0 in mod(C,G) and a projective AG-
module M, also the sequence
0→ R⊗∆M→ S⊗∆M→ T ⊗∆M→ 0
is an exact sequence of projective AG-modules. But the underlying
sequence of C-modules is exact since tensoring over C is exact, hence
the sequence is also exact as a sequence of AG-modules. Alternatively,
we can construct a section S⊗∆M → T ⊗∆M as follows: Consider
the case M = AG. First pick a section q : T → S as C-module maps.
Then define
s : T ⊗∆ AG→ S⊗∆ AG
as s(t ⊗ g) = q(tg−1)g ⊗ g. To understand this formula, note that
s is the composition of the isomorphism T ⊗∆ AG ∼= T ⊗r AG from
above, the map q⊗ Id : T ⊗r AG → S⊗r AG which is G-equivariant
since G does not act on T respectively S, and finally the inverse of
the isomorphism S⊗∆ AG ∼= S⊗r AG. Since p(g ·−) = g · (p(−)) and
p ◦ q = IdT , it follows that (p⊗ Id) ◦ s = IdT⊗∆AG. For general M,
the claim now follows easily since a direct sum of two potential short
exact sequences is exact if and only if the two original sort sequences
where exact.
The claim about the module structure is a standard K-theory fact, see
for example [Qui73, Cor. 1 on page 106]. The argument for twisted
group rings is the same once one convinces oneself that S⊗∆ (AoG)
is indeed an AoG-module.
Remark 5.2.2. On first glance, the formulas we used here for the iso-
morphism T ⊗∆ AG → T ⊗r AG are different from the ones we will
use in the construction of the transfer in 7.1. The difference is that in
the controlled setup, the right action of G on G will not come from
right multiplication, but from left multiplication with the inverse, i.e.
we view the A-module AG as a right G-module via g ·h = h−1g. This
is still a free AG-module of rank one - a canonical isomorphism to AG
with the usual right action is given by g 7→ g−1. As a consequence,
formulas where we used an inverse here will be without an inverse
later on and conversely.
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5.3 some computations
Fortunately, we will never need any computations of concrete Swan
groups; but for a few easy groups, we will indicate some results.
The integral Swan group Sw(G) is extremely hard to compute, even if
G is an easy group. For some partial results for G = Z see [Gra77, Cor.
5]. For finite groups, [Swa60] gives at least some structural induction
results, but concrete computations are not easy. The interested reader
may consult [CR06] for some concrete results.
In the complex case, one can do better. For finite groups, we are just
considering the complex representation ring which is a well-studied
object for a finite group. For abelian groups, we have the following:
Proposition 5.3.1. For G = Zn and s = (s1, . . . sn) ∈ (S1)n, sending s
to the Zn-representation on C given by letting the i-th unit vector ei act as
multiplication by si induces an isomorphism
Z[(S1)n]→ Swu(Zn)
Similarly, if G is abelian, Swu(G) is the free abelian group on the one-
dimensional representations, or in other words, the free abelian group on
the set of group homomorphisms
G→ S1
Proof. A Zn-representation on Ck is determined by the actions of ei,
i.e. by n commuting unitary matrices Ai. Since unitary matrices are
diagonalizable and commuting diagonalizable matrices are simulta-
neously diagonalizable, we can assume that all Ai are diagonal. But
then clearly the representation splits as a sum of k one-dimensional
representations. Now the claim is easy to check. The same argument
works for any abelian group A to reduce to one-dimensional repre-
sentations.
Decomposing a representation into its irreducible components and
employing Schur’s lemma to deduce that this decomposition is basi-
cally unique, we obtain the following:
Proposition 5.3.2. For any group G, Swu(G) is free abelian on the set of
isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations
of G.
5.4 the relationship with equivariant KK-theory
Let G be a discrete group. We want to shed some light on the re-
lationship between Swu(G) and the Kasparov representation ring
R(G) = KKG0 (C,C).
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Definition 5.4.1. A Kasparov G-module for (C,C) is a Z/2Z-graded
separable Hilbert space H = H0 ⊕H1, a unitary grading-preserving
representation ρ of G on B(H) and a self-adjoint degree-1 operator
F : H → H such that F2 − 1 is a compact operator and for each
g ∈ G, ρ(g) ◦ F ◦ ρ(g−1) − F is a compact operator. Two Kasparov
modules (H, ρ, F) and (H ′, F ′, ρ ′) are isomorphic if there is a grading-
preserving isomorphism T : H → H ′ preserving all the structure, i.e.
such that F = T−1 ◦ F ′ ◦ T and ρ(g) = T−1 ◦ ρ ′(g) ◦ T for all g ∈ G.
A Kasparov G-module is degenerate if F2 = 1 and ρ(g) ◦ F ◦ ρ(g)−1 =
F on the nose, not only up to compact operators. Two Kasparov G-
modules (H, ρ, F) and (H ′, ρ ′, F ′) are homotopic if H = H ′, ρ = ρ ′
and F, F ′ can be connected by a continuous path of operators Ft such
that (H, ρ, Ft) is a Kasparov G-module for all t.
We can form the direct sum of two Kasparov G-modules to obtain
a new Kasparov G-module, so the isomorphism classes of Kasparov
G-modules form a monoid. When one divides out homotopy and
degenerate modules, the following proposition tells us that we obtain
a group.
Proposition 5.4.2. Let (H, ρ, F) be a KasparovG-module. LetH ′ beH with
grading reversed. Then (H, ρ, F)⊕ (H ′, ρ, F) is homotopic to a degenerate
Kasparov module.
Proof. See [Val02, 4.2.7].
Definition 5.4.3. We define KKG0 (C,C) to be the monoid of isomor-
phism classes of Kasparov G-modules, modulo homotopy and de-
generate Kasparov modules. The above lemma tells us that this is a
group.
We say that a Kasparov module (H, ρ, F) is strict if it is strictly G-
equivariant, i.e. satisfies ρ(g) ◦ F = F ◦ ρ(g) for all g ∈ G. A strict
homotopy between two strict modules is a homotopy (H, ρ, Ft) such
that Ft is strict for all t.
Definition 5.4.4. Let KKG,strict0 (C,C) be the abelian group of isomor-
phism classes of strict Kasparov G-modules, modulo strict homotopy
and degenerate modules.
The following theorem gives the precise relationship between KK and
the unitary Swan group:
Theorem 5.4.5. Let G be a group.
(i) There is a canonical map γ : KKG,strict0 (C,C)→ KKG0 (C,C).
(ii) If G is finite, α is an isomorphism.
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(iii) For any group G, there is a canonical isomorphism
α : Swu(G)→ KKG,strict0 (C,C)
Proof. The map γ is obtained by considering a strict module as an
ordinary module. This is clearly well-defined.
To prove (ii), start with a Kasparov module (H, ρ, F) and define
FG =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
ρ(g) ◦ F ◦ ρ(g−1)
which makes sense since G is finite. Since ρ(g) ◦ F ◦ ρ(g−1) − F is com-
pact for all G, FG − F is compact, and FG is clearly G-equivariant.
The linear path from F to FG then defines a homotopy from F to FG;
this path indeed passes through Kasparov modules since FG − F is
compact, so the path is just a compact perturbation. Hence each or-
dinary module is homotopic to a strict one, proving surjectivity of
γ. Similarly, we can average out any homotopy between equivariant
Kasparov modules to obtain an equivariant homotopy, which proves
injectivity.
For (iii), pick some element η ∈ Swu(G), represented by a formal dif-
ference (Cn, ρ) − (Ck, τ) of two finite-dimensional representations of
G. Let H = Cn ⊕Ck with the representation ρ⊕ τ, with Cn the even
part and Ck the odd part, and let F = 0 : H → H. Since H is finite-
dimensional, the compactness conditions are automatically satisfied,
so we obtain a Kasparov G-module (H, ρ⊕ τ, 0). In the case ρ = τ,
this module is homotopic to a degenerate one: Then(
0 1
1 0
)
: Cn ⊕Cn → Cn ⊕Cn
defines a degenerate module which is homotopic to (H, ρ⊕ ρ, 0) via
the linear homotopy - again, the compactness conditions are empty
since all operators are compact anyway. This construction is compat-
ible with direct sums. If (H, ρ ⊕ τ, 0) is homotopic to a degenerate
module, then ρ and τ are isomorphic: The potential degenerate oper-
ator on H is of the form
F =
(
0 A
B 0
)
: Cn ⊕Ck → Cn ⊕Ck
and since F2 = 1, we have AB = 1,BA = 1 and both A and B are G-
equivariant since F is equivariant by definition of a degenerate mod-
ule. Altogether, we see that the class of (H, ρ⊕τ, 0) in KKG0 (C,C) does
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not change when we pass from η = ρ− τ to η = ρ⊕ ρ ′− τ⊕ ρ ′, so we
indeed get a well-defined group homomorphism
α : Swu(G)→ KKG0 (C,C)
Let (H, ρ, F) be a strict Kasparov module. Write H = H0 ⊕H1 and
F =
(
0 F2
F1 0
)
with respect to this decomposition. Since F2 = 1 up to compact opera-
tors, F1 is a G-equivariant Fredholm operator H0 → H1, so its kernel
and cokernel are finite-dimensional unitary representations of G. Set
β((H, ρ, F)) = [ker(F1)] − [coker(F1)] ∈ Swu(G)
If (H, ρ, F) was degenerate to begin with, we have β((H, ρ, F)) = 0
since F2 = 1 means that F1 is invertible.
Under on-the-nose equivariant operator homotopies Ft, the isomor-
phism classes of ker(Ft1) and coker(F
t
1) can change. We have to argue
that their formal difference does not change. The proof is similar to
the fact that the Fredholm Index is locally constant, which indeed is
the special case G = 1; compare [HR00, 2.1.5] and [LM89, III.9.4].
LetA,B,C be Hilbert spaces equipped with unitaryG-representations.
Let S : A → B be an equivariant Fredholm operator. We define the
equivariant index of S by
indexG(S) = [ker(S)] − [coker(S)] ∈ Swu(G)
What we want to prove is that this equivariant index is locally con-
stant. If T : B→ C is another equivariant Fredholm operator, we have
indexG(TS) = indexG(T) + indexG(S)
since there is an exact sequence of G-modules
0→ ker(S)→ ker(TS)→ ker(T)
→ coker(S)→ coker(TS)→ coker(T)→ 0
and hence the alternating sum of these six terms is zero in Swu(G).
Let J : A1 = ker(S)⊥ → A be the inclusion and P : B→ im(S) = B1 the
orthogonal projection. Both J and P are Fredholm and PSJ : A1 → B1
is invertible and hence has index zero. But then for each equivariant
Fredholm operator S ′ sufficiently close to S, also PS ′J is invertible
since invertible operators form an open subset of all bounded opera-
tors. Altogether, it follows
indexG(P) + indexG(S
′) + indexG(J) = indexG(PS ′J) = 0
indexG(P) + indexG(S) + indexG(J) = indexG(PSJ) = 0
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and so indexG(S) = indexG(S ′). Hence the equivariant index is lo-
cally constant and so homotopic Kasparov modules have the same
index. Altogether, we obtain from β a map which we will also call β
β : KKG0 (C,C)→ Swu(G)
Clearly, β ◦ α = id. For the other direction, start with an equivariant
Kasparov module (H, ρ, F). Write H0 = ker(F0)⊕ X where the sum
is orthogonal, and similarly H1 = im(F0)⊕A, where A ∼= coker(F0).
The restriction of F0 to X then yields an isomorphism X → im(F0)
with inverse F2. One can then manufacture a new Kasparov module
with H ′ = X ⊕ im(F0) and the restrictions of F0 and F1 which is
degenerate, and the original Kasparov module is the direct sum of
this degenerate module and (ker(F0)⊕ coker(F0), ρ, 0), which means
that α ◦β is the identity.
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6
T H E C O R E O F T H E A R G U M E N T
We have now set up the technical machinery and will dive into the
actual proof of the Baum-Connes conjecture. Both the mathematics
and the notation is heavily influenced by the proof of the Farrell-Jones
conjecture in [BL]. We begin with some categorical preliminaries.
6.1 tensor products on C-categories
Let C be an additive C-category. Up to equivalence, we can assume
that C has a strictly associative direct sum: If necessary, replace C by
the category C⊕ whose objects are finite sequences (A1,A2, . . . ,An)
of objects of C and where a morphism from a sequence (A1, . . . ,An)
to (B1, . . . ,Bm) consists of a matrix of morphisms fij : Aj → Bi. Com-
position is matrix multiplication. The category C⊕ has direct sums by
just concatenating two sequences to one sequence, which is strictly
associative, and the functor C → C⊕, A 7→ (A) is an equivalence of
categories with inverse given by
(A1, . . . An) 7→ A1 ⊕A2 ⊕ · · · ⊕An
So we can assume that C is strictly associative.
Let V be the category with objects Cn,n ∈ N and morphisms the
complex linear maps. The category V is strict monoidal under the
tensor product, which is a special case of the product we will define
below. For any strictly associative additive C-category C, there is a
strictly associative paring
−⊗− : V⊗ C 7→ C
defined as follows. On objects,
Cn ⊗A = A⊕A⊕ · · · ⊕A(n summands)
and on morphisms, given f : Cn → Ck and φ : A→ B, we let
f⊗φ : Cn ⊗A→ Ck ⊗B
be the map whose (i, j)-component is fijφ : A → B, where fij ∈ C
and we are using the C-structure on C to make sense of fijφ. It is
straightforward to check that this yields a strictly associative pairing,
i.e. such that the two possible functors
V×V× C→ C
are equal.
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6.2 the strategy of the proof
Throughout this section, fix a G-C∗-algebra A. We will usually sup-
press A from the (already rather overloaded) notation. Our aim is to
prove the Baum-Connes conjecture in some special cases. Recall the
following result from 4.5.3, together with the notation from 4.5.4:
Proposition 6.2.1. The Baum-Connes conjecture for G with respect to the
family F is true if and only if
K∗OG∗ (EF,G,dG) = 0
For a metric space (X,d) with a free, proper and isometric G-action
and a G-space E, let
p : X× E× [1,∞)→ E× [1,∞)
q : X× E× [1,∞)→ X
r : X× E× [1,∞)→ X× E
be the projections. Generalising the notation OG∗ (EF,G,dG), we set
OGb (E,X,d) = C
G
b (X× E× [1,∞);p−1Ecc ∩ q−1Ed, r−1FGc)
Let (Xn,dn) be a sequence of metric spaces equipped with free, proper
and isometric G-actions. Then we define a subcategory
OGb (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N)
of ∞∏
n=1
OG∗ (E,Xn,dn)
as follows: Objects are those of the product category
∞∏
n=1
OG∗ (E,Xn,dn).
A morphism f from (Mn)n∈N to (Nn)n∈N in the product category is
in OGb (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N) if the following conditions hold:
(i) There is R > 0 such that each fn is R-controlled in the Xn-
direction. Then we say that f is R-controlled.
(ii) The sequence of norms ‖fn‖ is bounded.
This category is a normed category under the norm
‖f‖ = sup
n∈N
‖fn‖
It is also closed under the involution, since if f is R-controlled, so is
f∗, and since ‖fn‖ = ‖f∗n‖. In this way, OGb (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N) becomes
a pre-C∗-category, and we let OG∗ (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N) be its completion.
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Remark 6.2.2. Assume we have a C∗-algebra A which is faithfully
represented on a Hilbert space H. Then the algebraic infinite prod-
uct
∏∞
i=1A acts on
⊕∞
i=1H diagonally. However, this representation
of
∏∞
i=1A does not land in the bounded operators on ⊕∞i=1H; a se-
quence (ai)i∈N is sent to a bounded operator if and only if ‖ai‖ is
bounded. When imposing this additional condition, it is clear that
the resulting subalgebra of
∏∞
i=1A is a C
∗-algebra again. The above
is the categorical analogue of this.
Remark 6.2.3. There is another way to think about the categories
OGb (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N)
Namely, consider the G-space Y =
∐
n∈N E× [1,∞)× Xn and equip
it with a coarse structure (E,F) as follows: A set F ⊂ Y is in F if and
only if for each n, the intersection F∩ E× [1,∞)×Xn is controlled in
E× [1,∞)× Xn, and a set D ⊂ Y × Y is in E if and only if, whenever
(x,y) ∈ D, we have x,y ∈ E× [1,∞)× Xn for the same n, i.e. mor-
phisms are not allowed to connect different components, and such
that the set
{(x,y) ∈ D | x ∈ E× [1,∞)×Xn} ⊂ (E× [1,∞)×Xn)× (E× [1,∞)×Xn)
is controlled in E × [1,∞) × Xn for each n and additionally, such
that there is an r > 0 (independent of n) such that, whenever (x =
(e, z, t),y = (e ′, z ′, t ′)) ∈ E, we have d(z, z ′) < r. It is not hard to see
that
OGb (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N) = C
G
b (Y;E,F)
and
OG∗ (E, (Xn,dn)n∈N) = C
G
∗ (Y;E,F)
6.3 the diagram
Recall the definition of a Farrell-Hsiang group.
Definition 6.3.1. Let G be a group with a word metric dG and F a
family of subgroups of G. We say that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group
with respect to F if the following condition is satisfied:
There exists a natural number N such that for each n ∈ N there is a
surjective group homomorphism αn : G→ Fn with Fn finite such that
for each elementary subgroup C ⊂ Fn and H = α−1n (C) ⊂ G, there
is a simplicial complex EH of dimension at most N and a simplicial
H-action with isotropy in F, and an H-equivariant map fH : G → EH
such that
d1EH(fH(g), fH(h)) 6
1
n
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for all g,h ∈ G with dG(g,h) 6 n, where d1EH is the l1-metric on EH
and H acts by left multiplication on G.
Remark 6.3.2. Strictly speaking, this definition is not good. We should
define a Farrell-Hsiang group to be a group G, together with a col-
lection of finite-index subgroups Hi such that the map induced by
induction⊕
i
Swu(Hi)→ Swu(G)
is onto, and such that for each Hi there is a simplicial complex EHi as
in the above definition. The groups Fn are only used to get a hand on
such a collection of subgroups. However, whenever we are in such a
situation, i.e. have a collection of finite-index subgroups Hi such that⊕
i Sw
u(Hi)→ Swu(G) is onto, there is a finite quotient F of G such
that all Hi are preimages of subgroups of F: If 1 ∈ Swu(G) is in the
image, it has to come from finitely many of the Hi, say H1, . . . ,Hn.
Then
⋂n
i=1Hi still has finite index in G and hence has a finite-index
subgroup Kwhich is normal in G. Now set F = G/K. So all potentially
interesting induction results have to arise in finite groups, though not
necessarily from the Brauer induction theorem.
Let G be a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to the family F. Let Hn
be the family of subgroups of G obtained by pulling back the fam-
ily of elementary subgroups of Fn. We define pseudo-metric spaces
Xn,Sn as
Xn = G×
∐
H∈Hn
indGH EH
Sn =
∐
H∈Hn
G×G/H
with metrics
dXn((g, x), (h,y)) = dG(g,h) +n · d1(x,y)
dSn((g,aH), (h,bK)) =
dG(g,h) if K = H,aH = bK∞ else
where d1 denotes the l1-metric. Recall that the l1-metric on the re-
alization of an abstract simplicial complex X is defined as follows:
If M = (mi)i∈I is the set of 0-simplices of X, let x =
∑
aimi and
y =
∑
bimi be two points in the realization of X and set
d1(x,y) =
∑
i∈I
|ai − bi|
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The reader should note that the metric on Xn is basically scaled by
a factor of n, i.e. it is quite hard to be controlled over Xn since the
metric is so large. The proof of the Baum-Connes conjecture, relative
to the family F, for Farrell-Hsiang groups is now organized around
the following diagram, which is our analogue of [BL, Diagram 4.1]:
⊕
n∈N O
G∗ (E,Xn,dXn)
inc

OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
Pk

F // OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
Qk

OG∗ (E,G,dG)
id // OG∗ (E,G,dG)
(6.1)
Some explanations are in order. The functor Pk is obtained by project-
ing OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N) onto its k-th factor O
G∗ (E,Sk,dSk) and then
using the projection Sk → G, and similarly for Qk. The functor F will
be constructed in 7.3.1 such that the diagram is commutative; here the
contracting properties of the maps G→ EH occuring in the definition
of a Farrell-Hsiang group are crucial because the metrics on the right-
hand scale are extremely large compared to those on the left-hand
side, so to get a well-defined map, we need to contract distances. We
will see
(i) in 8.1.1 that inc induces an isomorphism in K-theory, and
(ii) in 7.1.4. that for each a ∈ K∗OG∗ (E,G,dG), there is an a ′ ∈
K∗OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N) such that for all k, we have (Pk)∗(a
′) =
a. Note that this is stronger than (Pk)∗ being onto: a ′ is inde-
pendent of k.
Assuming these facts for the moment, we can prove the Baum-Connes
conjecture for G:
Theorem 6.3.3. Assuming the above two facts, the topological K-theory of
OG∗ (E,G,dG) is trivial.
Proof. Pick a ∈ K∗OG∗ (E,G,dG). We find a ′ ∈ K∗OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
such that (Pk)∗(a ′) = a for all k. Since K∗(inc) is an isomorphism,
we find b ∈ K∗(
⊕
n∈N O
G∗ (E,Xn,dXn)) with inc∗(b) = F∗(a
′). There
is a k ∈ N such that b comes from K∗(
⊕k
n=1 O
G∗ (E,Xn,dXn)) since
any element in the topological K-theory is represented by an actual
morphism in the category. But now Qk+1 ◦ inc∗(b) = 0, hence we
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have Qk+1(F∗(a ′)) = 0. By commutativity, this implies Pk+1(a ′) = 0.
Since a = Pk+1(a ′), it follows a = 0, which is what we wanted to
prove.
The next two chapters are devoted to the proofs of the facts (i) and
(ii).
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7
T H E T R A N S F E R
In this section, we construct a single section which is a right inverse
for all the maps
K∗Pk : K∗OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)→ K∗OG∗ (E,G,dG)
from section 6. The construction is the topological K-theory analogue
of the construction in [BL].
7.1 swan group actions on controlled categories
As a warm-up, we want to define a functor
tr : mod(C,G)×OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG)
which tries to mimic the Swan group action on Kalg∗ (AG). This will be
the functor obtained by completion of the functor
tr : mod(C,G)×OGb (E,G,dG)→ OGb (E,G,dG)
defined as follows. LetM be an object of OGb (E,G,dG). Let S = (C
n, ρ)
and T = (Ck, τ) be objects of mod(C,G) and f : S→ T . On objects, tr is
given by
(tr(S,M))z = Cn ⊗Mz
and on morphisms, we define
(tr(f,φ))z,z ′ = (f ◦ ρ(g−1g ′))⊗φz,z ′ (7.1)
for z = (g, e, t), z ′ = (g ′, e ′, t ′). Recall that φz,z ′ is the component of
φ mapping from z ′ to z.
Let us say a few words on the motivation for this formula. Since T(M)
is a right AoG-module, we have to view a representation (S, ρ) as a
right G-module via
vg = ρ(g−1)v
Recall that in 5.2.1, we defined a biexact functor
mod(C,G)×P(AG)→ P(AG)
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via the tensor product with the diagonal G-action from the right. It
turned out that there is an isomorphism, depending on the choice of
a basis,
S⊗∆ (AG)k → S⊗r (AG)k
So when we restrict to a suitable category of AG-modules, say the
category with objects only (AG)n, which come with a preferred basis,
we could define a biexact pairing via
(S,M)→ S⊗rM
on objects and push the G-action on S entirely into the morphisms:
For f : S → T a morphism in mod(C,G) and φ : (AG)n → (AG)k, we
define a morphism S ⊗r (AG)n → T ⊗r (AG)k as the unique mor-
phism which makes the diagram
S⊗r (AG)n
∼=

// T ⊗r (AG)k
∼=

S⊗∆ (AG)n f⊗φ // T ⊗∆ (AG)k
commutative. In our controlled setup, we can view an object M of
OG∗ (E,G,dG) – or rather, its total object – as a free right AoG-module
with a preferred basis, thanks to the G-factor in the coarse space.Then
we form for φ : M → N, f : S → T the map S⊗r T(M) → T ⊗r T(N)
as just described, where we have to view S and T as right G-modules
via vg = ρ(g−1)v. The objects S⊗r T(M) and T ⊗r T(N) make sense
as objects of OG∗ (E,G,dG), basically just as direct sums of copies of
M respectively N, and we can write out the components of the map
S⊗r T(M)→ T ⊗r T(N). The result is the above formula 7.1 for tr.
More precisely, the map
S⊗r T(M)→ S⊗∆ T(M)
v⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n 7→ vg ′−1 ⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n
is an isomorphism with inverse
v⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n 7→ vg ′ ⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n
When checking these maps are indeed G-equivariant, remember that
G acts by e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n · g = e(g−1g ′,g−1e ′,t ′),n and not by right multipli-
cation on G. This is also the reason the formulas differ from the ones
in the proof of 5.2.1 by some inverses.
When we start with v ⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n ∈ S ⊗r T(M), it is mapped to
vg ′−1 ⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n ∈ S⊗∆ T(M), which in turn is mapped to∑
(g,e,t)
f(v)g ′−1 ⊗φ(g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′)e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n ∈ T ⊗∆ T(N)
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under f⊗φ. Mapping back to T ⊗r T(N) and projecting down onto
the part of T ⊗r T(N) supported over a single point (g, e, t) - which
just means forgetting all but one summands in the sum - we obtain
f(v)g ′−1g⊗φ(g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′)(e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n)
Since f(v)g ′−1g = f(ρ(g−1g ′)(v)), this is precisely
tr(f,φ)(g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′)(v⊗ e(g ′,e ′,t ′),n)
as claimed.
The following proposition shows that tr(f,φ) is indeed a morphism
of OGb (E,G,dG).
Proposition 7.1.1. The functor tr is well-defined, continuous, compatible
with involutions in the sense that tr(S,−) is a ∗-functor, biexact and extends
to a biexact functor
tr : mod(C,G)×OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG)
Proof. The control conditions are clearly satisfied since supp(tr(f,φ)) =
supp(φ). Biexactness is clear since both categories carry the split ex-
act structure. Alternatively, one can argue as follows. We have to see
that for a short exact sequence
0→ R→ S→ T → 0
in mod(C,G) and for M ∈ OG∗ (E,G,dG), the sequence
0→ tr(R,M)→ tr(S,M)→ tr(T ,M)→ 0
is split exact. For this, pick a section s : T → S of the projection p :
S→ T as C-modules, i.e. s is not necessarily G-equivariant. Then the
map s ′ : tr(T ,M)→ tr(S,M) with components
s ′z,z ′ =
s⊗ idMz if z = z ′
0 else
is a section for tr(p,M). Recall that tr is essentially rewriting −⊗∆ −
in terms of −⊗r −, and it is clear that s, even if it is not equivariant,
is a good candidate for a section in the −⊗r −-picture since the G-
actions on the (C,G)-modules do not play a role anyway on objects.
Since T(s ′) = s⊗ Id : T ⊗ T(M)→ S⊗ T(M), T(s ′) is clearly bounded
and adjointable, and so s ′ is indeed an allowed morphism in the cat-
egory OG∗ (E,G,dG).
It is straightforward to check that for a fixed object S of mod(C,G), the
functor tr(S,−) is a ∗-functor.
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To check that tr(f,φ) is again bounded and adjointable, we have to
understand what happens on the total objects. Let M be an object
of OGb (E,G,dG). Then we can view T(M) =
⊕
x∈G×E×[1,∞)Mx as
a right A o G-module as in 2.3.4. Given an object S = (Cn, ρ) of
mod(C,G), we view S as a right G-module via vg = ρ(g−1)(v) and
we can consider T(tr(S,M)) ∼= Cn ⊗C T(M) as a right AoG-module
in two different ways: we can let G act diagonally or only on the
right-hand side. As usual, we write Cn ⊗∆ T(M) for the tensor prod-
uct with the diagonal action and Cn ⊗r T(M) with the G-action only
on T(M). These two modules are isomorphic as right AoG-Modules
via the isomorphism
U : Cn ⊗r T(M)→ Cn ⊗∆ T(M)
v⊗ e(g,e,t),k 7→ vg−1 ⊗ e(g,e,t),k
and extending A-linearly, where we use the notation from 2.3.2 (viii).
Since ρ is a unitary representation, U is a unitary operator: Pick an
orthonormal basis vi of Cn. Then
(vi ⊗ e(g,e,t),k)(g,e,t)∈G×E×[1,∞),k,i
is an orthonormal basis for Cn ⊗ T(M) as a right Hilbert A-module,
and U sends this basis to another orthonormal basis since ρ(g) sends
vi to an orthonormal basis. This is the reason we had to impose the
unitary condition on our representations.
Now for morphisms f : S = (Cn, ρ) → T = (Ck, τ) in mod(C,G) and
φ :M→ N in OGb (E,G,dG), we consider the diagram
Cn ⊗r T(M) T(tr(f,φ)) //
U

Ck ⊗r T(N)
U

Cn ⊗∆ T(M) f⊗φ // Ck ⊗∆ T(N)
The definition of the transfer functor is precisely such that this dia-
gram commutes. Since both vertical maps are unitary operators, the
norms of the top and bottom horizontal operators are equal. For the
norm of the lower horizontal map, we have ‖f⊗φ‖ 6 ‖f‖ ‖φ‖. Hence
the map
tr(f,−): HomOGb (E,G,dG)(M,N)→ HomOGb (E,G,dG)(tr(T ,M), tr(S,M))
indeed takes values in HomOGb (E,G,dG)(tr(T ,M), tr(S,M)) and is boun-
ded by ‖f‖. Since f ⊗ φ is adjointable, so is T(tr(f,φ)). So we can
complete this map to obtain
tr(f,−): HomOG∗ (E,G,dG)(M,N)→ HomOG∗ (E,G,dG)(tr(T ,M), tr(S,M))
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In this way, we obtain a functor
tr : mod(C,G)×OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG)
as desired. Exactness in the second variable is automatic since the
exact structure is the split exact one and tr(S,−) is still an additive
functor as the completion of an additive functor. Exactness in the first
variable is proven as above.
Remark 7.1.2. The definition here relies on the fact that our space has
a factor G, so we have a canonical way to identify each orbit of the
G-action with G. In general, if we tried to get the same definition
working with some arbitrary freeG-space X, we would have to choose
isomorphisms of each orbit with G, which we cannot do in a coherent
way in general. Basically we exploit that we have a canonically chosen
basis of T(M) as AoG-module for any object M.
Now let H ⊂ G be a finite-index subgroup of G – for example one
of the subgroups pulled back from a subgroup of the finite group Fn
under the map G→ Fn appearing in the definition of a Farrell-Hsiang
group. We obtain a functor
tr ◦ indGH : mod(C,H)×OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG)
by first inducing up from mod(C,H) to mod(C,G) and then applying
tr. Now we want to lift this functor to a functor
trH : mod(C,H)×OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,G×G/H,d)
where G×G/H is equipped with the diagonal G-action and the quasi-
metric d is given by
d((g,aH), (h,bH)) =
dG(g,h) if aH = bH∞ else
More precisely, let p : G×G/H → G be the projection. We want to
define trH such that the following diagram commutes up to equiva-
lence:
OG∗ (E,G×G/H,d)
p

mod(C,H)×OG∗ (E,G,dG)
trH
33
tr◦ indGH // OG∗ (E,G,dG)
To write down trH, it is more convenient to consider G×lG/H where
G only acts on the left factor. This is G-homeomorphic to G×∆ G/H
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via the map G×∆ G/H → G×l G/H, (g,aH) 7→ (g,g−1aH). Under
this isomorphism, the above metric becomes the metric
dl((g,aH), (h,bH)) =
dG(g,h) if gaH = hbH∞ else
The motivation for the definition of trH is as follows: If T ∈ mod(C,H)
and P is a CG-Module, we have the Frobenius reciprocity formula
(indGH T)⊗∆ P ∼= indGH(T ⊗∆ resGH P)
The left-hand side is analogous to tr ◦ indGH, and we will model the
definition of trH on the right-hand side. The formula actually nearly
makes sense in our controlled context: We can restrict G× E× [1,∞)
to an H-space, which induces a functor
OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OH∗ (E,G,dG)
then tensor with T , then induce up from H to G. However, in the last
step of inducing up, we also have to induce up the underlying space
of our controlled categories, whence the additional factor G/H. Also,
when we want to let T act on OH∗ (E,G,dG), we have to explicitly
identify the H-orbits with H, compare 7.1.2. The easiest way to do
this is to identify G with H×G/H as H-spaces. So let g1, . . . gl be a
complete set of representatives of G/H and define an H-isomorphism
φ : G→ H×G/H
g 7→ (ggi,giH)
where i is the unique i such that g−1H = giH. Breaking down what
the constructions in the Frobenius reciprocity formula mean on total
objects, the design criterion for trH is now as follows: For objectsM,N
of OG∗ (E,G,dG), φ :M → N and S, T ∈ mod(C,H), f : S → T , we want
the following diagram to commute:
T(trH(T ,M)) = (indGH S)⊗r T(M)
∼=

T(trH(f,φ)) // T(trH(S,N)) = (indGH T)⊗r T(N)
∼=

(indGH S)⊗∆ T(M)
∼=

(indGH f)⊗φ // (indGH T)⊗∆ T(N)
∼=

indGH(S⊗∆ resGH T(M))
indGH(f⊗φ) // indGH(T ⊗∆ resGH T(N))
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(7.2)
Recall that the choice of the gi enters into the coordinate description
of indGH S and hence into this diagram. This leads to the following
definition: On objects, we define trH(T ,M) for T = (Cn, ρ) as
trH(T ,M)(g,aH,e,t) = C
n ⊗M(g,e,t)
For a morphism φ :M→ N in OGb (E,G,dG) and f : T → S, we define
trH(f,φ)(g,gjH,e,t),(g ′,giH,e ′,t ′) =

f ◦ ρ(g−1j g−1g ′gi)⊗φ(g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′)
if g−1j g
−1g ′gi ∈ H
0 else
Remark 7.1.3. The reader should note that the corresponding defini-
tion in the published version of [BL] is not correct and correspond-
ingly looks very different. This is fixed in the version available on
the homepage of the authors, where the formula still looks slightly
different due to the fact that we use G×l G/H and not G×∆ G/H.
Lemma 7.1.4. The functor trH is well-defined, continuous, compatible with
the involutions and extends to the completions, i.e. we obtain a functor
trH : mod(C,H)⊗OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,G×l G/H,dl)
Furthermore, if we let P : G×l G/H → G be the canonical projection, the
functors tr ◦ indGH and P ◦ trH are equivalent.
Proof. We first have to check that the functor respects the control con-
ditions in the right-hand category. But by definition
trH(f,φ)(g,gjH,e,t),(g ′,giH,e ′,t ′)
is nonzero only if ggjH = g ′giH, i.e. only if dl(g,gjH), (g ′,giH)) <∞
in G×l G/H. If φ is k-controlled in G-direction, it is then clear that
trH(f,φ) is k-controlled in G×l G/H-direction.
The transfer is now defined precisely such that the above diagram
7.2 is commutative. Since the vertical maps are unitary, we find that
trH(f,−) is bounded by
∥∥∥indGH f∥∥∥ = ‖f‖ and hence extends to the
completions.
For the second claim, pick S = (Ck, ρ) ∈ mod(C,H) and an object M
of OG∗ (E,G,dG). Then (tr ◦ indGH)(S,M) is the object of OG∗ (E,G,dG)
which is given by
(tr ◦ indGH)(S,M)(g,e,t) = (Ck)n ⊗M(g,e,t) ∼= ⊕ni=1Ck ⊗M(g,e,t)
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and P(trH(S,M)) is given by
P(trH(S,M))(g,e,t) = ⊕G/HCk ⊗M(g,e,t)
since P projects away from G/H. These two objects are isomorphic
by identifying the i-th summand of ⊕ni=1Ck ⊗M(g,e,t) with the sum-
mand given by giH in ⊕G/HCk⊗M(g,e,t). We have to check that this
isomorphism is natural. However, given f : S → T and φ : M → N,
the (i, j)-components of P(trH(f,φ))((g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′)) with respect to
the above direct sum decompositions
P(trH(S,M))(g,e,t) = ⊕G/HCk ⊗M(g,e,t)
and
P(trH(T ,N))(g ′,e ′,t ′) = ⊕G/HCk
′ ⊗N(g ′,e ′,t ′)
is given by
f ◦ ρ(g−1j g−1g ′gi)⊗φ(g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′)
as long as g−1j g
−1g ′gi ∈ H, and is zero else. The components of
(tr ◦ indGH)(f,φ)(g,e,t),(g ′,e ′,t ′) with respect to the sum decomposition
are the same. This finishes the proof.
7.2 the transfer
From now on, the argument proceeds as in [BL]. We will construct a
map K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))→ K∗(OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)) which, for each k,
gives a K-theoretic section to
Pk : O
G
∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG)
To motivate the following constructions, note that splitting each func-
tor OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn) → OG∗ (E,G,dG) individually nearly gives the de-
sired result: We could try to define a functor
OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
as the functor induced by the individual sections for each n, using
that the right-hand category is nearly a product. The situation is not
quite that easy, since the category is not a product on the nose and
we cannot split the projections OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG) on the
nose by a functor in the other direction; instead, we construct two
functors
F±n : O
G
∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn)
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in the other direction such that K∗(F+n) − K∗(F−n) splits the map on
K-theory induced by the projection; but F+n − F−n does not make sense
as a functor. Then we have to be careful with the control conditions
to assemble the F+n respectively F−n to two functors
F± : OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
Finally, K∗(F+) −K∗(F−) is the desired splitting.
Let pn : Sn =
∐
H∈Hn
G×G/H→ G be the map which is the projection
on each summand. It induces a functor
pn : O
G
∗ (E,Sn,dSn)→ OG∗ (E,G,dG)
Proposition 7.2.1. For each n, there are C∗-functors
F+n , F
−
n : O
G
∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn)
such that K∗(pn ◦ F+n) − K∗(pn ◦ F−n) is the identity. The functors F±n re-
strict to functors F±n : OGb (E,G,dG)→ OGb (E,Sn,dSn), and these functors
have the property that they send R-controlled morphisms to R-controlled
morphisms.
Proof. We now consider G×G/H for H ∈ Hn with the diagonal G-
action again. By the Brauer induction theorem 5.1.3 and since the
family Hn is the pullback of the family of elementary subgroups of
Fn, we can find elements TH ∈ Sw(C,H) such that
1Swu(C,G) =
∑
H∈Hn
indGH TH
For each H ∈ Hn, we can find T+H and T−H in mod(C,H) such that
TH = T
+
H −T
−
H and we have an inclusion mapG×G/H→ Sn inducing
a map
φH : O
G
∗ (E,G×G/H,d)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn)
Now let F+H : O
G∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn) be the composition φH ◦
trH(T+H ,−) and let F
−
H be the composition φH ◦ trH(T−H ,−). Now set
F±n =
⊕
H∈Hn
F±H
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As a direct sum of C∗-functors, these are C∗-functors. Now we com-
pute for a ∈ K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))
(K∗(pn ◦ F+n) −K∗(pn ◦ F−n))(a)
=
∑
H∈Hn
K∗(pn ◦ F+H)(a) −K∗(pn ◦ F−H)(a)
=
∑
H∈Hn
K∗(pn ◦φH ◦ trH(T+H))(a) −K∗(pn ◦φH ◦ trH(T−H))(a)
=
∑
H∈Hn
K∗(tr(indGH T
+
H ,−))(a) −K∗(tr(ind
G
H(T
−
H ,−)))(a)
=
∑
H∈Hn
(indGH TH)⊗ a
= 1Swu(C,G) ⊗ a = a
where the ⊗ in the fourth and fifth line stands for the pairing
Swu(C,G)×K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))→ K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))
induced by the biexact functor tr and we used that pn ◦φH is the pro-
jection G×G/H→ G. The last claim of the proposition involving the
R-controlled condition is not hard to check: All involved functors are
defined as completions of functors between the bounded categories,
so also F±n are, and the control condition follows since the transfer
does not change control in the G×G/H-direction.
Theorem 7.2.2. For each a ∈ K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG)), there is
b ∈ K∗OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
such that for all k, we have (K∗(Pk))(b) = a.
Proof. Recall the functors F±n : OGb (E,G,dG) → OGb (E,Sn,dSn) from
7.2.1. Since these are restrictions of C∗-functors, they all have norm
at most 1. Because of this and the fact that they all send R-controlled
morphisms to R-controlled morphisms, the product functors∏
n
F±n : O
G
b (E,G,dG)→
∏
n
OGb (E,Sn,dSn)
give rise to functors
F± : OGb (E,G,dG)→ OGb (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
These are continuous with norm at most 1, hence extend to the com-
pletions, yielding functors
F± : OG∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
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Of course, F± is the same functor we would have obtained by the
restriction of∏
F±n : O
G
∗ (E,G,dG)→
∏
OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn))
but we needed the roundabout argument to ensure that it actually
takes values in OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N).
Inspection of the formulas now immediately gives Pk ◦ F± = pk ◦ F±k .
Hence we have by 7.2.1
K∗(Pk)(K∗(F+) −K∗(F−))(a) = a
for all a ∈ K∗OG∗ (E,G,dG). Now set b = K∗(F+)(a) −K∗(F−(a)).
7.3 the horizontal map
Now we will define the horizontal map in our core diagram; compare
[BL, 7.1]. We define a map fn : Sn → Xn as follows. First consider the
map fH : G→ EH. Inducing up, we obtain a map
indGH fH : G×G/H ∼= indGHG→ indGH EH
(a,gH) 7→ (g, fH(g−1a))
and then set
fn(a,gH) = (a, indGH fH(a,gH))
Theorem 7.3.1. The sequence of maps fn fit together to induce a functor
F : OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)→ OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
such that Qk ◦ F = Pk for all k, i.e. the core diagram 6.1 commutes.
Proof. The proof is virtually the same as [BL, 7.1]. Again, it is enough
to argue that we get a continuous functor on the uncompleted cate-
gories
F : OGb (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)→ OGb (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
For this, we only have to check the control conditions; continuity is
automatic. We have to see that for each r > 0 there is R > 0, indepen-
dent of n, such that for all s, s ′ ∈ Sn, we have
dSn(s, s
′) < r =⇒ dXn(fn(s), fn(s ′)) < R
First we claim that, as long as n > r, R = r + 1 does the job. Let
s = (a,gH); then if d(s, s ′) < r, we must have s ′ = (a ′,gH). Also,
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dG(a,a ′) 6 dSn((a,gH),a ′,gH)) < r and by G-invariance of dG also
dG(g
−1a,g−1a ′) < r. It follows
dXn(fn(s), fn(s
′)) = dXn((a, ind
G
H fH(a,gH)), (a
′, indGH fH(a
′,gH)))
= dG(a,a ′) +n · d1indGH EH(ind
G
H fH(a,gH), ind
G
H fH(a
′,gH))
= dG(a,a ′) +n · d1EH(fH(g−1a), fH(g−1a ′))
< r+n · 1
n
= r+ 1
where in the last line, we use the contracting property of fH and that
dG(g
−1a,g−1a ′) < r. If n < r, we use that Sn is G-cofinite and that
for each s, there are only finitely many s ′ with dSn(s, s
′) < r. To-
gether, this implies that there are only finitely many cases to consider
for n < r, which we can easily handle by letting R be the maximum
of these finitely many dXn(fn(s), fn(s
′)).
The commutativity of the diagram is immediate, since we project
away from all factors where our map F does anything.
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8
S TA B I L I T Y
In this section, we want to see that the map
⊕n∈NOG∗ (E,Xn,dXn)→ OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
induces an equivalence in topological K-theory.
8.1 topological K-theory and stability
The above claim will be a consequence of the following more general
statement, which is the topological K-theory analogue of [BLR08b,
7.2]. The proof given here is an adaption to topological K-theory of
the proof given in [BLR08b].
Theorem 8.1.1. Let Xn be a sequence of simplicial complexes equipped
with simplicial G-actions such that the dimensions of the Xn are uniformly
bounded by N ∈N. Let dn be a quasimetric on Xn satisfying
dn(x,y) > nd1(x,y) ∀x,y ∈ Xn
with equality if x and y lie in the same simplex of Xn. Assume that all
isotropy groups of the G-actions on Xn are contained in the family F and let
E = EFG. Let d˜n be the metric on G×Xn given by
d˜n((g, x), (g ′, x ′)) = dG(g,g ′) + dn(x, x ′)
Then the functor⊕
n∈N
OG∗ (E,G×Xn, d˜n)→ OG∗ (E, (G×Xn, d˜n))
induces an isomorphism in topological K-theory.
Remark 8.1.2. In our case, we have
Xn =
∐
H∈Hn
indGH EH
and
dn(x,y) = n · d1(x,y)
The assumptions on the isotropy groups and on the dimension of the
Zn are true by definition of a Farrell-Hsiang group.
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We will split up the proof into a series of propositions. Let us first
discuss what we have to prove. We can form the quotient C∗-category
OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
>⊕ of the inclusion
⊕n∈NOG∗ (E,Xn,dXn)→ OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
The second proof of the fiber sequence theorem 3.6.1 also applies in
this setup to give a homotopy fiber sequence
K(
⊕
n∈N
OG∗ (E,Xn,dXn))→ KOG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)→ KOG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)>⊕
We see that the original claim is equivalent to
KOG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
>⊕ = 0
This is what we will prove.
Fix a natural numberN. Let Yn be the disjoint union of theN-simplices
of Xn with the quasi-metric
d∞n (x,y) =
nd1(x,y) if x,y lie in the same simplex∞ else
Let ∂Yn be the disjoint union of the boundaries of the simplices of Xn
with the restricted metric. Denote by d˜∞n the metric on G× Yn given
by
d˜∞n ((g, x), (g ′, x ′)) = dG(g,g ′) + dn(x, x ′)
Both Yn and ∂Yn inherit G-actions whose isotropy is in the familiy F.
Proposition 8.1.3. The K-theory of OG∗ (E, (G×Yn,d∞n )n∈N)>⊕ vanishes.
Proposition 8.1.4. The square induced from the attaching of theN-simplices
to Xn
OG∗ (E, (G× ∂Yn, d˜∞n )n∈N)>⊕ //

OG∗ (E, (G× Yn, d˜∞n )n∈N)>⊕

OG∗ (E, (G×XN−1n , d˜n)n∈N)>⊕ // OG∗ (E, (G×Xn, d˜n)n∈N)>⊕
becomes homotopy cartesian after applying K-theory.
Together, these two propositions imply 8.1.1:
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Proof of 8.1.1. The proof is now by induction on N. The case N = 0 is
covered by 8.1.3. For the induction step, we argue in the diagram in
8.1.4. By induction hypothesis, the K-theory of the two left-hand cat-
egories vanish since the simplicial complexes there have dimension
at most N − 1. By 8.1.3, the K-theory of the upper right-hand cate-
gory vanishes. We conclude that the K-theory of the lower right-hand
category also vanishes since the square is homotopy cartesian after
K-theory.
Proof of 8.1.3. This is proven by writing down an Eilenberg swindle
on the coarse space (compare 6.2.3) underlying the category OG∗ (E, (G×
Yn,d∞n )n∈N) which passes to OG∗ (E, (G× Yn,d∞n )n∈N)>⊕. The Eilen-
berg swindle is then the same as the one in [BLR08b, 7.4]. This is the
place where the universal property of E enters into the proof.
Proof of 8.1.4. The proof is nearly the same as [BLR08b, 7.5]. We give
the details here to point out one subtle point one has to be careful
about. To simplify notation, we abbreviate
B =
∐
n∈N
G× ∂Yn × E× [1,∞)
A =
∐
n∈N
G×XN−1n × E× [1,∞)
Y =
∐
n∈N
G× Yn × E× [1,∞)
X =
∐
n∈N
G×Xn × E× [1,∞)
and introduce coarse structures on these four spaces as follows. A set
E ⊂ B×B is in EB if and only if there is for each n a continuously con-
trolled subset Jn ⊂ (E× [1,∞))2 such that E ⊂ ∐
n∈N
p−1n (Jn) and addi-
tionally, there is R > 0 such that whenever ((g,y, e, t), (g ′,y ′, e ′, t ′)) ∈
E, we have d(g,g ′) < R and d∞n (y,y ′) < R. Note that the first condi-
tion on E forces that y and y ′ lie in the same ∂Yn and compare 6.2.3.
Similarly, we define EA,EY and EX with dn in place of d∞n . Let FBGc
be the set of subsets of B of the form
∐
n∈N
Kn, where Kn ⊂ G× ∂Yn×
E× [1,∞) is the preimage of a G-compact set in G× ∂Yn × E under
the canonical projection. Similarly, we define FAGc, F
X
Gc and F
Y
Gc. Note
that
OG∗ (E, (G× ∂Yn, d˜∞n )n∈N) = CG∗ (B;EB,FBGc)
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and similarly for A,X, Y; compare 6.2.3. We furthermore define FB⊕ to
be the collection of subsets of B of the form
k∐
n=1
G× ∂Yn × E× [1,∞)
for k ∈N and similarly we define FA⊕ , FX⊕, FY⊕. We have inclusions
CG∗ (B;EB,F
B
Gc ∩FB⊕)→ CG∗ (B;EB;FBGc)
and similarly for A,X, Y. The quotient of this inclusion is precisely
OG∗ (E, (G× ∂Yn, d˜∞n )n∈N)>⊕; we from now on denote this quotient
category by CG∗ (B;EB,FBGc)
>⊕ from now on. The diagram we con-
sider in the proposition then becomes
CG∗ (B;EB,FBGc)
>⊕ //

CG∗ (Y;EY ,FYGc)
>⊕

CG∗ (A;EA,FAGc)
>⊕ // CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc)
>⊕
As in the proof of 3.6.5, we would like to replace A and B by X and Y
with some changed control conditions. For R > 0 and F ∈ FBGc, let FR
be the subset of Y consisting of all points (g,y, e, t) such that there is
(g,y ′, e, t) ∈ F with d∞n (y,y ′) < R and let FYB be the collection of all
these subsets; and similarly for FXA. We obtain inclusion functors
CG∗ (B;EB;F
B
Gc)
>⊕ → CG∗ (Y;EY ,FYGc ∩FYB)>⊕
CG∗ (A;EA;F
A
Gc)
>⊕ → CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc ∩FXA)>⊕
and these functors are equivalences of categories. Indeed, that these
functors are full and faithful is a direct consequence of the definitions.
To see essential surjectivity, start with an object
M ∈ CG∗ (Y;EY ,FYGc ∩FYB)
It is supported over some FR where F ∈ FBGc. Because of the > ⊕-
quotient, we can assume that M is supported only over
∞∐
n=k
G× Yn×
E× [1,∞) where k is chosen such that k > 2R. For (g,y, e, t) in the
support ofM, we hence find y ′ ∈ B such that d(y,y ′) < R, and we can
make these choices in a G-invariant way. Pushing M(g,y,et) forward
to M(g,y ′,e,t), we obtain a potential object of CG∗ (B;EB;FBGc)
>⊕, and
similarly for A,X. The only potential worry is that this object may not
be locally finite. But this is impossible since for fixed g ∈ G, e ∈ E,
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t ∈ [1,∞), only finitely many points of the form (g,y, e, t) in the
support of M can have distance < R from a given (g,y ′, e, t) since
any such y has to lie in a simplex intersecting a simplex containing
y ′ thanks to the assumption k > 2R, but the set of all such y ′ has to be
compact since else the support of M would not be G-compact in the
G× Y × E-direction. Clearly the object we constructed is isomorphic
to M, which finishes the claim.
So we now consider the diagram
CG∗ (Y;EY ,FYGc ∩FYB)>⊕ //

CG∗ (Y;EY ,FYGc)
>⊕

CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc ∩FXA)>⊕ // CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc)>⊕
and want to see it is homotopy cartesian. To see this, we again argue
as in 3.6.5 on the quotient categories; note that we really need the
second proof of the fibration sequence theorem 3.6.1 to conclude that
we obtain fiber sequences in K-theory: This is not a quotient which
arises out of killing a subspace.
So we consider the induced functor F on the quotients
CG∗ (Y;EY ,F
Y
Gc)
⊕,B → CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc)⊕,A
Since in the right-hand category we ignore all objects supported over
A, we may assume that an object is only supported over X−A. But
since X−A ∼= Y −B, this means that F is essentially surjective.
The functor F is also faithful since the original functor
CG∗ (Y;EY ,F
Y
Gc)
⊕ → CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc)⊕
was and the preimage of each F ∈ FXA is contained in some F ′ ∈ FYB
because of the condition dn(x,y) > nd1(x,y) in Xn.
Now let φ be any morphism in the category CGb (X;EX,F
X
Gc). We can
write φ as a sum ψ+ τ where ψ has no component connecting dif-
ferent N-simplices of
∐
n∈N Xn and τ only has such components. We
can lift ψ to CGb (Y;EY ,F
Y
Gc). Lemma 8.1.5 below implies that τ factors
over some F ∈ FXA and is hence 0 in the quotient CGb (X;EX,FXGc)⊕,A.
Since C∗-functors have closed image, this implies that
CG∗ (Y;EY ,F
Y
Gc)
⊕,B → CG∗ (X;EX,FXGc)⊕,A
is full. This finishes the proof.
Lemma 8.1.5. For an n-dimensional simplicial complex X, a point x in some
n-simplex ∆ and a point y ∈ X−∆ there is z ∈ ∂∆ such that d1(x, z) 6
2d1(x,y).
Proof. See [BLR08b, 7.15]
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9
R AT I O N A L R E S U LT S
In this section, we employ the Artin induction theorem 5.1.4 to obtain
rational results or results after localisation at a prime for the Baum-
Connes or Farrell-Jones conjecture. For this end, we change the defi-
nition of a Farrell-Hsiang group from [BFL] slightly so that it fits into
this context.
9.1 rational farrell-hsiang groups
Definition 9.1.1. Let G be a group with a word metric dG and F a
family of subgroups of G.
(i) We say that G is a rational Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to
F if the following condition is satisfied:
There exists a natural number N and for each n ∈ N there is
a surjective group homomorphism αn : G → Fn with Fn finite
such that for each cyclic subgroup C ⊂ Fn and H = α−1n (C) ⊂ G,
there is a simplicial complex EH of dimension at most N and
a simplicial H-action with isotropy in F, and an H-equivariant
map fH : G→ EH such that
d1EH(fH(g), fH(h)) 6
1
n
for all g,h ∈ G with dG(g,h) 6 n, where d1EH is the l1-metric
on EH
(ii) If in addition each of the finite quotients Fn has order not divis-
ible by a prime p, we say that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with
respect to F at the prime p.
Theorem 9.1.2. If G is a rational Farrell-Hsiang group, the Baum-Connes
assembly map for F is a rational isomorphism. If G is a Farrell-Hsiang group
at the prime p, the Baum-Connes assembly map for F is an isomorphism after
localising at p.
To prove this, recall the main diagram we organized the proof around:
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⊕n∈NOG∗ (E,Xn,dXn)
inc

OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N)
Pk

F // OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N)
Qk

OG∗ (E,G,dG)
id // OG∗ (E,G,dG)
We will again argue in this diagram, with slightly changed definitions.
Let Hn be the family of subgroups of G obtained by pulling back the
family of cyclic subgroups of Fn. As before, we define pseudo-metric
spaces Xn,Sn as
Xn = G×
∐
H∈Hn
indGH EH
Sn =
∐
H∈Hn
G×G/H
with metrics
dXn((g, x), (h,y)) = dG(g,h) +n · d1indGH EH(x,y)
dSn((g,aH), (h,bK)) =
dG(g,h) if K = H,aH = bK∞ else
where d1 denotes the l1-metric. The only difference to the defini-
tions we had before is that H only runs through the preimages of
cyclic subgroups of Fn. The existence of the upper horizontal map is
proven precisely as in 7.3.1. Theorem 9.1.2 will be a consequence of
the following two propositions and some basic representation theory
of finite groups.
Proposition 9.1.3. Assume that for each a ∈ K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG)) there is
b ∈ K∗OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N) such that for all k, the element K∗(Pk)(b) is
some integral multiple of a. Then we have
K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))⊗Q = 0
and hence the assembly map for F is a rational isomorphism.
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Proof. Consider K∗(F)(b) ∈ K∗OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N). Pick a preimage
c of K∗(F)(b) in K∗ ⊕n∈N OG∗ (E,Xn,dXn) and choose k large enough
such that K∗(Qk ◦ inc)(c) = 0, which is possible by 8.1.1. It follows
that K∗(Qk ◦ F)(b) = 0, but by assumption, K∗(Qk ◦ F)(b) = K∗(Pk)(b)
is a multiple of a. So there is an n with na = 0 which proves the
claim.
Proposition 9.1.4. Let p be a prime. If for each a ∈ K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))
there is b ∈ K∗OG∗ (E, (Sn,dSn)n∈N) such that for all k, K∗(Pk)(b) = nka
with nk not divisible by P, then
K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))⊗Z(p) = 0
and hence the assembly map for F is an isomorphism after localizing at p.
Proof. As above, consider K∗(F)(b) ∈ K∗OG∗ (E, (Xn,dXn)n∈N). Pick
a preimage c of K∗(F)(b) in K∗ ⊕n∈N OG∗ (E,Xn,dXn) and choose k
large enough such that K∗(Qk ◦ inc)(c) = 0. So K∗(Qk ◦ F)(b) = 0, but
by assumption, K∗(Qk ◦ F)(b) = nka. So nka = 0, and since nk is
inverted when we localize at p, a = 0 in K∗(OG∗ (E,G,dG))⊗Zp.
Proof of 9.1.2. We check the conditions of 9.1.3 respectively 9.1.4. Let
n ∈N be given and let H be the collection of subgroups of G consist-
ing of H ⊂ G which are preimages of cyclic subgroups of Fn under
αn. Let pn : OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn) → OG∗ (E,G,dG) be the projection. As in
7.2.1, we construct functors
F±n : O
G
∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn)
such that K∗(pn ◦ F+n)−K∗(pn ◦ F−n) is multiplication with the order of
Fn. Then the argument proceeds as in the proof of 7.2.2. Let m be the
order of Fn. By the Artin induction theorem 5.1.4, we find elements
TH ∈ Sw(C,H) for H ∈ H with
mSw(C,G) =
∑
H∈H
indGH TH
Pick T±H ∈ mod(C,H) with TH = T+H − T−H . Let
φH : O
G
∗ (E,G×G/H,d)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn)
be the map induced by the inclusion G × G/H → Sn. Now define
F±H : O
G∗ (E,G,dG)→ OG∗ (E,Sn,dSn) by
F±H = φH ◦ trH(T±H ,−)
and set
F±n = ⊕H∈HF±H
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The proof of and the definitions in 7.2.2 can be copied word-by-word,
with the only difference in the end being that
K∗(pn ◦ F+n) −K∗(pn ◦ F−n)(a) = ma
instead of a.
The same proof yields a similar statement for the Farrell-Jones conjec-
ture:
Theorem 9.1.5. LetG be a rational Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to the
family F. Let A be an additive category with G-action which is enriched over
a field F of characteristic 0. Then the Farrell-Jones conjecture with coefficients
in A with respect to the family F is true rationally. Similarly, if G is a
Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to F at the prime p, then the Farrell-Jones
conjecture with coefficients in A with respect to F is true after inverting p.
Note that we need the assumption about the field F to ensure that we
can employ the Artin induction theorem.
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VA RY I N G T H E FA M I LY O F S U B G R O U P S
In this section, we will show how even in seemingly trivial cases, we
can extract quite some information from the fact that Farrell-Hsiang
groups satisfy the Baum-Connes or Farrell-Jones conjectures, which
yields induction theorems for the Farrell-Jones and Baum-Connes
conjecture allowing one to restrict to smaller families than VCYC and
FIN. The results are not new and are mainly contained in [BL07], but
with different proofs, though in the end they also rely on the same
induction theorems.
10.1 some examples of farrell-hsiang groups
Definition 10.1.1. Let FIN be the family of finite groups, H the family
of hyperelementary groups and E the family of elementary groups.
For a subfamily F ⊂ FIN, let F ′ be the family consisting of all groups
G which lie in F or for which there is an extension
1→ Z→ G→ F→ 1
with F ∈ F. Note that FIN ′ = VCYC.
Theorem 10.1.2. Let G be a group. Let A be a G-C∗-algebra and B an
additive category with G-action Let KA respectively KalgB be the Or(G)-
spectra associated to A respectively A as in 4.3 respectively [BR07]. Then
the following relative assembly maps are bijective:
HG∗ (EH,K
algB)→ HG∗ (EFIN,KalgB)
HG∗ (EH,KA)→ HG∗ (EFIN,KA)
HG∗ (EE,KA)→ HG∗ (EFIN,KA)
HG∗ (EH ′ ,K
algB)→ HG∗ (EVCYC,KalgB)
HG∗ (EH ′ ,KA)→ HG∗ (EVCYC,KA)
HG∗ (EE ′ ,KA)→ HG∗ (EVCYC,KA)
Proof. We concentrate on the hyperelementary result; the result about
E is proven in the same way. By the transitivity principle, it suffices to
prove that each group in FIN respectively VCYC satisfies the Baum-
Connes respectively Farrell-Jones conjecture with respect to the fam-
ily H respectively H ′. Let G be a finite group and H(G) the family
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of hyperelementary subgroups of G. By the results of [BL] and our
own results, it suffices to see that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with
respect to the family H(G). For each n ∈ N, we set Fn = G and
αn = Id : G → Fn. For each hyperelementary subgroup H of G, we
let EH be the one-point space and let fH : G → EH be the obvious
map. Clearly, fH is H-invariant and sufficiently contracting; and since
H is in the family with respect to which we want to prove the Baum-
Connes respectively Farrell-Jones conjecture, the isotropy of the one-
point space is contained in the family. This handles the first three
maps.
For the second set of maps, it again suffices to prove that each vir-
tually cyclic group G satisfies the Farrell-Jones respectively Baum-
Connes conjecture with respect to the family H ′. So let G be virtually
cyclic and consider an extension
1→ Z→ G→ F→ 1
with F finite. We prove that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect
to the family H ′. For each n, let Fn = F and let αn : G → F be the
projection from the extension above. For each hyperelementary sub-
group H ⊂ F, the preimage α−1(H) ⊂ G is contained in the family H ′.
This again allows us to set EH = ∗, and hence G is a Farrell-Hsiang
group with respect to H ′.
We can formulate a slightly more general version of the same argu-
ment:
Proposition 10.1.3. LetG be a group, together with a group homomorphism
f : G→ F to a finite group. Assume that for each hyperelementary subgroup
H ⊂ F, f−1(H) satisfies the Farrell-Jones or Baum-Connes conjecture. Then
also G satisfies the Farrell-Jones or Baum-Connes conjecture.
Proof. Again we can set Fn = F and EH = ∗ to conclude that G is
a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to the family of preimages of
hyperelementary groups.
10.2 rational reductions
With the same kind of arguments and the rational version of Farrell-
Hsiang groups, we can prove the following:
Theorem 10.2.1. Let G be a group. Let A be a G-C∗-algebra and B an
additive category with G-action Let KA respectively KalgB be the Or(G)-
spectra associated to A respectively B as in 4.3 respectively [BR07]. Let
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FINCYC be the family of finite cyclic groups. Then the following relative
assembly maps are rational isomorphisms:
HG∗ (EFINCYC,K
algB)→ HG∗ (EFIN,KalgB)
HG∗ (EFINCYC,KA)→ HG∗ (EFIN,KA)
HG∗ (EFINCYC ′ ,K
algB)→ HG∗ (EVCYC,KalgB)
HG∗ (EFINCYC ′ ,KA)→ HG∗ (EVCYC,KA)
Remark 10.2.2. In the case of the Baum-Connes map, this statement
is true even before tensoring with Q; see [BL07, Section 6]. The tech-
nique used there significantly differs from the rest of [BL07] in that it
uses no induction results.
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11
FA R R E L L - H S I A N G G R O U P S
The following is mostly an account of the results of [BFL], which
we include to have a concrete example of non-trivial Farrell-Hsiang
groups. We will prove that all virtually finitely generated abelian
groups satisfy the Baum-Connes conjecture. The strategy of the proof
is a mixture of using the Farrell-Hsiang method and inheritance prop-
erties of the Baum-Connes conjecture. Note that since virtually finitely
generated abelian groups are amenable, the Baum-Connes conjecture
is known for these groups and we get no new results, only a different
proof.
11.1 the case Z2
Before going on to more complicated examples, it is worthwile study-
ing the case of Z2 in detail.
Proposition 11.1.1. The groupZ2 is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to
the family of virtually cyclic subgroups and hence satisfies the Baum-Connes
Conjecture.
For this, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 11.1.2. Let p be a prime and C ⊂ (Z/p)2 a cyclic non-trivial
subgroup. Then there is a map r : Z2 → Z whose kernel reduces modulo p
to C and such that
rR = r⊗Z idR : R2 → R
satisfies
d(rR(x), rR(y)) 6
√
2p · d(x,y)
for all x,y ∈ R2, where d is the euclidean metric on R2 respectively R.
Proof. If C is one of the two factors of (Z/p)2, the projection onto the
other factor does the job. Otherwise, C has a generator which lifts
under projection mod p to an element of the form (1,k) ∈ Z2, with
k ∈ Z and 0 < k < p. Consider all pairs (s, t) ∈ Z2 with √p > s, t > 0
and (s, t) 6= (0, 0). Since there are at least p+ 1 such pairs, there have
to be two such pairs (s, t), (s ′, t ′) such that
s+ tk = s ′ + t ′k mod p
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or, put otherwise, (s− s ′) + (t− t ′)k = 0 mod p. Since s, s ′, t, t ′ are
nonnegative, the absolute values of S = s − s ′ and T = t − t ′ are
still at most
√
p. Now set r(a,b) = Sa + Tb. Then r(1,k) = S + Tk
is divisible by k and hence (1,k) lies in the mod p-reduction of the
kernel of r as desired. Since r is nonzero and also nonzero mod p, C
is indeed all of the kernel. The inequality
d(rR(x), rR(y)) 6
√
2p · d(x,y)
easily follows from |S| 6 √p and |T | 6 √p
Proof of 11.1.1. This is adapted from [BFL, 2.8]. We let Z2 act on R2
by isometries in the obvious way. Pick a word metric d on Z2 and a
point x ∈ R2; for distinction, we denote the euclidean metric on R2
by deuc. Then evaluation at x defines a map
e : Z2 → R2
We could pick x = 0, and then e is just the canonical inclusion, but
since the situation will be more complicated later on, we directly
write things up this way. By the Švarc-Milnor Lemma [BH99, 8.19],
e is a quasi-isometry, hence there are constants C,D > 0 such that
deuc(e(g), e(h)) 6 Cd(g,h) +D
for all g,h ∈ Z2. Pick a natural number n. To prove that Z2 is a
Farrell-Hsiang group, we need to provide a quotient map
αn : Z
2 → Fn
into a finite group Fn with certain properties. Since Fn should not
be elementary itself, the simplest possible quotient of Z2 to use is
Fn = (Z/pq)
2 for two different primes p and q. As long as one picks
p and q big enough, this will actually be enough; one could work out
how big precisely in the end, dependent on n. So let us set out to
verify the conditions on a Farrell-Hsiang group.
Let E ⊂ (Z/pq)2 be an r-elementary subgroup. Without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume r = q. Then the quotient map (Z/pq)2 →
(Z/p)2 sends E to a cyclic subgroup C of (Z/p)2. If C is nontriv-
ial, let r : Z2 → Z be a map as in the above lemma; if C is trivial,
let r be the projection onto the first factor. Let H be the preimage of
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E under the projection Z2 → (Z/pq)2. Now consider the following
commutative diagram:
H

  // Z2

r // Z

E

  // (Z/pq)2

C
  // (Z/p)2 // Z/p
Chasing around this diagram, one sees that r(H) ⊂ pZ since H has
to go to zero in the lower right corner. Now let EH be the simplicial
complex with underlying space R, with the integers as 0-simplices.
We define a map Z2 → EH as the composite
fH : Z
2 e // R2
rR // R
· 1p // R = EH
Now we need to define an H-action on EH such that this map is H-
equivariant. Of course, there is a very easy H-action on R: rR sends
H to Z, and Z acts on R by translations. However, because of the
1
p -factor, this action will not make fH H-equivariant, and we cannot
omit this factor because then fH is not contracting at all and hence
useless for our purpose. So we would like to divide the H-action on
R by p - and we can because r(H) ⊂ pZ. So we define an H-action
on R by letting h act as translation with the integer rR(h)p . With this
H-action, fH is H-equivariant and all isotropy groups of EH for the H-
action are cyclic since the isotropy subgroups have to lie in the kernel
of r. It remains to see that fH is sufficiently contracting. Let g,h ∈ Z2
be such that d(g,h) 6 n. Then we estimate
dl
1
(fH(g), fH(h)) 6 deuc(fH(g), fH(h))
=
1
p
deuc(rR(e(g)), rR(e(h)))
6 1
p
√
2p · deuc(e(g), e(h))
6
√
2√
p
(Cd(g,h) +D)
6
√
2√
p
(Cn+D)
If p (and also q, since we picked p without loss of generality above)
is sufficiently large, this is smaller than 1n . So if we pick p,q large
enough, fH has the desired contracting properties. Hence Z2 is a
Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to the family of virtually cyclic
subgroups.
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The next-most complicated example is the groupZ2o− idZ/2. Trying
to apply a similar argument, we will run into some problems.
Proposition 11.1.3. The group Z2 o− id Z/2 is a Farrell-Hsiang group
with respect to the family VCYC.
Proof. This is [BFL, 2.8]. We will try to mimick the above proof for
Z2. Pick a word metric d on G = Z2 o− id Z/2. The group G acts
by isometries on R2, and evaluation at some point of R2 yields a
quasi-isometry
e : G→ R2
So there are constants A,B > 0 such that
deuc(e(g), e(h)) 6 Ad(g,h) +B
for all g,h ∈ G. Now fix a natural number n > 0. We need to provide
a map from G onto a finite group Fn. Since G is non-abelian, it does
not make sense to form G/(pq) as we did for Z2; however, we can
consider the subgroup pqZ2 ⊂ Z2 ⊂ G, which is normal since pqZ2
is characteristic in the normal subgroup Z2. So we define for primes
p,q > 2 the group
Gpq = G/(pqZ
2)
and similarly Gp and Gq. We let a : G → Gpq be the projection. Let
E ⊂ Gpq be an elementary subgroup. We may assume without loss
of generality that E is either q-elementary or 2-elementary. Then the
image of E∩Z2/pqZ2 under the projection Z2/pqZ2 → Z2/pZ2 is
a cyclic group C. If C is trivial, let r : Z2 → Z be the projection onto
the first factor; if not, let r : Z2 → Z be a map as in 11.1.2 with respect
to C. Let rR = r⊗ Id : R2 → R. We have
d(rR(x1), rR(x2)) 6
√
2pdeuc(x1, x2)
Let H ⊂ G be the preimage of E under the projection G→ Gpq. Then
r(H∩Z2) ⊂ pZ
This would allow us to define an action of H ∩Z2 on R by letting
e ∈ H ∩Z2 act as r(e)p . However, this is not sufficient: We need an
action of H, so we have to take the Z/2-factor into account. Out of r,
we can manufacture a map
r = ro Id : G = Z2 o− IdZ/2→ D∞ = Zo− IdZ/2
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We know that r(H)∩Z ⊂ pZ. We now have to extend multiplication
by p, defined on Z, to a map φ defined on all of D∞ such that
r(H) ⊂ φ(D∞)
Then we could try to define an H-action on R by letting h ∈ H act as
the d ∈ D∞ which satisfies r(h) = φ(d). So let
φ = po Id : Zo− IdZ/2→ Zo− IdZ/2
It follows that r(H) ⊂ φ(D∞). Let EH be the simplicial complex with
underlying space R and 0-simplices at z2 , z ∈ Z. The usual D∞-action
on R is a simplicial action. Now define a map f : G → EH as the
composition
G
e→ R2 rR−→ R
1
p→ R
Define an H-action on R by letting h ∈ H act on R as the unique
d ∈ D∞ with φ(d) = r(h). Then f is H-equivariant thanks to the fact
that
p · gx = φ(g) · px
for x ∈ R,g ∈ D∞. All isotropy groups of the H-action on EH are
virtually cyclic: For x ∈ R, certainly the kernel Z of r : H → D∞
stabilizes x, so we obtain a map Z → Hx. The group Z is cyclic and
the cokernel consists at most of the finite stabilizer of x under the
D∞-action. Finally, we estimate for g,h ∈ G with d(g,h) 6 n
dl
1
(fH(g), fH(h)) 6 2deuc(fH(g), fH(h))
= 2
1
p
deuc(rR(e(g)), rR(e(h)))
6 2 1
p
√
2p · deuc(e(g), e(h))
6 2
√
2
p
(Ad(g,h) +B)
6 2
√
2
p
(An+B)
Picking p large enough makes this arbitarily small. Since pwas picked
without loss of generality, note that this also forces us to pick q
large.
When trying to generalize this line of argument to arbitrary groups
acting by isometries on some euclidean space, one runs into two prob-
lems:
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(i) In general, such groups are not semidirect products, so we can-
not define a map φ as in the above proof.
(ii) Even when we have some suitable map φ, it may not satisfy
p · gx = φ(g) · px
Both problems can be solved using group cohomology and will be
addressed in the next section.
11.2 crystallographic groups
In this section, we assemble the necessary facts on virtually finitely
generated abelian groups and crystallographic groups. We will use
[Bro94] as a standard reference on group cohomology.
Definition 11.2.1. Let G be a group.
(i) We say that G is an abstract crystallographic group of rank n if
it has a normal, finite-index subgroup A which is free abelian
of rank n and such that cen(A) = A, i.e. no element of G which
is not already in A commutes with all elements of A.
(ii) We say that G is a concrete crystallographic group of rank n if
G is isomorphic to a cocompact discrete subgroup of the group
of isometries of Rn.
Proposition 11.2.2. The subgroup A in the definition of an abstract crys-
tallographic G is unique and so the holonomy group F = G/A of G is
well-defined. Furthermore, a group is an abstract crystallographic group of
rank n if and only if it is a concrete crystallographic group. Furthermore, n
is unique.
Proof. Let G be an abstract crystallographic group of rank n and let B
be another subgroup of G with the same properties as A. Then A∩B
is of finite index in both A and B. Since any group automorphism
of Zn inducing the identity on a finite-index subgroup is itself the
identity, the centralizer of A∩B is equal to the centralizers of both A
and B, which implies A = B because A = cen(A) and B = cen(B). It
also follows that the n in the definition of an abstract crystallographic
group is unique.
Let F be the quotient G/A. The conjugation action of F on A is faithful
since A is its own centralizer and hence conjugation by g ∈ G only
induces the identity on A if g ∈ A. Pick an isomorphism A ∼= Zn and
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consider the inclusion Zn ⊂ Rn. We obtain a diagram of extensions
as in [Bro94, Exercise IV.3.1]
0 // A

// G //

F

// 0
0 // Rn // G ′ // F // 0
All vertical maps are injective, and the lower horizontal row is semi-
split since H2(F,Rn) = 0 by finiteness of F, see [Bro94, IV.10.2]. Pick-
ing a scalar product on Rn such that F acts by isometries on Rn, it is
easy to see that G ′ acts cocompactly and discretely on Rn by isome-
tries.
The other direction is Bieberbach’s theorem, see [Far81, Theorem 14]
or [Aus65].
Example 11.2.3. Not every crystallographic group G is a split exten-
sion of A and F = G/A. For example, let φ,ψ be the isometries of R2
given by
φ(x,y) = (−x,y+ 1)
ψ(x,y) = (x+ 1,−y)
Then φ2 is translation by (0, 2) and ψ2 is translation by (2, 0), gener-
ating the translation subgroup of the group of isometries generated
by φ and ψ. The canonical extension of this crystallographic group is
0→ Zφ2 ⊕Zψ2 → Zφ⊕Zψ→ Z/2Z⊕Z/2Z→ 0
which clearly is not split.
Definition 11.2.4. Let G be a crystallographic group with A the sub-
group of translations and F the finite holonomy group and s an inte-
ger. We say that a group homomorphism φ : G→ G is s-expansive if
it fits into a commutative diagram
0 // A
s·−

// G //

F
id

// 0
0 // A // G // F // 0
Proposition 11.2.5. Let G be a crystallographic group and s 6= 0 an integer.
(i) If s = 1 mod |F|, there exists an s-expansive homomorphism φ : G→
G.
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(ii) For every such φ, there is u ∈ Rn such that the map
f = f(s,u) : R
n → Rn, x 7→ sx+ u
is φ-equivariant, i.e. satisfies f(g(x)) = φ(g)f(x) for all x ∈ Rn.
Proof. For i), fix the F-module structure on A given by the extension
G. We certainly find some extension 0 → A → G ′ → F → 0 inducing
the given F-action on A and fitting into a commutative diagram
0 // A
s·−

// G //
φ

F
id

// 0
0 // A // G ′ // F // 0
The class of the lower extension in H2(F,A) is the s-fold multiple
of the class of the upper extension. See [Bro94, Exercise IV.3.1]. Since
H2(F,A) is |F|-torsion by [Bro94, III.10.2], it follows that multiplication
by s is an isomorphism on H2(F,A) and hence the two extensions
are isomorphic. Then the φ in the above diagram is our desired s-
expansive map.
For ii), let us write out what the condition on u means. For g ∈ G,
we find Mg ∈ F and vg ∈ Rn such that gx = Mgx+ vg. Then the
equation f(g(x)) = φ(g)f(x) reads
s(Mgx+ vg) + u =Mφ(g)sx+Mφ(g)u+ vφ(g)
However, since Mg is the image of g under the projection G → F
and φ induces the identity on F, we have Mg =Mφ(g). Then we can
simplify and reach
u− g · u = vφ(g) − s · vg
where g · − is the conjugation action of G on A and hence on Rn.
Define a map d : G → Rn by d(g) = vφ(g) − s · vg. It is easy to check
that d is a derivation, i.e. satisfies d(gh) = dg+ gdh. If g ∈ A, we
have vφ(g) = svg since φ is multiplication by s on A. Hence d = 0 on
A and we get an induced derivation
d : F→ Rn
Since H1(F,Rn) = 0, this derivation has to be principal by [Bro94,
Exercise III.1.2]. So there is u ∈ Rn such that d is equal to the prin-
cipal derivation sending g to u − gu. This was what we set out to
prove.
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11.3 the baum-connes conjecture for virtually finitely
generated abelian groups
In this section, we put the Farrell-Hsiang method to some serious
work to conclude the Baum-Connes conjecture for virtually finitely
generated abelian groups. We start with a reduction to crystallographic
groups.
Proposition 11.3.1. Each virtually finitely generated abelian group G of
virtually cohomological dimension n admits an epimorphism with finite ker-
nel onto a crystallographic group of rank n.
Proof. Let G be a virtually finitely generated abelian group. Let A be
a finitely generated abelian subgroup of finite index. We may assume
without loss of generality that A is normal in G with quotient F. We
have A = Zn ⊕H for some finite abelian group H; let f : A → Zn be
the projection. Since F is finite, there is an F-action on Zn such that f
is an F-map. Now consider the extension induced by f and G
0→ Zn → G ′ → F→ 0
Note that actually H is normal in G and G ′ = G/H, so there is a map
G → G ′ with kernel H. Now consider the inclusion Zn → Rn and
the induced map on extensions
0 // Zn

// G ′ //

F

// 0
0 // Rn // G ′′ // F // 0
Since H2(F,Rn) = 0, the lower extension is semisplit. Let L be the
kernel of the representation F → Gln(R) obtained from the splitting.
Then we obtain a map of semisplit extensions
0 // Rn

// G ′′ //

F

// 0
0 // Rn // G ′′′ // F/L // 0
and G ′′′ is clearly acting by isometries on Rn. Since also the map
G ′′ → G ′′′ has finite kernel, the composition G → G ′′′ has finite
kernel. The image of G in G ′′′ is then a crystallographic group of
rank n as desired.
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Theorem 11.3.2. The Baum-Connes Conjecture for virtually finitely gener-
ated abelian groups is true.
The proof is quite long and will be by induction on the virtual coho-
mological dimension of the virtually finitely generated abelian group.
It proceeds as follows:
- Assume the Baum-Connes conjecture is true for virtually finitely
generated abelian groups of vcd < n.
- Then to prove the Baum-Connes conjecture for virtually finitely
generated abelian groups of vcd = n, it suffices to prove the
Baum-Connes conjecture for crystallographic groups of rank n
by 11.3.1 and the inheritance results for the Baum-Connes con-
jecture .
- Now prove the Baum-Connes conjecture for a crystallographic
group G of rank n by induction on the order of the holonomy
group F = G/Zn. We distinguish 2 cases: If G contains an in-
finite normal cyclic subgroup, we can reduce to the induction
hypothesis by inheritance results for the Baum-Connes conjec-
ture. This also takes care of the induction start G = Zn. If not,
we prove that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to a fam-
ily of subgroups for which we already know the Baum-Connes
conjecture by the induction hypothesis and use the transitivity
principle.
- A few examples of rank 2 have to be treated separately to im-
plement the induction start.
Let us begin with the last item. The examples we have to deal with
separately are precisely those crystallographic groups of rank 2which
do have an infinite cyclic normal subgroup, and it turns out there are
not so many of those:
Proposition 11.3.3. Let G be a crystallographic group of rank 2 with an
infinite cyclic normal subgroup C. Then the holonomy group F of G is either
trivial, Z/2 or Z/2⊕Z/2 with the F-action on Z2 ⊂ G being determined
by two maps σi : F→ ±1 via f · (a,b) = (σ1(f)a,σ2(f)b). Furthermore, if
F is nontrivial G has either precisely two normal, maximal cyclic subgroups
or F = Z/2 and G = Z2 o−1Z/2 is the infinite dihedral group.
Proof. We can assume that C is maximal. Let ρ : F → GL2(Z) be the
conjugation action and consider its rationalization ρQ : F → GL2(Q).
Since C is invariant under the conjugation action of F, ρQ contains
an invariant subspace of dimension at least one and hence Q2 splits
as F-module into two summands D1,D2 with F acting on Di via a
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homomorphism σi : F → ±1. Since ρ is injective and factors through
±1×±1, we must have F = 0,Z/2 or Z/2⊕Z/2 as claimed.
Now G has certainly two distinct maximal cyclic subgroups C1 and
C2, namely the unique maximal integral subgroups ofD1 andD2. If F
does not act onZ2 as multiplication by −1 (and hence F = Z/2Z), the
rationalization of each other normal infinite maximal cyclic subgroup
C has to be either D1 or D2, and hence C = C1 or C = C2. Note that
in these cases, σ1 and σ2 are always different.
Remark 11.3.4. Note that it may happen that C1 ⊕C2 6= Z2; for exam-
ple for the representation of Z/2 on Z2 given by
i(1, 0) = (1, 0)
i(0, 1) = (−1,−1)
with i the generator of Z/2 has C1 generated by (1, 0) and C2 gener-
ated by (1, 2).
Proposition 11.3.5. Let G be a crystallographic group of rank two which
has a normal infinite cyclic subgroup. Then G satisfies the Baum-Connes
conjecture.
Proof. This is [BFL, 2.15]. By 11.3.3, there are only very few cases we
need to consider. Since we already dealt with Z2 and Z2 o− Id Z/2,
we can assume that G has precisely two maximal infinite cyclic sub-
groups which are invariant under the action of the holonomy group F.
Pick a maximal normal infinite cyclic C ⊂ Z2 ⊂ Gwhich is F-invariant.
Consider the diagram
1 // Z2

// G

// F //

1
1 // Z2/C // G/C // F // 1
with the vertical maps the quotient projections. The group G/C is
virtually abelian and hence projects with finite kernel onto a crys-
tallographic group ∆C of rank one, say via p : G/C → ∆C. Let
Z ∼= AC ⊂ ∆C be the subgroup of translations and F∆C the holonomy
group of ∆C. We have that ∆C is either Z or Zo− id Z/2Z. There is
a commutative diagram
1 // Z2/C

// G/C
p

// F //

1
1 // AC // ∆C // F∆C
// 1
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From the two diagrams, we obtain maps
νC : G→ ∆C
µC : Z
2 → AC
Let dG and d∆C be word metrics. Then there are constants K1,K2
such that
d∆C(νC(g),νC(h)) 6 K1dG(g,h) +K2
since νC is onto and each two word metrics are quasiisometric. Fur-
thermore, Ki can be chosen independent from C since there are only
finitely many (in fact, two) maximal infinite F-invariant subgroups
C ⊂ Z2 ⊂ G.
The group ∆C acts on R in the usual way. Equip R with the simpli-
cial complex structure with 0-simplices {n/2 | n ∈ Z}. Then ∆C acts
simplicially on R.
Let evC : ∆C → R be given by evaluation at one point. By the Švarc-
Milnor Lemma [BH99, 8.19], the estimate d1(x,y) 6 2deuc(x,y) and
the existence of the constants K1,K2 above, we conclude that there
are constants D1,D2 such that
d1(evC(νC(g)), evC(νC(h))) 6 D1dG(g,h) +D2
for all g,h ∈ G.
Assume by induction that the Baum-Connes conjecture is known for
all crystallographic groups of rank 2 whose holonomy group has
lower order than F. Let F be the family obtained by adding these
groups to VCYC. We prove that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with re-
spect to F, which implies via the transitivity principle that it satisfies
the Baum-Connes conjecture. In fact, the induction is not really an
induction since the order of F is 2 or 4 anyway, so there are only two
cases to consider.
Fix a natural number n. For an odd prime p, which we will eventually
pick large enough, let Gp = G/pZ2 and consider the extension
1→ Z2/pZ2 → Gp → F→ 1
which exists since the order of F is either 2 or 4. Let an : G → Gp be
the projection. This will be the map occuring in the definition of a
Farrell-Hsiang group.
Pick a hyperelementary subgroup H ⊂ Gp and let H¯ = a−1n (H). If the
projection pr : Gp → F does not send H onto G, H¯ ∈ F and we can
pick EH = ∗. So assume that pr(H) = F.
We claim that then, Z2/pZ2 ∩H is cyclic. There is a prime q, a q-
group Q and a cyclic group D of order prime to q such that there is
a short exact sequence
1→ D→ H→ Q→ 1
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If p 6= q, Z2/pZ2 ∩H is a subgroup of D and hence cyclic. If p = q,
assume that Z2/pZ2 ∩ H = Z2/pZ2 which is the only chance for
Z2/pZ2 ∩H to be noncyclic. Since H projects onto F, this forces H =
Gp. But then the composite
Z2/pZ2 → Gp = H→ Q
must be an isomorphism since p is odd and F has order 2 or 4. It
follows that Z2/pZ2 → Gp splits and that the conjugation action of
F on Z2/pZ2 is trivial. Since p is odd, this contradicts the fact from
11.3.3 that F acts on Z2/pZ2 via multiplication by −1 on a cyclic
subgroup of Z2/pZ2. Hence Z2/pZ2 ∩H must be cyclic.
Recall that Z2 has two maximal infinite cyclic subgroups C1,C2 on
which F acts by multiplication by ±1. Integrally, it may be C1 ⊕C2 6=
Z2, but after reduction mod p, we must have
Z2/pZ2 = C1/p⊕C2/p
where F acts by multiplication by ±1 and differently on the two sum-
mands. Since H projects onto F, Z2/pZ2 ∩H is invariant under the
F-action and hence contained in one of the two summands Ci/p. Let
C = Ci for this i.
Let ξ : Z2 → Z2/C be the projection. We claim that
ξ(H¯∩Z2) ⊂ p(A/C)
Indeed, (H¯∩Z2)/p is contained in C/p, so ξ(H¯∩Z2) ⊂ p(A/C). Fur-
thermore, we have
µC(H¯∩Z2) ⊂ pAC
since the map φ : Z2/C→ AC is injective and µC = φ ◦ ξ. This forces
µC(H¯)∩AC ⊂ pAC
since µC(H¯ ∩Z2) is a finite-index subgroup of µC(H¯) ∩AC of even
index since the order of F is 2 or 4. We now need a p-expansive map
φ : ∆C → ∆C, together with a φ-invariant affine map
a(p,w) : R→ R, x 7→ px+w
such that
νC(H¯) ⊂ im(φ)
If ∆C = Z, just take φ to be multiplication by p and u = 0. If ∆ =
Z o− id Z/2, let t be the generator of Z/2 and for u ∈ Zn define
φu : ∆ → ∆ by φu(t) = ut and φu(x) = px for x ∈ Zn. It is easy to
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check that this yields a group homomorphism as claimed. If νC(H¯)
projects to 0 in Z/2, we can take φ0. If not, pick u ∈ Zn such that
ut ∈ H¯. We claim that φu has the desired properties. If h ∈ νC(H¯),
we either have h ∈ νC(H¯)∩Z, so h is divisible by p and in the image
of φu, or h = xt for x ∈ Z. But since ut ∈ im(φ) and (xt)(ut) =
x− u ∈ νC(H¯) ⊂ pZ is also in the image of φ, xt ∈ im(φ) as claimed.
Finally, a(p,u/2) is φ-invariant.
Let EH be the simplicial complex with underlying space R and 0-
simplices {n/2 | n ∈ Z}. The group ∆C acts on EH. Define
fH : G
νC−→ ∆C evC−→ R
(a(p,w))
−1
−→ R = EH
Equip EH with the H¯-action where h ∈ H¯ acts by the unique g ∈ ∆C
which satisfies φ(g) = νC(h). It is easy to check that fH is H¯-invariant
and EH has virtually cyclic isotropy. Finally, we estimate for g,h ∈ G
with dG(g,h) 6 n
d1(fH(g), fH(h)) 6 2deuc(fH(g), fH(h))
=
2
p
deuc(ev ◦νC(g), ev ◦νC(h))
6 2
p
(D1dG(g,h) +D2)
6 2
p
(D1n+D2)
Now pick p large enough such that the last expression is at most 1n .
This finishes the proof.
Now we can state one more inheritance property we will need.
Proposition 11.3.6. Let
1→ V → G→ H→ 1
be a short exact sequences of groups with V virtually cyclic such that H sat-
isfies the Baum-Connes conjecture. Then also G satisfies the Baum-Connes
conjecture.
Proof. This is essentially the Baum-Connes version of [BFL, 2.22]. Let
F be the family of subgroups of G obtained by pulling back the fam-
ily VCYC of subgroups of H. If all F ∈ F satisfy the Baum-Connes
conjecture, the transitivity principle tells us that G satisfies the Baum-
Connes conjecture. Each such F sits in a short exact sequence
1→ V → F→ K→ 1
with also K virtually cyclic. We claim that F satisfies the Baum-Connes
conjecture. This is clear if V is finite, so let C ⊂ V be an infinite cyclic
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normal subgroup. Let C ′ = ∩φ∈Aut(V)φ(C). Since V contains only
finitely many subgroups of a given index, this is a finite intersection,
and C ′ is characteristic and hence in particular normal in F. The group
F is virtually finitely generated abelian and hence admits a surjection
onto a crystallographic group G of rank 2 with finite kernel by 11.3.1.
Then the image of C ′ is an infinite cyclic normal subgroup of G and
hence G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to the family VCYC. It
follows that G satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture.
In the induction step, we will use the following:
Proposition 11.3.7. Let ∆ be a crystallographic group and let
0→ Zn → ∆→ G→ 1
be the canonical group extension with G finite of order 2kl with l odd. Let p
be a prime with (p, l) = 1, (p− 1, l) = 1 and p = 3 mod 4. Consider for
some r ∈N the extension
0→ Zn/prZn → ∆/prZn → G→ 1
Let H ⊂ ∆/prZn be a hyperelementary subgroup such that H → G is
surjective but not injective. Then Zn has an infinite cyclic subgroup which
is invariant under the G-action.
Proof. We find a number k and a prime q such that there is an exten-
sion
1→ Cs → H→ Q→ 1
with Cs cyclic of order s and Q a q-group, with (q, s) = 1. We know
that H∩Zn/prZn 6= 0.
First let us consider the case that Zn/prZn ∩ Cs = 0. The order of
H ∩Zn/prZn divides both qis and pr. Also, H ∩Zn/prZn cannot
contain elements of order dividing s since Cs ∩Zn/prZn = 0 and Cs
is the group of elements in H whose order divides s. It follows that
q = p. So, by our assumption on p, we must have (q, |G|) = 1. Since
H → G is onto and all elements of order qj have to go to zero since
(q, |G|) = 1, this implies that Cs → G is onto. So G is cyclic and we
have an extension
1→ Zn → ∆→ Z/mZ→ 1
Represent ∆ as a group of isometries of Rn. Let M ∈ O(n) be a
generator of Z/mZ. Regarding Zn as sitting inside Rn, pick a basis
v1, . . . vn ∈ Zn of Rn. Note that Rn does not necessarily carry the
standard scalar product. There must be an i such that v = vi+Mvi+
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· · ·+Mm−1vi is not the zero vector since 1+ x+ x2 + · · ·+ xm−1 can-
not be the minimal polynomial of M since it lacks the Eigenvalue 1.
Then v is an eigenvector of M for the eigenvalue 1, and hence v is
an eigenvector of all orthogonal matrices occuring in ∆. Since we can
regard M as a matrix with integral entries, it follows that v ∈ Zn.
Clearly, v spans a normal infinite cyclic subgroup.
Now assume that Zn/prZn ∩Cs 6= 0. Then no element of H except
those whose order divides s can go to 0 in G since (s,pr) 6= 1 forces
q 6= p. So H ∩Zn/prZn is cyclic of order, say, pv. Now consider the
conjugation-representation
ρ : G→ Aut(H∩Zn/prZn)
obtained from the short exact sequence
1→ H∩Zn/prZn → H→ G→ 1
and let G0 be the image of ρ. We must have
|G0| | (|Aut(H∩Zn/prZn)| , |G|) = ((p− 1)pv−1, 2kl) = 1 or 2
by our assumptions on p. Let F be the kernel of ρ. Then clearly,
(Zn/prZn)F 6= 0 and so (Zn)F 6= 0 since there is an exact sequence
(Zn)F → (Zn/prZn)F → H1(F,prZn) f→ H1(F,Zn)
where the map f is multiplication by pr and hence an isomorphism
since p does not divide the order of F, so (Zn)F → (Zn/prZn)F has
to be onto.
Let x ∈ Zn be an F-fixed vector and g ∈ G, 6= F. Then either x +
ρ(g)(x) is nonzero, and then G-fixed, or g and hence also all other
g ′ ∈ G− F act as multiplication by −1 on x. Then the subgroup of Zn
generated by x is G-invariant.
Now we are ready for the induction step:
Proposition 11.3.8. Let G be a crystallographic group of rank n. Assume
that the Baum-Connes conjecture is known for all virtually finitely generated
abelian groups of virtual cohomological dimension at most n − 1 and all
crystallographic groups of rank n whose holonomy has smaller rank than
the holonomy of G. Then G satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture as well.
Proof. This is [BFL, Section 2.3]. Let G be a crystallographic group of
rank n, and let
0→ A→ G→ F→ 1
be the associated extension with A finitely generated free abelian. Let
F be the family of subgroups of G consisting of all subgroups of
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G of rank at most n − 1 and all subgroups of G of rank n whose
holonomy group has lower order than F. By induction hypothesis and
the transitivity principle, it suffices to see that G satisfies the Baum-
Connes conjecture with respect to the family F since the groups in
F are either virtually finitely generated abelian of rank at most n− 1
or crystallographic of rank n with lower-order holonomy group. We
proceed to prove that G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to F.
Equip G with some word metric dG. Evaluation at some point of Rn
gives a map
ev : G→ Rn
and by the Švarc-Milnor Lemma [BH99, 8.19], we find constants C1,C2 >
0 such that
d(ev(g), ev(h)) 6 C1dG(g,h) +C2.
Fix a natural number n. We can equip Rn with the structure of a
simplicial complex such that the G-action is simplicial; denote Rn
with this simplicial structure by E. All simplicial complexes occuring
from now on are E, but with varying group actions.
Since we want to employ 11.3.7, write |F| = 2kl with l odd and pick a
prime p with
(p, l) = 1
(p− 1, l) = 1
p = 3 mod 4
There are infinitely many such primes: Pick a number m which is
2 modulo l and 3 modulo 4, which is possible since (4, l) = 1, and
apply Dirichlet’s theorem to conclude that there are infinitely many
primes p with
p mod 4l = m
and each such prime will satisfy p = 2 mod l and p = 3 mod 4,
which forces (p, l) = (p− 1, l) = 1 since l is at least 3. We will even-
tually use this to choose p very large in order to obtain the necessary
contracting properties. Finally, since (p, 2kl) = 1, we find a number
r > 0 such that
pr = 1 mod |F|
Since A is normal in G and prA is a characteristic subgroup of A, also
prA is normal in G. Let
Apr = A/(p
rA)
Gpr = G/(p
rA)
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The projection
apr : G→ Gpr
will play the role of the map αn appearing in the definition of a
Farrell-Hsiang group.
Let H ⊂ Gpr be a hyperelementary subgroup (for the Baum-Connes
conjecture, elementary would suffice) and let H be its preimage under
apr . If under the projection prpr : Gpr → F, H is not sent onto all of F,
H is a crystallographic group of the same rank as G, but with lower-
order holonomy and is hence contained in the family F. This allows
us to set EH = ∗. So we now assume that prpr(H) = F.
If prpr : H → F is not an isomorphism, we can employ 11.3.7 to
conclude that G has a normal infinite cyclic subgroup C. Then 11.3.6
shows that it suffices to see the Baum-Connes conjecture for G/C
which is a virtually abelian group of virtual cohomological dimension
1 lower than the rank of G, for which we know the Baum-Connes
conjecture by induction hypothesis.
So we can assume that prpr : H→ F is an isomorphism. In particular,
the short exact sequence
0→ Apr → Gpr → F→ 1
splits. Since pr = 1 mod |F|, we find by 11.2.5 a pr-expansive map
φ : G → G. The composite apr ◦ φ : G → Gpr vanishes on A and
hence factors over φ : F→ Gpr , i.e. we have
apr ◦φ = φ ◦ pr
prpr ◦φ = idF
where pr : G→ F is the projection. Hence φ is another splitting of
0→ Apr → Gpr → F→ 1
We conclude from [Bro94, IV.2.3] and H1(F;Apr) = 0 that the two
splittings are conjugated and hence that H and im(apr ◦φ) = im(φ)
are conjugated in Gpr . Hence also their preimages in G are conju-
gated.
If we can handle im(φ), i.e. find a suitable map f : G → Eim(φ), then
we can define an H-action on Eim(φ) by conjugating the im(φ)-action;
precomposing f with the conjugation which maps im(φ) to H then
yields a map fH : G→ EH with the desired properties.
So we may assume that H = im(φ) and claim that then
H = imφ
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Indeed, if h ∈ H, we find g ∈ G with apr(h) = apr(φ(g)) since
H = im(apr ◦ φ) and hence h−1φ(g) is in the kernel of apr which
is prA, which by definition is in the image of φ. Conversely, if g =
φ(s) ∈ im(φ), we have apr(g) = apr(φ(s)) ∈ H and so g ∈ H. The
reader should compare this point to the condition
r(H) ⊂ pZ
appearing in the proof for Z2; it is the analogue in our more compli-
cated situation.
Finally, there is by 11.2.5 a u ∈ Rn such that the affine map
f = fpr,u : R
n → Rn, x 7→ prx+ u
is φ-equivariant, i.e. satisfies
f(gx) = φ(g)f(x)
for all g ∈ G, x ∈ Rn. Now consider the map
fH : G
ev→ Rn f−1→ Rn = EH
This map has the required contracting properties if p is large enough:
We estimate for g,h ∈ G with dG(g,h) < n
deuc(fH(g), fH(h)) = deuc(f−1(ev(g)), f−1(ev(h)))
6 1
pr
d(ev(g), ev(h))
6 1
pr
(C1dG(g,h) +C2)
6 1
pr
(C1n+C2)
The last line can be made arbitrarily small by picking large p. Unfor-
tunately, we have to consider the l1-metric on E and not the euclidean
one, so we are not yet done. But since the simplicial complex struc-
ture on Rn is locally finite, we find that for given  > 0 there is δ > 0
such that
deuc(x,y) 6 δ⇒ dl1(x,y) 6 
Picking the δ for  = 1n and choosing p large enough such that
1
pr
(C1n+C2) 6 δ
then shows that fH has the required contracting properties. Finally,
we have to define an H-action on EH. We do this by letting h ∈ H
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act on EH as the unique g ∈ G with φ(g) = h which is possible
since im(φ) = H. Since f is φ-equivariant, it is easy to check that
fH is H-equivariant. Finally, since the isotropy of G acting on Rn is
finite, also the isotropy of H acting on E is finite and hence contained
in F. Hence G is a Farrell-Hsiang group with respect to F. Since we
know the Baum-Connes conjecture for all groups in F, the Transitivity
principle implies that G satisfies the Baum-Connes conjecture.
Remark 11.3.9. The reader should note that nothing interesting hap-
pens once F is not elementary itself. This can be understood in the
context of 10.1.3: All preimages of elementary subgroups of F satisfy
the Baum-Connes conjecture by induction hypothesis, and hence so
does G.
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O U T L O O K
12.1 the transfer
An immediate question is whether the transfer from [BLR08b] or
[BL12a] can be carried over to the topological K-theory setting. In
the construction, three things stand out which do not directly work
in topological K-theory:
(i) The Waldhausen construction, cf. [Wal85], plays an important
role, and it is not immediately clear how to generalize the Wald-
hausen construction to topological K-theory.
(ii) The singular chain complex of a space X plays an important
role. In the topological setting, we would like that the complex
singular chain complex is a complex of pre-Hilbert spaces and
bounded operators between them, which it is not. Any poten-
tial construction along the lines of [BLR08b] should run into
continuity problems at this point.
(iii) Finally, the transfer in [BLR08b] depends on the fact that each
morphism is actually controlled. In the topological setup, this
is no longer true, and we do not have completion devices at
our disposal since the (rather weird) categories considered in
[BLR08b] do not carry norms.
The third point is actually the most serious one, whereas the first one
is in fact a non-factor: We seek to prove a surjectivity result, so we may
work with algebraic K-theory in the first place since there is a natu-
ral surjection Kalgi (C) → Ki(C), i = 0, 1, for any C∗-category C. The
second one needs some treatment; it could for example be solved by
additionally assuming that the space X under consideration is a finite
simplicial complex. This, however, would severely restrict the useful-
ness of the transfer. Altogether, it seems that a genuine new idea is
necessary to obtain a transfer in the topological K-theory setup under
the conditions of [BLR08b].
In contrast, the transfer we have considered is substantially easier:
The necessary section is essentially given by the formal difference of
two functors, where “formal difference” only makes sense in K-theory.
This avoids the three difficulties above altogether.
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A B S T R A C T
The Farrell-Jones conjecture in algebraic K-theory proposes a formula
for the K-groups of group rings. Similarly, the Baum-Connes conjec-
ture proposes a formula for the topological K-groups of the reduced
group C∗-algebra. Both conjectures are known for large classes of
groups. We present, for the first time, a proof for some cases of the
Baum-Connes conjecture which employs the methods used for prov-
ing cases of the Farrell-Jones conjecture. The main ingredients are
controlled algebra and induction theorems for group representations.
Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Die Farrell-Jones-Vermutung in der algebraischen K-Theorie sagt vor-
her, wie sich die K-Gruppen von Gruppenringen verhalten. Die Baum-
Connes-Vermutung ist eine ähnliche Vermutung über die topologi-
sche K-Theorie von Gruppen-C∗-Algebren. Beide Vermutungen sind
für viele Gruppen bekannt. In dieser Arbeit wird ein Beweis einiger
Fälle der Baum-Connes-Vermutung mit den Beweismethoden der
Farrell-Jones-Vermutung gegeben. Die wichtigsten Hilfsmittel sind
kontrollierte Algebra und Induktionstheoreme aus der Darstellungs-
theorie endlicher Gruppen.
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